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Planting Potatoes.
The pobit

thi' past year was a failure
»< duality ou account ol
the great heat.
Many tubers were s scorched that they
vuw w.-ibcv and rank; and some verv
..■ the surface or
partially exposed, asmud tin* gr* v;i
*r and unfit to feed
Tn
d.
n
.cc*mnt, of the poisonous
engendered by the lays of the
.!
T!se l.uuiiv -. ; bint deep, from six
»'•
•'
This ior various ri-.isons
""
penr
very
arly plant mg;—an ml:'-i'
:ig thus the seed against the
it will permit it
g:
i\v out. which will save it;
"
fa\v»
in a drouth, and prevent the
: Mib-'is t.»o near the surface, so
am: v iii,ire them ; hilling can
>'i:
>
spt-iwrd with, and only the cultir as«-.! t*> mak«* mellow and
keep out the
gra->. with no danger ot hurting the roots
or the Tubers.
Hv putting u; arlv with the first mel"
pot jit • will sprout and grow
tin;vodt-d in the ground Instead of the
1 g'-t *h: benefit of the Winter’s
'!'’ •:
winch in an « arly drouth, is of
uportauce. Particularly should the Early
*1
put on* oarlv.
The
experi;
la r.
s. derided
and unvarying, that
ann-o gi
it »ip too early in case you
''to m
“\s ground for it.
If will grow in
a
wf*rsT
a111111- snow and frost eid
and m'cmis to delight in it, while at
pti
"an.i
’im
the:- sorts are at, a stand
making this emphatically what it
»
»
Plant close rather than
arly p-'ta’
a
b apart. <ay
to 1.‘. inches in ‘lie row.
'*"
keen- its tubers c!.»se together.
th«*in ai
easily gathered. They
ais » 1
: a medium rather than a
whn h Is favorable to quality:
v
pu’ting blit «»ne or two eyes in a
iv will be i.-w small potatoes.
Thus
«>? Kirlv Ko>e can be ripened very
a
w
y. and of a superioi quality and yield.
1’
ground mil"! lie dry or well draiui"
a
guard against rot, there
*'■ I
mo. sand than clay in the soil,
t it, **••?*!>
should na ive the same treatment i>
nr! v
Tiny will I hen, by being
•ut
:t
raidv. get the whole season’s
gr.»w*:
mid will r ju*ii in time for dry gat h\ noi vo wants to be grown rather
vv
biit
>.
outinuousiy. and well ripened.
\\
’lien bf -omul and
did, tine-grainbetter t’av r; al-o more mellow.
»:
v.
gt
will give a rank taste, and a
a ib
v
onditi-m a less eoneentration of
-i betain e.
i x■
'ire
has demons!rated that it is
manure tn the hill than to apply
ant
Better s poor .soil, with some
i fertilize! in the hill, than rich land;
!:
i!i/ors are ashes, ammo, rent
Ashes are a
piaster, X
-!>• -is manure for this plant.
'I
nr
armors who ".re not in the
ar’\ plant in?, try it this year,
v
ii
a
small scale if no other.
Put
»
’ll v. ry lirst mellow soil, if it is in
i n’ lie sure and plant
Msdeep, never
•: a.
x,
and better seven inelms.
A
"I sa\ better seven I mean it particutlie Early Hose. But do it with
I>
not. f. ar tlie frost with the
.-d
Put a ?ood
i-.-'p ;a the ?ronnd.
i’i' 'v
'! unlea lied wood ashes and hen
'he hil! if ’h-1 soil is not rich. The
x
: n a should lie
applied ami oov<
a’ met- as soon as mixed, as else the
'he union will escape, and that
\
K
as)
p out tile ?r.as.s,
keep the
tr: up: i inel
av.
I'ountry Gentleman.
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Hens.

What

We have had occasion for two or three
years past to occasionally call attention to
the proiit arising from keeping and breeding good hens, as illustrated by the experience of our townsman, Lowell Eastman,
Esq., who seems to have reduced the breeding and feeding oi hens to au exact, science,
and can tell to a fraction of a cent what is
the necessary cost of keeping a flock of
hens of any required number.
Mr. Eastman keeps the Brown
Leghorns only, and
lias abundant reason to speak well of them.
During the past winter lie kept 32 hens and
two cocks, at a cost of about, nine cents a
month to a hen.
He gives it as his experience that a lien will eat from a pound and
a quarter to a pound and a half of corn a
week.
We give the following account of
his liens for the mouths of January, February, and March:
Eggs laid in January
Eggs laid in February

Eggs

laid in March

r.os
r,su

....
....

i^ini

....

Total eggs in three mouths

Equal

to 1P2 dozen and three eggs.

January, 00 doz. and s eggs at 35 cts.
February. 50 doz. and s eggs at 35 eta.
March, M doz. and it eggs'at 30 eta.
5 barrels hen manure at $1.50 a bbl.

$17.77'
1 a.so
C5.47
7.50

Total income
Cost of keeping for three months

$70.59
$14 5$

.....

Net income for three months

$50.01
It will be seen that the eggs are rated at
tlie market price only.
When we take into
account the fact that many of them are sold
for the purpose of hatching, at $1 per
dozen, it will be seen that the profit is still
larger.
Since Marcli he has reduced his dock to
33 hens and one cock, and is getting au
average of 2+ eggs daily, llis flock of hens
is worth visiting, to all interested in fowl
raising, and persons ordering eggs of him
may lie sure of getting what they liny, as
he keeps no other kind of hens than the
Brown Leghorn.
Who can show a more
profitable record than the above?
TConcord Statesman.

Raising Cabbages. Protection from the
Worm.

In reply to an inquiry in a late paper
about raising cabbages, I will tell the inquirer how we raised some 400 heads. We
sowed the seed in hot-beds about the llrst,
o( April, and by the time it was warm
enough to set them, they had attained a
goodly size; were in fact, as stron >, thrifty
plants as I ever saw.
They were set out
on a cloudy, iowery day.
The next day we
took fine salt, and put about a teaspoonful
around each plant, not minding at all, if it
fell on the plant.
This served to kill all
worms that might be in tire soil.
After the
to
plants began
grow, stirred the ground
as often as possible,
it
loose
and
keeping
friable. As soon as those pests, the butterfly that lays an egg which forms the green
worm, appeared, we got half a pound of
saltpetre,one-fourth of a pound of copperas,
and dissolved in a half hogshead of water.
Croup.
With this solution we watered the plants
rfter each raid of the butterflies, which oc‘‘se ha< two varieties: tin* true
curred three times during the summer, and
hi
up
:‘.nou< and tlie false* or spasmodic
The teiulency of the first form of by this means, saved our cabbages from the
‘f'luj
worms, not losing a plant,—and raised a
*:
‘»se i> Toward death, If left to itself.
hundred heads each, of the Early Jersey,
* h;i«* ti
»ij.i is scarcely a dangerous affection, although it causes great alarm be- Wakefield, Stone Mason, premium Flat
.,-■
ople fail to distinguish one form of l)utoll and Early Wyman.
The dressing used was taken from the
the disease from the other.
M u;‘ rutoiis croup is s,» slow and insidi- bam cellar, and was composed of all sorts
mixed
•ntogether, and on which five or six
di vel »r:n i:t that it does not gen« ra
.y glv.- rise to any serious apprehen- hogs had been kept all winter; hauled it
-•
i* lias progressed so far as to on the ground, had i'. ploughed in and
then harrowed until thoroughly pulverizan-**
u.
•!i of the :.lr passages, while
ed.
The ground was then made up in
th!<
or -o
isnio,jcroup comes on without
drills, far enough apart so they could have
H
w
i
the night oft-ei
ifi
'an oTh.-rwjse.
Tin* former variety may been cultivated between, and the plants set
about a foot and a half to two feet apart, in
;.e known bv the obstructions In the throat
j the drill.
!)j pro de l b\ iltcration of the voice.
fpverisl ness, while in the latter
Ironing Shirt Fronts.
In a first class
rn of I,,-di<«-is. tin*
symptoms are wanistarch is made in the usual man:
Manv mothers congratulate them- laundry
j
a
of
to
starch
a
whole
ner;
pail
sperm can>* lv.-s. m
ms... av. they suppose, they have I
dle is used. When the linen is dry, it is
>hv
luldr-m fncu death through tie* |
in
the
cold
starch
and
ironed
in the
dipped
i*"h
h.
snuf! and oih onions, etc.,
j ordinary way; then it is dampened with a
1
^'
e
\. fheii children never had the
wet cloth and the polishing iron pressed
tru«* T urn. and won d hive recovered
just. over it. This is an
ordinary smoothing
oo
with no treatment at all.
off so that the edges are all
As
-hr cause oi such diseases, if chi 1- irou, around
To this last manipulation the
w• *!■
fed upon nothing but plain, nu- grounding.
linen is indebted for the peculiar laundry
’ri* oim :
‘d »t regular intervals, and were
)r—• gir-s es!H*< ially,) that, the lower gloss which all admire so much, but which
have vainly striven to
» xtremities would be as
well protected as many housekeepers
leave upon the wristbands and bosoms of
the res* uj the body, we venture to say that
their husbands’ shirts.
israsps ;is croup and diptheria would
iu*v«*r bp heard of as far as
they are conMolasses for Cattlp.. Successful catcerned.
tle-feeders In Europe give molasses conIn m« mbran *us « rout* as in diptheria, the I
to fattening cattle and milch cows.
'>ud *i i,
‘rue
treated is severe con- stantly
A large German farmer gives a pint a day
g’*stion of t!i*- throa*. which if not, arrested,
mixed with oilcake to his cows, largely inwill produce disorganization of the blood
creasing their milk. We know one very
n th< part, and the formation of a sufsuccessful American farmer who gives his
*» h:
i.g
uibr.ane.
\s a natural consecows molasses in their feed with
very good
•iUeuic tiie extremities are cold and bloodresults.
less
In both croup and diptheria the indicaIt is said that New England farmers can
tions nr.* todirec* the blon i from the throat
realize a great profit from the manufacture
Wfe it to flow to the skin and exof maple sugar and syrup than in any other
tremities.
To this end let the child be imAnd yet the maple groves and forway.
mersed i:: verv warm water from its feet ests are
rapidly decreasing, and it is preits neck until it shall become thoroughly dicted that at the
present rate of decrease
"arm in the extremities and on the
surface, a half century will witness their almost utand tlcn out it to bed with cold applica- ter
annihilation.
nt to th<
throat.
If necessary, repeat
the warm bath. Although this treatment is
The milk that will make two pound of
simple, it is nevertheless mighty in its re- butter will make two
pounds of cheese;
sults.
and the butter is worth twice as much per
Spasm .d. croup is attended with little
as
the
cheese.
Then the buttermilk
pound
*r no danger, still it causes great
anxiety is worth twice as much for
feeding hogs or
tj t.'p
:• *irt of parents and friends, because
calves
as the whey, leaving a small balance
of He 1t‘:. ulty of breathing which it occain
of
butter.
favor
making
sions
verg ng oi.
suffocation.
Let the
P.H’mnt'- feet be placed in warm water and
n ide to «the throat.
Clean Hands.
Th> w
r" 1 i*.*vc anv
ordinary case in flftee’.i minutes
V light and spare diet for
The world moves. It is not so respecttw. «>r throe
days will prevent a recurrence able as it was a few years ago to be a
of the disease.
s-
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Valuable

Poultry.

A writer ill the Poultry World says:
"Blue Pile Game Fowls are either a cross
of the Black Reds and Blue Games, or an
offshoot ot tlic Red Piles. The color of a
pure-tired Blue Pile game cock is a deep
chesnnt red piled on a slaty blue-ground
color; the head and back a deep rich chestr.n* red; hackle
and saddle red, nicely
stripped with blue; breast blue marbled,
with chestnut; under parts blue; tail
blue;
coverts and sickle feathers either blue, red,
or 'late color.
Their comb and face may
be ither bright r--d or gypsy-fac.ed.
Kyes
verv large and
fearless,'perfectly black or
\.
dark
brown; legs black or dark green.
rj
The coior of the hen Is mottled chestnut
and blu. with a chestnut-colored breast.
This variety possesses the same beauty
of form and carriage, and brilliancy of
plumage, as the other varieties of Games;
while f >r courage, activity, and power of
endurance in the pit, they are unequalled.”
in tie- same journal another correspon>nt says:
White Leghorns are the most
profitable and most desirable of fowls; for
they a-■ good for the table, of medium
are hardy and easily
reared; they
eather soon, they mature
early, and cornlav when quite
young; and they
av mo'
and larger t-ggs for their si/.e and
food lie v cat. than any other breed.
Besides ali this, they are very handsome.
in
their
motions and easily
They are quick
startled,
yet they may be completely doI
acock
have
which w ill come
mesticated
to me every morning : as I go to feed him),
for me to pat or stroke, after which lie will
straigten up and crow, as much as to say,
‘Ain't I about right?’and then go off with
the hens, perfectly satisfied.”
(Vkk nut Houses lTi.uxi; at Hai.tku.
year ago I had a four-year old tiorse
wle h had contracted the habit, of pulling
back whenever she was fastened.
She
would be sure to break loose, if what held
her could be broken bv her drawing in such
a backward
She was cured of the
way.
nablt by taking a rope two feet
long, fasone
’eiiing
end around her body just back
other shoulders and
passing the other end
through the ring of the halter and tying to
She lay back for her usual
the post
pull
for a few times when fixed in this way, but
soon found she was drawing from her
body
Instead of her head which she did not relish. and soon gave it up entirely. She can
now tie left anywhere with perfect
safety,
as
oothiug will induce tier to pull back
when fastened.
A

Mr. L. L. Lucas, of St. Albans, who
raised ninety-eight bushels of the Lost Nation on four acres of land, offers a small
AjuanUty f ir sale at $2.10 delivered at the
depots in Lexter, Pittsfield or Newport, Me.

the

Winds

Say*

Listen, Alice, my darling:!
The winds are singing a song
Of the Spring that is softly stealing
From sunnier lands along;
The snow-drops smile as they hear it
A smile for the Spring’s sweet sake;
And the shy little violets whisper

—

“We hear—we

are

broad awake.”

No matter, Alice, my darling!
Though the March winds drearily blow,
i am sure that the daisies are stirring
Down under the sheltering snow,
In spite of the blustering weather,
The erocus is budding again;
And the daffodils whisper together,
And wait for the April rain.

How

the

Mortgage

was

Redeemed.

A DOMESTIC SKETCH.

There were a grave looking group that
gathered in Dean Lindsay’s Lest room
that lovely June morning. First there
was Dean
Lindsay himself, always a
prominent figure anvwhere, from his tall
muscular form, bold, resolute face. At
his

right,

their

elbows

leaned

on

the

table, whereon lay writing materials with
sundry folded and crossed papers, sat two
men, one of them idly toying with a pen
which he held in his hand.

He

was

that Mr. Lindsay was delighted with his
lie was extremely reticent at
first, but by degrees be had grown more
free, and once or twice surprised them
with such a genial fiow of wit and spirits
that Mr. Lindsay had declared himself
unable to see what sent him there, a man
of his abilities.
And now a word in regard to Mr.
Lindsay’s embarrassments. For three
consecutive seasons the harvests had been
extremely light in tins section, scarcely
paying for the outlaying of money and
labor, to say nothing of profit. Then the
expense of living was considerable, for
ten persons require no small amount of
food, to make no mention of garments
that will wax old. Added to this was a
long and severe illness, lasting all winter,
and running him behind to such an extent that he saw no other way to go on
with his work than to hire money. This
it was next to impossible to do, ami alter
some pretty severe
struggles with his
pride, lie so far overcame if as to write
to Julian Richardson, a second cousin,
living in New Orleans, and reputed very
wealthy. He hail never seen him, but
had heard that he was unmarried, and
somewhat eccentric. And so in this strait,
lie ventured to appeal to him.
He wrote
the first letter in February, but it was unanswered. Alter waiting in a state of
nervous anxiety and suspense two or three
weeks, he wrote again. This time his
letter was returned, after being opened,
bm without a line or word in answer.
He struggled along a month or two more,
and then he went to see Amos Wilson,
with the final result I have heretofore described.
The days slipped awav like, golden
sands, and the summer grew in beauty
and brightness to Della Lindsay. The
sunshine fell into her heart as softly as it
capped the green, blossomy hills. The
daily drudgery of toil became suddenly
lightened and illuminated by this same
golden glow, and the world grew dear,
and life looked only a sweet and beautiful
dream.
Into this supreme atmosphere one day a
sudden cloud broke. It had been no
larger than a man’s hand, for weeks she
had not discovered it, and was therefor1,
totally unprepared for the great darkness
that came upon her. She had returned
from a long ramble over the prime, her
hands loaded with blossoms, and stood l>v
the door describing their names and habits
to Paul Leicester, whose grave lace was
softened into a rare, tender smile, whenever the pretty brown eyes and wild rosecheeks were lifted to his face.
“Della, my dear, 1 want you a moment.”
her father said coming out into the entry.
Without a word she followed him in, j
the blossoms still in her hands, ami some j
of them dropping to the floor as she !
walked.
“Come in (his way my child,” Mr.
Lindsay said, passing before her and
opening the door into the parlor, where,
sharply outlined against the sunset sky,
stood Amos Wilson, with his back to tiic
window, and his great ungainly form
showing in bold relief against the light.
Somehow the feeling ot depression
which had so weighed her down on the
day the homestead was mortgaged, came j
upon her again, and she felt the color j
leaving her lace, and felt her face grow |
white and rigid.
Mr. Lindsay closed the door carofullv j
and came forward to his daughter’s side.
“Della,” he said, struggling to appear j
calm, “Mr. Wilson has done me the lion, a
to ask permission to pay his court to my
daughter. 1 have told him that my girl
is fine to answer for hersult—what shall
it lie, Della ?”
Della cast one quick glance into hci
father’s face, and saw all its eager hopo
and anxiety. Then she turned to Amos
Wilson, who had taken a stop forward
and was looking at her sharply from under I
Ins low brows, his pale eyes burning with
faint opaline tints.
Involuntarily she
shuddered and drew hack.
“I do not love Mr. Wilson, father,”
she said faintly.
“Butean’t you learn to love him,Della?”
he asked quickly, his lips twitching nerv-

bargain.

Listen. Alice, my darling!
Here by the fireside bright—
Do you know what the winds are saying,
Abroad in the gusty night!'
Moaning under the windows,
Like the voice of a child that grieves,
Making the maples shiver
And creek at the cottage eaves!

g,.tu7

>
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No. 8.

1

While sitting in a otel parlor, not 'ong
j since, I heard female voices saying—
| “Well, if it comes to women voting, 1
shall unsex myself!”
Echo, in the shape
of a beruffled and betrizzfed, languid

ts

_

Studies.

who a;;f. they?

a

slight, dark-skinned man, with short,
bushy hair and whiskers—the latter of the
mutton-chop style—and both of the color

denominated as pepper and salt
He had
a bright alert face, and clear, bluish gray
eyes, and his name was Mark Seldon,
and his calling, attorney at law.
The man at his side offered the strongest possible contrast.
He was tall and
loosely built, with a slight stoop in his
heavy shoulders. He had a llorid complexion, with small sleepy-looking paleblue eyes,a beardless face, and long, lank,
sandy hair, pushed behind his ears, said
ears being modeled on a generous
plan,
as regarded size, and if I use the
expression. placed in the most favorable possible
light to show advantageously. And as he
carried his head a little down, they gave
him the appearance of listening cuvertlv,
without seeming interested
This man’s
name was Wilson—Amos Wilson, and
though you might not think it from his
dress or general appearance, a rich man.
1 mean of course, rich for his locality.
He might not have been rich for New
York, but for Dalton, a small western
township, he was a perfect Crossus.
ifesides those, there was a small colony
of young Lindsays, in assorted sizes, the
largest of whom, pretty Della Lindsay,
stood behind her mother’s chair, her arm
thrown over her shoulder in a pretty protecting way. Mrs. Lindsay had been an
invalid since Harry’s birth, four years,
and Della was practically at the head of
the household. It was moreover no light
thing to he at the head of the household.
There was besides herself, seven children,
which with her father and mother and j
Paul Leicester, who had been with her
father for the summer, just eleven in the 1
family. Added to this was the care of a
dozen cows, and added to the fact, that
the state of their finances would not admit of their keeping a servant. And this
i|iies|jon of finances brings me to the real
subject of my storv.
“You’ll excuse me, Wilson, tor being
a
little down-hearted about this thing,”
Mr. Lindsay said, with a faint, deprecating smile. “It seems like signing away
my heart’s blood to give a stranger a
claim on the old homestead !”
A
slow red burned itself through
Ames Wilson’s cheek.
“I wish you
wouldn’t speak of me as a stranger,” he
said hastily, with an involuntary glance
at Della, which no one but Paul Leicester
saw.

“1 meant any one hut a relative, Mr.
Wilson.” replied Lindsay soberly. “You
know 1 had hope of help from my cousin
in New Orleans.
I mentioned it to you.”
Mr. Wilson listened and nodded thought-

fully.

“Well the fact that I have applied to you
shows that hope has failed me, and so
we’ll say nothing more about it. Perhaps you had hotter write the deed now,
Mr. Seldon.”
Mr. Seldon bowed pleasantly, dipped
his pen in the ink, and for a while the
faint scratch of the pen on the paper, and
the loud ticking of the kitchen clock,
were the only sounds in the house.
Mr. Lindsay leaned his face on his
hand and looked steadily on the floor, the
slight twitching of the muscles about the
mouth being the only signot emotion one
could discover. Mrs. Lindsay, white and
still as a statue, her face a little drooping,
sat a few feet at the left of her husband,
while Della retained her old position by
her mother’s chair, a troubled shadow in
her soft brown eyes, and over the sweet
young face.
Harry, awed and perplexed,
hid his face in the folds of her dress, while
in a group at the open window were
gathered the rest of the children.
How unnaturally still it was. How in
contrast to the freshness and brightness
of the sky and air! Looking from the
open windows one saw long reaches of
rascal. People are learning the lesson softly undulaMng prairie bathed in golden
that clean hands are desirable, both for light, while away to the right, a blue,
personal comfort and pleasant social in- spark ing river, sentineled with cottontercourse. They really seem to be learn- woods and sycamores, and overhung with
ing that purity pays, and that personal pale, translucent mists,flashed and rippled
honor and incorruptibleness are a good between its velvety banks.
investment. Rogues and rings are having
No wonder Dean Lindsay shrank from
a tough time of it, and it is their own
the thought cf his fair heritage being
fault if the young and ambitious men who compromised; but there was no help tor
are now coming upon the stage ot action
it, and he had got to make up his mind
do not learn to place so high a price up- to think of it as no longer really his, but
on themselves that neither wealth
nor
subject to Amos Wilson’s authority. He
The rascalities of could hardly keep from groaning aloud
power can buy them.
the New York Ring are all exposed, and as he ran over in his mind the half score
the members of that Ring have either run or more ot fine farms which
belonged to
away, or are staggering bet. re public Wilson, all of which had first been mortopinion and the law, disgraced and de- gaged to him, as his was being now, to
graded men. Bribery in Congress stands raise the necessary money to keep them
exposed and relinked, while names that from being given up altogether. And
were pure have received a tarnish that can
then, one after another, they had been
never be polished away.
Men who have given up, and Amos Wilson was the posheld their heads high in the nation, bow sessor. Would his go in the same way?
those heads in shame over hands which Would there be a tew years of struggle
arc soiled beyond cleansing.
We call no with ill luck—blight, and drouth, and
names, but, scattered up and down the mildew—and then his wile and children
land, great reputations lie in ruins. Men lie homeless? He started with a nervous
who had wealth which they stole, and men shudder and glanced up. Amos Wilson
who had positions which they bought, and was leaning a little forward, looking
men who used their public office to push
steadily at Della with a strange fire lighttheir private schemes, are thrown high ing his sleepy eyes.
and dry out ot influence, and lie all ex“The deed is ready for your signature,
posed upon the rocks of disgrace, where Mr. Lindsay,” Seldon said briskly, “yours
and Mrs. Lindsay’s."
they are sure to rot or go to pieces.
If the young politicians of the country
His voice broke the weird spell which
will learn the lesson that the facts which had seemed to hold them, and Paul
we have recounted are so well calculated
Leicester got up from his seat by the
to teach, better times for the
country lie kitchen table while the deed was signed,
in the future.
Personal advantage is a and the money, seven hundred dollars—
mean motive to
appeal to, where so vital counted and given to Mr. Lindsay, who
a question as
personal purity is concerned, in turn handed over the mortgage ot the
but, as there is no danger to morals from homestead to Mr. Wilson. Then he
any other appeal, it is well to meet tempturned abruptly and went out. Mr. Seltation on its own ground and fight it with don looked after him with his
quick, bright
its own weapons. The lesson of the recent
eyes, but no one else appeared to notice
is
needed
exposure
really
by none but it as being anything unusual that a hired
those who fancy that they can compass man should intrude his
presence upon
their ends best by base means; and it such an occasion.
learn
Irom
it
these shall
that, in the long
And now that business is over, I will
run, nothing pays so well in wealth and take the opportunity ot saying a word
power and safety and comfort, as virtue, about this same Paul Leicester.
First he was a stranger in Dalton; that
they will learn that which will be ot incalculable benefit to them and tothe coun- is, he had been there but little over two
try. No money was ever won by treachery months, having come early in April. He
to trust that did not harm the winner. No had seemed so anxious for
employment,
power was ever achieved by bribery or and offered to work so cheaply, withal,
retained by falsehood that did not scorch and upon such easy terms—not asking for
the palm of him who held it. The con- payment until Christmas—that Mr. Lindsciousness of ill-desert, the loss of self-re- say had thought it best to take him. He
spect, the fear of exposure and tin; self- could not work the large farm alone and
commitment to a life of deception, which was specially anxious to do a good deal
go always with possessions unworthily this season, to try to recover himself.
Mr. Leicester was not very much used
won, are poison in the blood, and exposure, sooner or later, is assure to come to farm work, it was quite evident, but he
as death.
[Dr. F. (1. Holland ; Scribner’s was so ready to learn, and so quiet and
tor April,
I persistent about everything he undertook,

ously.
“No, father, I cannot,” she answered,
this time (irmly.
“1 thank Mr. Wilson
for the honor ho has done me, but 1 do
not love him, and you do not ask me to
marry a man 1 do not love, father?”
“No, my child I do not ask that,” he

said gently, but with a chord of sadness
in his voice.
Poor Della! how suddenly the cloud
had descended and enveloped her. With
heavy heart she crept softly out and left
the two men together.
She knew what
her refusal had meant to her father. She
knew the load which chafed and fretted
him so might have been lifted with a
simple movement of her lips, and yet she
had not given it—she could not give it!
Dropping her blossoms as she went, she
hurried out to a little arbor of wild vines
in the garden, and there, alone with the
pitying twilight and the stars, she sobbed
out the first bitterness of her regret and
pain. Shu heard Mr. Wilson come out
and go away, and then, a little alter,
heard a step in the garden—a step that
sent the blood in a fierce, sudden torrent
to her heart, and then to her cheeks.
“You are not repenting so soon, Della!”
and Paul Leicester came and took the wet
Hushed face between his cool palms ten-

derly.
“Oh, 1 couldn’t marry that man ; why
should he ever think of such a thing?”
Della asked, pitifully. “And father—”
She stopped abruptly, but he felt bow hot
her cheeks grew against his hand, and
knew what she would have said.
“He is rich, little Della.”
“I know it,” said Della, with a little

choking soli.

“And I am only your lather’s laborer,
and yet T have dared to love the same
lady. What do you suppose he will say
to my presumption, it she refuses this
rich man so cavalierly?”
“You? ()—(). Mr. Leicester! Don’t
mock me !*’ She broke down in another
flood of tears,and Mr. Leicester comforted
her with a great many fond words which
would not look half so delightful and
charming in print as they really were,
from the fact that certain things are
universally pronounced silly, unless one
happens to lie one of the dramatis personas—then they are better and more to
be desired than the wisdom of Solomon.
By and by it grew chilly, and the damp
mists came up from the river, und Mr.
Leicester said Della must go in, though
she,foolish child, would have tarried there
gladly, nor thought ot damp or chill, if it
had been January instead of August, if he
was only there.
“I want to see your father, too, Della,”
he said ; and so they went in. Mr. Lindsay sat by the kitchen table, his arms
crossed and leaning on it, and before
him, scattered about sundry papers, etc.
lie looked up, then made a motion to
Mr. Leicester drew
gather them up.
Della’s arm through his, and came quickly
forward.
"Mr. Lindsay, I love your daughter
and she loves me,” he said in a steady,
assured voice. "1 know Mr. Wilson
would be more exccptable to you, but I
think you are too much the gentleman to
object to me on property grounds. I
think we can manage to live—Della and
I—somehow. What do you say to us !”
Mr. Lindsay glanced from the radiant,
blushing face of his daughter, to the
strong, quiet one beside her, and though
it cost him a little effort, he said cheer-

fully :

“1 will add my blessing, if that is what
you ask. God knows that my child’s
happiness is more to me than money—a
thousand times.”
Paul Leicester’s face softened into a
rare smile.
“You are a brave man, Dean
Lindsay,” lie said warmly, his eye kindling, “and you shall never be sorry for

having trusted

little woman, drawled out—“What in the
world do these terrible women want to
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keep harping upon women’s rights

me.”

for?

I have all the rights / want now,
and more too!” And much more to the
same efiect, closing up with—“I admire
I’m

sure

of England.
cive to a melancholy waste of human life.
Counterfeiters were being hanged at the
The recent forgery committed on the
rate ol three score per annum, and still
Bank ot England makes the following
the counterfeiting went on. Forged notes I weak women, women who have no
sketch from the Cincinnati Times and
of such excellence as to pass I thought beyond their husbands
and
Chronicle of past frauds and forgeries appeared
undetected through the scrutiny of the !
of
this
neat
little
houses.”
The
effect,
of
and
interest.
The
Bank
of
timely
!
bank inspectors.
Hanging did not seem
England was founded in 1694. For sixty- to trouble
the forgers a particle. “Men speech was tine. A number of brightfour years after its establishment the inbuttoned youths, witli slight hirsute prewere hung in strings,” says John Francis.
,
stitution enjoyed a happy immunity fiom
witnessed a waste of tentions upon the upper lip, gathered
“Monday
mornings
and
to
Richard
j
forgeries,
Vaughn, a Staf- human life alike
horrifying and disgrace- about the fair speaker, complimenting her
ford linen-draper, belongs the unenviable
ful, and yet the forgers were undaunted.” I
tame of its first forger.
Richard does not
The famous case of William Weller was i gaily upon her conservative tendencies,
appear to have been a bud sort of a fel- evidence of how callous such
frequent winding up with gracefully turned comlow, indeed his general character was
executions has made the criminal popula- pliments upon her bright color, (it was
above reproach. lie was so unfortunate,
tion. In the very room where Weller’s
glaring red paint!) and general good
however, as to be in love with a pretty
lay in its open coltin, and not an
girl who liked him ranch but money more. corpse
hour after it bad been taken from the looks.
She could not be persuaded to marry a
1 had previously been introduced to
gallows, his
passed counterpoor man, so the devoted swain counter- feit £1 notes accomplices,
on the attendants.
these ladies, and had my own ideas of
feited, with indifferent success, some
THE GOVERNMENT A FORGER.
their domestic proclivities.
This conver£1000 in bank notes, and deposited them
with his lady-love as evidence of his
Then the authorities first began lo per- sation led me to make some inquiries conwealth.
The marriage followed shortly ceive that the severity of the criminal code
cerning them, with perfectly astonishing
thereafter, but the success of the honey- overleaped itself. The press took up the
results.
moon was somewhat marred
came along.
by the hang- j war, and, after a hitter tight, forced ‘sir j
Madame la premier, was the wife of a
“The mortgage dead !” exclaimed Lind- ing of Richard; and even the bills were j Robert Peel, in 1830, to bring in a bill disnot left lor the consolation of the widow, continuing the punishment of death in ail
j
say. looking perplexed.
jaded
college professor, who tried to eke
“Yes. It's no more than fair I should The example thus set was briskly tollow- I cases of forgery save of powers of attor- I out a
scanty subsistence on fifteen hunand
wills.
and
tor
The
ed,
was
thereafter
not
the
aduey
many years
fight
make you some present when you have
dred
a year.
Bank
to
were
tried
to
their
Durutmost
During the Professor’s sophvantageous
Inspectors
England’s reputation.
so
generously given me this dear girl.” to
prevent the counterfeited notes trom ing its progress Mr. N oholls charged, in omore days, lie became engaged to a
putting his arm about Della.
imposing even upon themselves. In 1780 the House of Commons, that the Govern“But I don’t understand. I—I—”
face—and as in duty bound marthe bank found itself in possession of a ment itself had engaged in forgery in pretty
I
was
a
finished
fellow,”
“Thought
poor
ried it, the day lie graduated : accepting
order
to
number
the
of
of
credit
France
depreciate
forged notes, so perfect
Leicester, smiling. “I know you did, large
and I will add that 1 have been to con- in all their parts, even to the supposed in- and America; and Mr. L'oubleday openly the position of tutor in .lie college when
asserted
that
Pitt caused a large quantitv lie was
siderable trouble to give you that im- vulnerable water-mark, that their falsegraduated; a.id thence crawling
ness was hardly to be detected save by the I of French assignats to be forged at Birmno by slow
pression,—learning (arming, for instance!
stages to the more honorable
Do you remember that, Dean ?” lie asked duplicate numbers. The most skillful do- | ingham with like purpose. Out ol very
shame they were obliged to stop banging position of Professor of Mathematics,
I
offers
of
teetives,
by
inspired
plenteous
abruptly, tossing a letter he had written “blood
money,” failed in every attempt at j for crimes they themselves had committed' while his wife in the mean time had used
to his cousin in New Orleans.
Air. Lindsay rose to his teet, pale and discovery. The bills were easily traceable j From the long list of frauds on the Bank her position as a married woman, to flirt
lor
certain distance, but in each case of England that remain unmentioned, we
with all the llirtable seniors, in a mild
trembling.
select one wherewith to close our sketch—
“You are not lie—you are not Julian brought iiji finally at some one of the
the famous Exchequer forgeries of 1837-dd. way, perhaps, hut nevertheless to the
numerous lottery offices then in
vogue,
Richardson !” he gasped
Bills of Exchequer are among the most neglect of her husband and children ; ter
“I am very much afraid I am that ec- and there baffled further pursuit. For
months
the
bank continued a victim popular securities of the realm, and money she had two sickly boys, whose health
eentric personage.,” he replied, laughing. many
is as readily borrowed upon them as
upon
“1 believe I was christened Julian Paul to this prince of counterfeiters, until at
required that they should be kept in the
1 nited States bonds to-day.
During the
Richardson. When I received your letter, last the merest accident led to his disas it took all the Professor's
live
years mentioned, Edward Braumont country, and
covery in one Charles Price, who, manuI conceived the idea of
visiting you incog. facturing his own
chief clerk of the Issuing DepartSmith,
to support his wife, the children
and
salary
tools,
inks,
paper,
Your second letter determined me, and I
his own engraving, and, aided by ment of the Exchequer, with the assi-twere domiciled with their paternal grandmust confess I am thoroughly delighted doing
his mistress, his own
circulating, had ance of two confederates, borrowed and mother, a feeble woman, but a Christian
at the success of my experiment,” he
wasted on stock speculations upwards of
added with a bright smile upon Della, baffled the most searching investigation.
on
I noticed the lady’s hands were very
forged Exchequer bill-, i
who clung to his arm, pale with wonder The affection and watchfulness of the So,000,000
partner of his crime enabled him to avoid The method of operation was as follows: white and shapely, and her lingers were
and excitement.
tlie first descent of the officers, but, their Smith took the genuine blanks of the De“You see. Dean, I desired to know if
covered with costly rings,—while it was
tools were too close for escape, and soon partment, forged l..e signatures, negotivour were worth helping—it’s a foolish
thereafter
Mr.
Price played the last role ated short-time loans on them, at .-i\ per a well-known fact that the Prof, wore very
hobby of mine always—and there was no j of an
English suicide in ornamenting the cent, contracting, as was quite eustomai v. seedy coats, and could by no manner of
other practicable way. I think we’ll not j
that the individual bills should be held for
four corners o! an English cmaa-ronds
means
save money enough out of his
trouble Air. Wilson again, my good
With the money thus obtained, i
redemption.
!
cousin
For. as I told you once before,
FORGERIES AND DETECTIONS.
he would speculate in stocks, and, it sue- ! modest salary to purchase a home tor
1 think we can manage to live some wav
John Matheson, a Seottish engraver, eessful, would take
up and destroy the ! himself and family.
-Della and 1—can wo not—my darling ?” was one of the next to
attract particular forged securities; if unsuccessful, .vould
And for answer Della hid her face on fame in the
Lady number two, was born to wealth.
counterfeiting line, ami went take them up with money borrowed upon !
his shoulder and cried, woman fashion.
composedly to the, gallows after reaping others like them. When the crash of dis- I A nursery maid had tended and followed
a half million of dollars,
mostly from the covery came, upwards ot fimi.tioo of these ! her through the first five years of her
Bank of England. During his career one forged bill- were in circulation. After 1 mundane existence. From live to fourThe Last Ship.
of the bank clerks invented a novel ma- much hesitation, the
Department conclud- teen had been passed in tormenting govWo read with about the same emotion chine
by which, in the twinkling of an ed to redeem seme £3o0.00u of them.
as ol' the
of
a city by an earthengulfing
eye, lie could pave oil' a very thin rim The reason for refusing payment on the ernesses. The next two years in a fashquake, or of the overflowing of a kingdom from a sovereign, leaving the edge notch- others was startling
enough. It w is con- ionable boarding-school, learning to parby ''armies, that the last whaling ship of ed just as before. lie had made several
that their holders, who ley-volts l'rancaise and dress her
hair
clusively
proved
Nantucket lias been disposed of.and that its thousand
pounds bv the operation, when iiad lent money to Smith’s confederates a-la mode. Thus at seventeen she was
oleaginous fame is therefore now only a he very unfortunately found himself, one upon them, suspected, if
they did not let loose
thing of the past. Yet thirty years ago a Monday
upon an admiring world, with a
morning, dancing in mid-air at know, that the bills were forged, but behundred brave ships manned bv many
Another clerk had a very narrow lieved that the certainty of redemption I hankering for French millinery, and a
Tyburn.
hundreds of the most skilful anil intrepid
was all the greater in consequence.
('scape from unmerited disgrace just at
talent for matrimony. Result—at nineseamen that ever trod a deck or were
this period (1870).
A bank note for £.i00
teen she married a tine establishment with
“rocked in the cradle ot the deep.” Who had been stolen, and
payment stopped. A
Cannibals in Hayti.
that lias ever read Goopcr’s sea tales, but lew
a masculine attachment, kept her coach
days subsequently, the note was found
can imagine Long Tom Coffin rising in
in the paying department, where it had I
and ton.', dressed, drove, danced, wined,
of
in
Western New York,
bishop Coxe,
hi- watery shroud, and denouncing the been
exchanged for gold. It had appa- a discourse last evening, on the work of in short was given over, body and soul, to
demoralization of the age? And who rently been certified
by one of the oldest evangelizing in the island of Ilayli, said : fashion and
can imagine the seagirt isle, whoso broadtolly :
of the receiving clerks, who, upon being
"'I in- number of inhabitants on the island ibrimmed skippers could dart a harpoon shown iiis
“ii. Luxury, thou cursed by Heaven's decree.”
signature, immediately recog- I ttOO.OUO, of whom I00,(it)O ore desei aidants m
as a duelist snuffs a candle, and whose
nized it, but utterly failed to remember imilattocs, who were the natural
Sitting near nte, in the same parlor,was
no of tin ;
j
very maidens could become enthusiastic having made it. The negligence was so J French planters, anil art the mori eiilruree one of the most pn minenl ‘'suffragist”
I'li'incut. The other oUO-.OOo are the dt -reiulaiitover the tales ol the great cetacean wars,
gross that he was about to lie discharged I
the slaves, and are hut little removed from ladies in our state. She too had been born
subsiding into a humdrum ocean resort in disgrace, when one oi'the hank officers, of
barharism.”
to wealth and position, but had married a
for mere pleasure-seekers? And yet to convinced that so
trustworthy a clerk
These people are not only savages and
this complexion has it come at last.
The could not have made so inexcusable a
man of moderate means.
Suiting her life
glory of Ilium is gone—there is no more mistake, took tie* note to an eminent idolaters, hut cannibals, who, at their an- j to ln r more limited
she
surroundings,
lina!
sacrifice
and
devour
I
leasts,
their
for
its
the
Coffins
of
Hectors,
occupation
chemist to have the ink of the signature
who previously have bet n fathad been in truth a help-meet to her huschildren,
a later age.
Ocean lias encroached upon
analyzed. He prove i conclusively that tened for the
the land over vast areas, and now the the ink was not that used
offering anil this to.> we band. Her hands were bronzed with daily
hv the brink,
arc assured, within sigiil upl hearing ol
land retorts in some sort, with petroleum
and that the certification must have been
toil, no costly jewels adorned her lingers,
.1 little
the rocks and not the waves, shall yield
sanctuary where a native missionAt the opening of the present
forged.
> >t
is
a
with
little
baud
wornought but the heavy gold band that
us
engaged
light and lubrication, and therefore century the counterfeiting of Bank ot ary
converts.
Cannibals :n a coun- spoke of honored marriage. Phis woman
what further need of ye ancient mariners
shipping
j
notes
had
increased
in
England
startling
that lias a large import and export
of Nantneki t’s sea-girt shores?
had found time to not only attend to her
ratio. The cities and larger towns were try
trade with our own country, Kugland, j
But the event should not occur with little victimized
domestic
affairs, lint to sit outside the
by it. the forgeries being j France and
Germany amounting to several !
only passing notice. It is an incident of of a very poor character; but in the
prov- millions ot dollars
and
which prison eelis of a neighboring institution,
national interest, and far less noticeable inces, and
year,
per
j
among the peasantry of the jI trade has been
events have formed the theme of the poet
increasing during the 51:1-! and teach the ill-starred convicts the comContinent, the loss and consequent suffer- !
and historian. The history of Nantucket
lorty years, seems almost an impossibility forting truths of Holy writ. Many a blood
ing were great. Brimingham was the 1 The
and its whalemen dates back into the old
aborigines, at the time of the di-c n- 1 ae.d law-stained wretch lias there tor the
great headquarters of the trade, and counj cry of the “tjueen of the Antilles,’' were a j
colonial times, when in sharp row-boats terfeit notes could lie
as
a
conbought,
rac>
but now j first time in years heard. “In my Father’s
gentle and
alone its sturdy mariners pursued the
temporaneous journal says, "in quantities I out of a kindly disposed
whale in the Atlantic, until by slow but sufficient to load a
population of 000,000, GOO.OOu ] house are many mansions!” And at the ex
;
Thousands
jackass.'’
steady progression, like the ancient Ar- upon thousands ot them were disposed of ! are as uncivilized as the negroes of Africa. piration of his sentence walked the earth
gonauts, they extended their voyages be- to poor and illiterate persons, who thought From which we deduce the fact that the a new man
through the untiring efforts ot
yond their own shores, and reached even they were exchanging their little all for a efforts to impose our white man's civilizatiic “Spanish main.”
In this hardy school safer medium. In 1808 the trouble was tion upon the inferior race of Hayti ha- this Christian woman.
unt been successful.
All such efforts alwere trained the seamen who did so much
Sitting by ray register, trying l settle
temporarily met by the, bank authorities
with little means in the great struggle of
ways have failed and always will.
by a change in the character of their notes.
in
ray own mind who they are who most
the revolution; and in the war of 1*1”,
AN IMMENSE FRAUD.
advocate the suflV ige movement,
Run
Mad.
with our “lir-built frigates,” swept almost
earnestly
Astronomy
I d.i not claim
like chaff before them the oak-ribbed ships
I recalled the ahov factEarly in 1811, the bank, and, in fact,
Dr. Thrall, of Philadelphia, has made a
of England; and in ttie rebellion, they the whole Stock Exc hange, was victimized
all
who
the
movement
a''o
that
In
oppose
about
seven
formed an important element in the valor by a “bull” fraud, that rivals in its magni- j very unpleasant discovery.
Saturn, Uranus and Nep- supremely selfish, or worthless women
I;years,
Jupiter,
that gave tame to Farragut and other tude, and certainly in its
daring, the most tune will approach nearer the earth than ;
Neither would 1 claim that all who favor
names.
But when peace prevailed, their famous of our Wall street corners, not
have been in eighteen hundred years,
adventures and conquests were no less excepting even that of “Black Friday.” they
1 simply hop*
and the result will lie a pestilence. When j it are zealous Christians.
remarkable. No ocean, no strait, no gulf England was almost exhausted hy her terhas the manliness to make as- that every woman will look about her
Congress
or bay, under all God’s sunlight, where
rible fifteen years’ struggle with Napoleon,
an indictable offence, then we
j with eyes wide open and sec for herself
whale could enter or man pursue, that and tottered on the verge of revolution tronomy
shall have relief from these things, but what class or classes of women favor or
these men did not penetrate; and their and financial ruin. The successful miliIt was not a long while since
not before.
white sails vied with Arctic and Antarctic tary operations which had checked the
work : also what class or
that some one predicted that the earth oppose this
ice and snow, or glistened in the hot glare last grand coalition had added to the
deep would be swamped with a deluge, and classes of men are interested for 01
of the tropics. They discovered islands anxiety, and depressed the funds to an
couldn’t borrow an umbrella or a against it. It I am not mistaken all the
and people unknown before to Christen- alarming extent. Of a sudden there was you
of rubbers from anyone.
The next
pair
both tn and out of college,
dom ; they made charts of unknown seas, a tremendous rally. Consols arose with
idiot said a comet would strike and demol- sophomores
are a unit against it : tor it i- a well estabby which ordinary commerce is now safe- a jump, and the transfers of a single day ish the earth in a
twinkling. Whereupon, j
ly pursued ; ail 1 enri.’lied our knowledge were greater than those of months previexcellent people tied their bods and | lished fact, that a certain class of minds
in geography, and in many other subjects,
1
ous.
The transactions on ’Change were many
carpets about their premises, and put cot- never get beyond the sophomore grasp ot
in a degree beyond the world’s general of such magnitude that tiie nimble
lingers ton in their ears, and sat down on the
And in their occupation of the clerks could scarcely find time to
My own observation goes
recognition.
cellar bottom in dreadful expectation of any question.
to show, that the best and ablest men of
they were the first. English, French, record them. The cause of this excite- the shock.
this
had
alarm
Hardly
passed
Germans and llie hardy seamen of the far ment was this: On the 21st day of Feboff' when another astronomer came around America, the most devoted husbands and
northern seas, often entered into competi- ruary, about 1 o’clock in the morning, a
to tell people that the Niagara Falls would
fathers, sons and brothers, are among its
tion with them on the fields of their ex- violent knocking was
distinctly heard at bo dry in less than nineteen thousand
warmest advocates and strongest defendbut
were
so uniformly beaten that
the door of the Ship Inn, at Dover. The
ploits,
and nothing would do hut that peosuch rivalry was extinguished, and our intruder announced himself as Lieutenant years,
Km.
ers.
should hurry right out there for a farewhalemen were recognized as the proper Colonel Dnbough, aid-de-camp of Lord ple
and in loss than twenty-four I
well
look,
lords of those domains where a whale Cathcart. Hisrich'y embroidered uniform,
wasn’t people enough in Dan- j
How a Qi’akekess Stowed ibuttiowcould “spout,” and then yield its “blub- his stars, orders, gold lace, etc., support- hours there
All old (junker liuly, another neighto entertain a Japanese hermit. And ino.
ber” to a Nantucket harpoon.
Their fame ed the assertion ; and Hie salt spray which bury
these invasions fot
now here is Thrall with four planets and J bor, who had endured
was world-wide, and we feel sure will
wetted him confirmed his story that he
All the tobacco chew- I a long time patiently, hit upon a very
no vaccine matter.
not prove to lie evanescent.
Their rocky had bribed a French smuggler to bring
ers arc to lie killed by these planets, and
philosophical mode ot eventually putting
island will be levered by our people as him across the Strait. 11 is news was imyoung ladies who wear stays, and men a stop to the nuisance. Keeping her own
much as the rock at Plymouth is by the portant.
had
been
slain
in
batNapoleon
horse. If we un- counsel, the next time her good man went
who bet on the
puritans.
tle, and the allied armies were in Paris. derstand the oldwrong
scoundrel correctly, the to town he. had a separate and express
The cause ot their decadence is not The wildest excitement was produced.
saved are those who drink order to purchase a pound ot' the best tea
alone the competition of petroleum. In The news was forwarded to London, and only people
lemonade out of a dipper and play Copen- and also a new canister to put it in. As
the rebellion, the cowardly miscreant spread like wildfire.
Stocks and consols
with their aunts. [Danbury News. he knew she already had plenty of tea,
Kimines signified his valor as an “Ad- rose with tremendous rapidity, and se- hagen
and also a canister, lie was puzzled to demiral” by destroying large numbers of curities which had been bought
the
hy
Rmutord keeps a dry-goods store, and, termine what the old lady wanted of more
the defenceless ships, and for the period perpetrators td the job on
for
Saturday
a new canister.but his
questioning
of the war ruined the business; and two some $5,000,000 sold on
robbery, he procured a patent tea and
Monday lor fully dreading alarm,”
fastened it to the doors and reasonings elicited nothing more than
or three years
“burglar
some
or
more
The
crash
followed
$15,000,000.
ago
fifty
speedia repetition ot the order:
to a huge
ships were wrecked in the Arctic ocean by ly. and the Banks and Exchange awoke and windows, and attached it
“Jim, did 1 not tell thee to get me a
the early closing in of winter.
The in- to the fact they had been “hulled” out of gong. All the policemen in that neighborhood were paid by Ruintord, and in- pound ot the best tea and a new canisterJ
terest lias never recovered from these over £2,000,000.
Investigation implicat- structed whenever
they heard the gong, How go along and do as I bid thee."
blows. There are still a few Whaleships ed in the fraud some of the
leading no- to
And go along ho did. and when ho came
then and there, and
the
for
burglars,
go
sailing from New Bedford and other ports; bility, including Lord Cochrane, one of
The fifth home at night the tea and new canister
to seize them at all hazards.
but we fear the glory and romance of the England’s most gallant naval officers.
The old lady took
night the wind blew savagely, and shook were his companions.
whalefishery sailed with the last ship from
tiie fauntleroy fraud.
the store-door so severely that it set oil' them from him with an amused expresNantucket. [Fayetteville,N.Y., Recorder.
Close upon this gigantic “cornel-" came the alarm. Rumford seized a club, and, sion on her usual placid features, and dethe gas full head, dashed into positing the tea in the canister set it on the
For three hours did Mr. Nathan Hosier, the Fauntleroy fraud, one of the most dar- turning on
and extensive of the century. It was the store for the purpose of macerating shell for a special use. It had not long to
ing
ot Daviess county, Ind., stand out
by the
whom lie supposed were prey- wait, for the borrowing neighbor bad frefence and rave, and cuss, and tear his a series of forgeries of powers of attorney the ruffians
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his
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Mr.
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property. Just then the quent
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ing
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Fauntleroy,
hair, and dare his wife to come out doors
old lady loaned generously, emptying
a crowd
of
head
a banking house of some standarrived,
by
accompanied
police
—all this with the chill winds of March
remittance of borback in the canister
ing, and upon which he had sold stocks to of excited citizens. One detachment went rowed teas which any
the neighbor's conwhirling up his trousers legs. Hosier was the
others
the
of
the
to
the
rear
amount
of
around
store;
many millions, involving
a milk peddler and had
just sold his farm
These looked through science inclined her to make. Time went
and was going West into some well- the Bank of England alone to the extent stayed in front.
and thought, they saw on, and after something less than the
in
the
of
the
hole
his
arrest
door,
£360,000.
there
was
Upon
watered region to grow up with his cows.
hundredth time of borrowing, tin1 neighact.
in
his
the
found
in
room
a
book
contain- burglar
They went for him.
private
He had stowed away his last year’s earnbor again appeared for " just another
a complete list ot his
with With a crow-bar they smashed the door
ing
forgeries,
to
in
a
stove
ings, amounting
$700,
parlor
with
entered
drawing of tea,” when the oft-visited tea
and
the
following extraordinary endorsement: and the show-window,
that had not been used for some time.
This seared Rumford, canister was brought out and found to lie
While “tearing up” the carpet preparatory “In order to keep up the credit of the drawn revolvers.
The empty, and the good old lady and obliging
the counter.
to moving, Airs. Hosier started a fire in house I have forged powers of attorney, and he dodged behind
shots at him; and,
neighbor was just one pound of tea poorer
the parlor, and before she thought of the and have therefore sold out all these sums policeman fired lifioen
the
the rear effecting an entrance than when she bought the new canister,
without
of
in
the
of
mv
knowledge
any
party
money it was entirely destroyed. At last
1 have given credit in the ac- a moment afterward, twelve more shots which now only remained to tell the story.
accounts her husband had eloped with the partners.
Then the myr- Then she made a little characteristic
counts tor the interest when it became
were aimed at Ruintord.
town pump, and the injured wife
says let due.
dashed up, caught him speech, perhaps the first in her life; she
law
the
Henry
of
midons
Fauntleroy.”
the guilty couple go.
Great exertions were made to secure by the collar, laid him out on the lloor, said: “Thou seest that empty canister, I
the pardon of the guilty man on account and hammered him up in a humorous filled it for thee with a pound of tny best
The wasp with a yellow bustle is no ol his standing, but without success, lie manner for a few minutes with their tea, and I have lent it all to thee in dribsent
insignificant agent in dispersing a crowd, died before the debtor’s door at Newgate, clubs. Then lie ripped out the burglar- lets, and put into it all that thou hast hath
me in return, and none but thyself
but a nervous woman making
through a amid the vastest concourse of spectators alarm, discontinued his acquaintance with taken
tlferetrom, or added unto it, and
crowd for the cars with a valise in one that an English criminal of late
years has the police, and bought a dog.
now thou seest it empty ; therefore 1 will
hand and an umbrella in the other is ever called forth. About this time it beabout as appalling an object as the human came apparent to the English mind that
Wisconsin cranberries have begun to say to thee, thou hast borrowed thyself
out, and 1 can lend thee no more 1”
mind can conceive and hold its balance. the issue of small bank notes was eondu- blossom on the people’s noses.
The

Mr. Leicester begged for an early wedding day, and soon won Della to his side
by bis eloquence and persistence. “It
was as well, perhaps, now as
any time,”
Mr. Lindsay thought and also yielded.
And Mrs. Lindsay had too long leaned
upon and deferred to Della to think of
objecting to anything she asked ; and so
it was arranged for the last week in September. T wo weeks before the time, Mr.
Leicester said it would be necessary for
him to be away a week, and without
mentioning his destination, took his departure. The week passed, and then ten
days, and ho neither came or wrote to
them. And then it lacked but one ol the
day fixed for the wedding, and Della grew
nervous and Mr. Lindsay
angry. But the
afternoon brought the truant, who with a
bright smile, said he was delayed by
business.
“By the way,” he added, taking a folded paper trom his pocket, and tossing it
to Air. Lindsay, “I saw Air. Wilson as I

—

Bank

|

and wild ducks from 1.25 to 1.75 per
pair; beef from 12 1-2 to 20 cents per
Savannah, April 7.
pound; pork from 12 1-2 to 15; mutton
I .-ti .larksonviile ill the first inst.. at 7 from 15 to 20; veal from 20 to 25; eggs,
h.
m
anil arrivttl here at 10 p. in. I 25 cents per doz; beets, carrots, turnips,
iki m note of the fact because it is the radishes, spinach, etc., abundant at 10
fir-- *in;t* within my experience when tlie cents per bunch; new cabbages 15 to 20
cents per head.
Green peas are in the
u.■■■hi <m a southern railroad lullilled
the promise ot the time-table.
That por- market, but not yet abundant. The tisli
market embraces shad, mullet, trout,
tion ol ihe* road that
passes through the
n utborn part of Florida is
sheephead, catfish or "(0s, snappers, drum,
devoid
entirely
bass and numerous other varieties. Under
ol interest, save to the man who fancies
Letter

Georgia.

from

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

What the States Manufacture.
The Journal of Commerce has compiled
from the census reports a table showing
the manufacturing industries in eaeh state
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entering Gerrgiaone begins

a

to

begins to rush through dee]) cuts;
clay and reddish loam begin to crop out:
symptoms of thrift, energy, business vi-

three miles distant, on the river
The grounds are laid out very
Warsaw.
tastefully; 1 ought rather to say, beautifully. Broad avenues traverse them in
various directions, crossing each other,

tality begin

passing through

about

be reminded ot the North ; plains of sand
begin to give place to rolling ground ; the
train

themselves; and

to exhibit

forest of live oak,
almost every tree draped with Spanish
moss, giving to the whole scene a solemn,
funeral aspect; it seems peculiarly fitted

the

-.tie-- mind of the traveller is aroused to

■nsciousne-es that he is

die

limits ol the
Such

p. oini-c: ii i- safe to predict for her
: ions future.
:
Like the

resting-place ot the dead. There
atmosphere ot solemnity, not of sadit.
The death curtain
ness, pervading
hanging from the branches of the lofty,
wide-spreading oak. whispers, it is true,
is an

a

strong-hearted,

u\c

-tiling

■

all! 11
ti

hei

has wasted no

thrown

work.

State of

the south

at

The knell, the
The deep, damp
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shroud, the mattock, and the grave,
vault, the darkness and the worm’’—

'out the evergreen leaves speak eloquently
of immortality, a laitli in which alone ean
rob death ot bis sting, the grave of its

Georgia!

is the most beautiful city

savannah

43“ S. M. Pkttengill & Co., 6 State St., Boston
; and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
Agents lor procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.

of

rolled up her sleeves, and
God bless and prospei the

coat,

l>"-vi

situation,

the

accepted

whig

in

t.aie

the "lost cause", hut has

over

v

one ’■>

d

she

man,
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it is the best ven-

Mistaken

Policy.

From time to time the sickly and foolish
sentimentality which of late years has
arisen respecting evil doers, gets a sharp
rebuke.
Murderers were sympathized

victory. 1 have never seen any place
approximating in solemn beauty to this with, petted and cried over, until it bewliicn
large cities at the north are City of the .Silent, save Magnolia Cemecame apparent to the dangerous classes
st uniformly deficient
a
bountiful
tery in the vicinity of Charleston. No one that the best tiling each could do for himIt has been called the
(•]' -. ■■! lungs.
visiting Savannah should omit to visit self and his fortunes would be to kill
i'< -'■
<'ity ol the South, and richly merits Bonaventure.
somebody. The large cities, and in some
It is so crowded with
appellation
1 drove out to McAlpine’s rice plantacases the rural districts, became as unsafe
that vie coming Irotn the interior is
tion this morning, about four miles from
as the lonely Arab-haunted deserts to the
'■■■<'
cal] it a village, although
the city.
Prior to the war it was one ot
traveller. We all know how out
solitary
i-..
large one—its population being the most extensively cultivated rice planof this state of things arose astern and
>ut forty thousand- -rather than a
city tations in this vicinity; employed about
determined demand for justice, tor the
It- -ti
ire broad, all but a
very few three hundred slaves; they of course
execution
of the cowardly ruffians who
pa
Ici.-cly shaded by ornamental
joined the stampede, and since then but murder, until the temper of the time is
ees. the beautiful Pride of India, 'he
little, if anything, has been done on the
represented by the sterling words of Govrgb-cu dk. till- glossy leaved, (lower
in the cultivation ot rice.
From ernor Dix—“He who strikes a
place
murderous
w ed
&c.
On
two of the
nagnolia,
indications about the place I should .judge blow at the life of his fellow
man, must
streets there are four rows of
that the proprietor is turning his attention be made to feel that his own is in
imme!wc.
d

al'

:

1 have ever seen

-ity

it has that

:

■

■

•-

>

side.

them,

a

to the cultivation of other

on

r

row

is

thing about it that

i
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would not be

i

ity the

"v-vw
o'--

tnd
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fa

idot-ding a series of delight1 stop frequently in niv

h-~

miena

in

to call

tfeni. located at convenient
all ornamented with trees

ot

o

v

inappropriate

of Parks: for it contains

city

ties through them to look at the healthy,

an

-b

'•artv

Young

Americans

trundling

in their little

carriages drawn by i
n-nnipic-cnt Dinah, or tumbling on

-rg

-in-!

gra--

difficult to repress

ind i*

belli, mon

that 1 lived

;

«

ing ait

f can

l’ulaski House, -it which I
Johnson Square, in which
-tan.Is ,n otielisk erected to the
"t <>'■!:•
t's Greene ami Pulaski,
ilu'ieiiarv t-iiiie. tie' <■ irner stone
tli

-iopt>in«r.
r

K.
!

u

Lafayette during
18'd.i.
It bears
: -'Tipi: *e. is made ot marble not ot
-a
I'b'w and is about fifty-three

a

w

'a.!

-I-

vi-it to Mii-

-v

country in

■

gl. cMihrn ing pedestal and shaft.
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’her monument to the ntem-

*-ki.
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Monterey Square,
ol the purest white

i*i
It

is

with this

mere

shadow until

the substance for

see

you come

and

yourself.
W.

ling on
granite base, and
i.'aiitiful -ppeimen of ntonuhiteeture. (in its summit is a

-si
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Liberty holding
,t It
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Arms
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Georgia and I
high.
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titty live feet

informed, twenty-two
(>n one of its

irn

gold.

!ars.

•-presentation of the hero,
ins) falling from his horse;
--pposjte is the inscription fold

it
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I" autiful park in the
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tlie loot ot Bull

a
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It.
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1779.

city

is

v

street.

an

an-!

lollars, designed from the
Palace 1'iuntain at Svdenhara,
ys-a
ngland. The water is let on every day.

-a

!

tot

M

fia

stormy,

at

o'clock,

four

hour lias found me on the

lay

here: and
-a
it tin- late hour 1 am unable to anwe:
t-i my own satisfaction the
question
tiier I derive the greater pleasure from
.big ii. the shade of the trees, inhaling
•of

••

1

>

-ince

I

came

perfume of the Mowers, watching the
-i tin children, the groups of
eiders scattered here and there, tlie
uta
■

.n

pouring down its wealth of water

tiie basin, or the
again, high

!e-ir .-inch-shells.

Tritons-sending

it

into the

air, through

Perhaps it

is the eombi-

ati-.n •.! all tlie-e charms that attract me
tailv
this | iveliest spot in the

city.

the notable places in the
city
Innitv Church, on St. Janies Square,
••ai
the spot where John
Wesley first
held forth n the then new sectarian platA", -ng

■

re

tom

»...w

tngt

on

known
Pen

as

Methodism;

street

opposite

the Ex-

the head

Rockland, April

fact that within it the Ordinance of Seoos-em
wa- passed in
January, 1861 ; about
bur years later the citizens assembled at
the same place to celebrate the
triumph of
the Union.
The building in which the

oloniel Legislature held its sessions still
.in South Broad Street. The house
in which the Governor of Georgia lived
1

14.

>

pri-m:r .apiLilLt c<m!d now realize a handsome
competency l»v establishing a line of ferry boats
at the varioii- crossings, leaving every half
minute. To the right man. a fortune is already
in his grasp. To encourage new busine-s of
this kind, the city would, no doubt, exempt it
from taxation for a term ot years. Who bids
first?
I’he city council are at loggerheads over the
»f the City Marshal.
At a
late meet ini*- the committee to report salaries
for city othcers recommended $730 as an equivalent for his services for the space of twelve
Of

salary

months.

The Board of Aldermen desired to
cumpenso him to the tune of $1000 per annum.
This not being “seen in that illumination” bv
some of the city fathers, who think $730
pay
enough for the amount of labor rendered, it did
not pass, and the matter is now
hungup and tn
suspense for the present. The general opinion
is tha' the “temperance clique’* have
slightly
r«

overdone the thing
If they wish the City
Marshal to have $1000 per year, and desire to
contribute the extra $270 out of their own
pockets,no one would object. But after “springing the trap” in the manner they have, il seems
as though some of the city dads have their
eyes
open and know their business. There will be
another skirmish it the next meeting.
The second Baptist church has just purchased
a

organ, and have advertised an organ conthe proceeds of which will go towards the

new

cert,

liquidation of the same.
Billy Cook’s Academy of Fun opened for a
season at Berry’s Opera House on Saturday
evening, to a crowded house. The performance
gave general satisfaction.
Sunday morning about half past twelve a tire
broke out in a small wooden building at the
of Main and Holmes street. The department was promptly on hand, hut owing to
the high wind and the progress of the fire when
discovered, the building with contents was entirely consumed. Fully insured.
During the tornado that visited iii Saturday

corner

evening,
and

ran

a fishing vessel
dragged her anchors
ashore; damage slight.
—-

Bull street, from the tower of which
the best view ot the city can be obtained.

nally intended, rendered historic by the

Rockland.

The muddy season is upon us with a vengeance. and the prognostics are that we have not
see what wo shall see.” Locomoyet hei/un I
tion of all kinds is h tving a rest. Some entor-

ot

It was in front of this building that Gen.
Sherman reviewed his army in January,
l'l-o, a tew days after he occupied the
There is another building known as
city
Masonic Hall, used now for other purposes than those for which, it was origi-

trom

Correspondence of the Journal.

subject

iron fence of eiahoi.ioan-i iji, ornamented with trees,
vines vases, and near the
i- a
iiintain, which eost about
-••it i

Lottpr

flag :

-liields, clutched
K-tgle on which are

about

i-

the national

,V(. two

American
.11‘---d
b

remembered.
Trouble arose between
them and the white settlers, and Indian-

like, they made a raid on the settlements,
killing men, women and children. Then
Heeing to an almost inaccessible spot in
the mountains, they gathered provisions
and prepared tor resistance. Here they
were attacked by three hundred
troops
under Col. Gillem, in which the soldiers
water still ilows.
If any nian doubts the were defeated,
owing to the peculiar nastory he can take a drink of the water; ture of the ground.
Gen. Canby then
and il the story be true, he can do it with took command, and drew a line of
troops
safety, for lightning never strikes twice in about the position. Then the Indians dethe same place, you know.
sired to hold a talk, and professed to he
! have reached my limits, and yet have
willing to he removed to a distant reserhardly begun to say what I would about vation. This was simply a plan to kill
this really live city.
To do it justice the commander and
commissioners, as the
would require more time and labor than I
sequel proved, and which is related in ancan spare just now
You must be content other column.

star

■

The attempt by the government of the
United States to apply the sympathizing
plan to the ferocious and blood-thirsty Indians of the west, is equally vain. The
nature ot the Indian is made to stand out
sharply and clearly in the light of the re-

resort with pleasure seekers, thirsty ami
hardly conceive ol a otherwise, it is indebted for its name to
>htv tor raising children, ontside
a
tradition that many years ago a bolt of
1. >])cn country where there is
or thunderbolt, struck the earth
lightning,
>1 situ shine and
pure, invigorat- in this
locality and a spring of water immediately gushed forth from the spot; the

Sa-.-i-.riali.
!!<-

less—the little ones, 1

or

the Dinahs—-and

■"'!

i'*an.

diate and certain danger.” The lives of
murderers are worthless to themselves,
and worse than worthless to the community; and the foolish sympathy which hail
been wasted on them made the class tenfold more dangerous.

Spring, the place where Sargent Newton
Jasper, with one companion, surrounded
and captured a guard of eight Britishers,
and rescued the prisoners they had in cent massacre of Gen.
Canby and the
charge, in the days ot the revolution ; but Peace Commissioner near the Oregon line.
you read the story when you was a boy,
Hie treacherous Modocs enticed these
as a large majority of other boys probably
men into the lava beds, on
pretence of
did, and will continue to do until the story holding a peace conference, and then delies so far off in the realm ot antiquity as
liberately murdered them.
to be regarded as mythical.
The history of this Indian war will be
A beautiful drive of about four miles in
another direction brings you to a place
called Thunderbolt; a very fashionable

si; that I was the owner of a dozen

w

country save

The slave-quarters are still
standing, although somewhat dilapidated.
(In my way out I took a look at Jasper’s

at the South.

narrow gauge.

v-

to be met nowhere in our

are

of the

savors

one of those grand
of oak festooned with moss which

approached through

avenues

of th- city in the matter of streets is
th. broad gauge principle: in tart

r.!

•o

The

products.

fine old baronial mansion is beautifully
located on the bank ot the Savannah, and

broad earriage-wav and
of trees dividing the
the way.
The whole arrange,
a
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Terrible Earthquake.
THE

CITY OP SAX SALVADOR IX RUINS—
EIGHT HUNDRED LIVES
000 OK PROPERTY DESTROYED.

LOST—$12,000,-

Aspinwall, by way of Havana, April
San Salvador, the
capital ol the Central America Republic, has been destroyed
an
by
earthquake, causing a frioditful loss
10.

of life.

Eight hundred persons perished, and
property valued at $12,000,000 was destroyed.
The earthquake was followed by a con-

flagration,

and

burned.

[The City of

many
San

buildings

were

Salvador, capital of

We never talked with a man who had
been upon the frontier and understood the
Indian nature, who did not believe that
the plan of making “good Indians” ot the
savages by presents, journeys to Washington and feasting, was a humbug of the
first water.
The Indian ot the west is
born and nurtured with the idea that those
who treat him kindly and make presents
fools and cowards, from whom much
he had by demand and threats.
Hi-' business is theft, and his
pastime is
war.
He prefers to scalp women ami
children rather then men, because the
are

more can

long tresses
into

fringe

of the former

can

he braided

for the adornment of his per-

son

With sm'h people peace commissions
and Quaker diplomacy are follies. They
need to understand simply and only that
while they keep the peace all will he well
—hn' that a single act of war is death.
The only missionaries that they
preciate are the ride and sabre.
An.

Appeal

Asked

for

and

can

ap-

Granted.

Barnabas Roberts, the Collector of this
district, after the charges which we have
made have been sustained by the public,
desires another hearing. Over his signature he says this—
In answer, Mr. Simpson, to your repeated
insinuations. I have to say that, with the consent of the Treasury Department—which 1 have
no doubt can be obtained—a committee of the
citizens of Belfast, a majority of whom shall lie
Democrats, are at liberty to thoroughly investigate the affairs of the Custom House, for the
two years I have heal the office, which I believe to have been kept witli scrupulous exactness and fidelity.
And further, upon the leasl
suspicion of a departure therefrom, I will be
obliged if y hi will notify the Chief Detectives
for New England, with whom I have not the
slightest acquaintance, who will doubtless send
outside detectives, not known to the Belfast
officers, to investigate its affairs.

In behalf of the public, we accept the
Let the collector procure the consent of the department at once, and before a proper committee the people’s side

otter.

of the case will he
presented. And when
the report of that committee is obtained,
we will publish it in lull.
We will as
as soon have all
republicans, if fair minded
men.
This is no [tarty matter. The people of the whole district and state, without regard to party, condemn the
flagrant
violation of law and decency which the
management of this custom house daily
thrusts in their faces.

—Our brother Edes, of the Dover Observer, is moved to say—
The Belfast Journal is one of our best exchanges. It is newsy, sprightly, spicy, witty
und prolific of good things generally. We delight in reading it. we copy a great deal from it,
and perhaps don't give it proper credit. We
like it—we rather like its editor; and the only
thing about it we don’t like is its politics.
Thanks. A compliment like that, from

the father of the Maine press, is
thing to bo proud of.

some-

the confederation of the same name, is
situated on a small stream which flows
—The ten companies of uniformed miinto the Pacific Ocean 105 miles southeast
litia in this State have been organized inot Guatemala, and three miles southeast
while the city was in possession of the of the
to a regiment, and on
volcano of San Salvador.
The
Friday an election
British is located on Broughton street. crater of the volcano is more than half a of regimental officers was held at AuThe market is a tine, capacious, well con" league in circumference. The city was gusta, with the
following result—Colonel,
strutted and well ventilated edifice. It is founded in 1523 by Spanish emigrants. Charles P. Mattocks of the Portland
log lit
At different times it has suffered
earthby
closed for business early in the day.
quakes, especially in 1659, and in April, Infantry; Lieut. Colonel, Daniel White,
Walking through it early in the morning 1854, when it was nearlv destroyed. It of the Jameson Guards, Bangor; Major,
has long been a cathedral city, and con- Wm. H.
I find a bountitul display of
game, poultry,
Foglerot the Belfast City Guards.
tained some fine buildings.
It was a
beef, mutton, pork, fish and vegetables.
—It costs only five dollars to fracture a
market for indigo and sugar, and had
Prices are somewhat as follows—grouse some factories of cotton
goods and iron.J man’s skull in Bangor.
-uind-.

from $1,510,160 in Nebraska to $00,237,York, which gives the largest

ot

row

dollars per year.
The principal point of attraction outside
the city is the Cemetery of Bonaventure,

mathematical calculations as to the money
value of huge piles of hard pine lumber,
alter

SIMPSON.

restaurants, or
Ad.mixlstra tors, Executors and Guardians
published in the .Jourrather, semi-hotels, for the rent of each of desiring their advertisements
nal will please so state to the Court.
which the city receives five or six hundred

the odor of pitch and turpentine, or who
lias an car tor the music of steam saw
mills,
who is fond of indulging in

soon

market is

H.

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
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the

1873.

EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

WILLIAM

Verdict in the Case The Journal
nabas.

vs.

Maine

Bar-

Genera!

Kor Hie

Hospita' Fair.

The State Fair to be held at Portland,
The collector of Belfast is out in the
commencing June 10th, in aid of the
Ago with another column of that dreary above benevolent institution, is enlisting
over
worth
of
SI,000,000
producing
any drivel. We suspect that the editor ot the the efforts ot the philanthropic in all porone description of manufactured merchan- Prog. Age, in
permitting the Collector to tions of the state. We trust that the matdise. From this table some curious re- make such a pitiful exhibition of liimselt ter may receive a due share ol attention j
!
sults arc gathered. 1 n no less than twenty- in the columns of that
paper, is taking a from this vicinity, and that liberal confour ol the states flouring and gristmill quiet revenge of the
appointing power. tributions may go forward in aid of this
products form the leading manufactured As the editor of the Age was a candidate most worthy object. As giving a sketch
staple, showing an annual value ranging for the position of collector, and failed, of the purpose of this institution, we copy

Oorr> .*i>ondt*nccof the Journal.

220 in New

]

he must now be

the

taking satisfaction in allowing the present incumbent to prove,
over hisown signature,wliata consummate

following

from the Portland Tran-
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Pensions

for

Republican .Journal.
Militia

Men

of

News of the

1312,
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Woodcock is doing

a
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large business
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We noticed, some weeks since, in the Ellsworth American, a pension bill which was then
I mling b; fore the House of Representatives at

There have been only filly snow storms since
November first.
An ox in single harness was an object of in
ferest in our streets last week.
The house of (’apt. Samuel Otis, at < 'ity Point
was slightly
damaged by tire on Saturday.

<

Washington. We now learn that this bill was
defeated in the Semite. If we are not mistaken.
one provision of that bill was to give pensions
to all the militia men of 1*12, without regard to
the question whether they had or not rendered

Col. S. M. Fuller, who has removed to B"
ton, has sold his house to (’apt. Charles T. <iil

service. As this would entitle so many throughout the United Spates, without regard to merit,
we consider it fortunate that the bill was defeated.

more.

Hersey & Woodward leave increased th< ii
force of girls to fifty, and their course is st ill onward.
A conundrum among the boys now is “When

By another provision of that bill, the disThe establishment of hospitals for the relief ci)
ary of the soldier w; s made a pre-requisite
the sick and the infirm was one of the fir>t
ass was placed there
by the powers that fruits of Christianity, and their multiplication to his drawing a pension. This would have cut you ring a man's doorbell, do you expect t
$43,870,775; in Ohio at $31,692,210; in be. Wc have to thank the Age for the has kept pace with the spread of Christian oil* all the militia men ami their widows be- find him at home?”
civilization. In Europe they are found in al- tween
Eastport and < astine, for not one of
Indiana at $25,371,322, and in Missouri very efficient aid it has lent to our pur- most
No bov lias been killed at The railroad station
every town, and many of them are richly those
soldiers received a discharge. This (7oast
at $31,837,351. The returns from New poses.
For once wc have labored in the endowed and freely dispense, the relief afford 'd
yel, but things can't go on much longer withec
by the highest medical skill to all classes in the militia were about all whose services as militia oue of them
York show that next to the gristmill same direction.
getting under t in* wheels.
community. They serve also as schools of in- men are entitled to consideration. The 2d
Registruction,
increasing
the
and
-kill
of
As
branch
of
proficiency
the
articles of freight at the depot, vv
the
manufacture
Among
largest
ment guarded the coast betvveeu Steuben and
product
showing public sentiment in respect the medical
profession, and thus aiding in the
Is that of men’s clothing, amounting to to the exhibition that the collector has alleviation ot human suffering throughout the ('astine. Their claims to Bounty Land have noticed ;i car load <*t furniture manufactured at
world. The stranger in London requiring the
been established. The basis of those claims, as Kendall’s Mills for parties in Kll-worth.
$44,718,491; after which come, in the made of himself, we have heretofore highest
medical skill for some surgical operaCol, C’hasi recently lost a good hen. Biddv
order of their importance, refined sugar, quoted from fhe papers of the State. A tion, is told that he will find it at St. Bar- contended by those who established them, was
tiew into the pig pen, and had her head bitten
flic
retention
of
those
soldiers
to
tholomew's
the
coast
and
received
the
guard
$42,837,184; tanned leather, exclusive of few more, and all that have appeared, benefit of it isHospital. to having
learn that no charge fi<»m the beginning h> the end of the war. Tiny off m a twinkling by the occupant thereof.
surprised
dressed skins and curried will be appropriate here. The Lewiston i« made, and that relief is dispensed to all were
morocco,
held for that purpose by virtue of general
Mr. William Frederick, while lighting tie
coiners without money and wiffmut price. Such
leather, $20,988,420; and boots and shoes Gazette, edited by that veteran of the institutions as this ennoble humanity and
give orders from the General Government, and were gas at his house on Thursday evening, fell from
to the value of $22,079,874.
The heaviest press. Col. Waldron, says—
a
practical examplification of the common not permitted to go into the United States ser- the chair and broke hi* arm below the elbow
brotherhood of mankind.
vice with United States
manufacture in Massachusetts is not cotSimpson, of the Belfast Journal, has some
troops at Eastport, (.’asThe
State of Maine possesses no establishSteamer Cambridge has taken the place id
reputation tor sharpness when he drives the ment of this kind. There
tine or elsewhei e.
ton goods, as most persons probably supinot
within
its
the Kutahdin on this route, and will make two
<iuill editorial. Recently one Barnabas M. borders a
It was contended that these general orders
single hospital for the genera I treatpose, but boots and shoes, which are an- Roberts, Collector of Customs in the Belfast ment of diseases open to the sick of all classy. wen*
trips a Week as soon »s the ire i> out at Bangor
sufficient record to answer the act
district, thought he saw a chance to lie funny The
requirneed of such an institution has long been
nually turned out there to the value ol at the expense of Simpson, and displayed
Mr. F. B. Frederiek !n> one »f the hand
his
record
ing
and
evidence,
sufficient, as matter of
felt, and by the exertions of a few public spiritsomest r<-w boats that w. ever
$88,399,583. The product of cotton goods wit and his lack of judgment at the same time ed citizens the foundation of a (rcneral
iw, which w
law,
to
the
door
State
to parole testimony of the
open
ill an elaborate article in the Age, whereupon
in Massachusetts amounts to $50,267,580,
Hospital have been laid in this city. The plan officers and men to the service which was ren- built at a cost <*t slot). a* a pleasure boat for Iih
Simpson peels otl his coat and goes for Barna- combines
the latest modern improvements in
dered in compliance with those general orders. boys.
and of woollen goods $39,409,242. The bas in the following touching strains.
such buildings,and the site is one.of the most
The town of Winterport is to have a nieetim
follow
Here
A record of twenty-nine days service was
extracts.
beautiful
and
healthful
that
be
could
copious
possibly
only stales in which the manufacture of
2dd, to consider the proposition to t«»-m
April
found
The
execution
of
also
complete
anywhere.
found.
As
this
The
Portland Transcript, always distwenty-nine days’service
cotton goods forms the leading manuthe plan will afford accommodation* for two
its credit to aid in the construction of the 1*
was sutlieient
which to issue the warrants,
upon
and
remarks—
hundred
but
it
is
at
just,
patients,
present
proposed
facturing industry are Maine, New Hamp- criniinatiug
obseot Bay A Riser Railroad.
the chief examiner went no farther, and lid
to finish and put in operation only one of the
V fearful conflict is raging between the colshire and Rhode Island, and their products
not then consider whether
Mr. Additon announce-., in another colon,
lector of customs at Belfast and the editor of four pavilions which constitute the entire plan
the/ should or should
are
the Republican Journal, and the whole county of the building. By the aid of $*20,000 given by
his readiness to tune pianos.
II. 1i:h had mu h
not be regarded as having served
respectively, Maine, $41,738,781
longer.
the
and
contributed
$50,000
State,
mostly by
New Hampshire, $10,999,072 ; and Rhode is laughing at the rare spo t. The collector lias the citizens of Portland, the work has been so
The department hu>, however, since taken experience, and those nuving inuisti iimcni
missed it in trying to tight Simpson on his own
Island, $22,072,203. In Pennsylvania the ground, for there are very few men in this or far pushed forward that only the sum of $40,- the enlarged view and issued six or eight pen* can safely trust them in his hands.
000 is needed to put the institution in a condi- ''ions to those soldiers
and the r widows. Those
Mr. Thomas S. I.imeburner. who has had tf
iron interest of course predominates over any other State who are his match in a warfare tion to receive patients.
For this -urn the Diof pasquinade.
He carries a Gatlin gun into
pensions have, as we learn, been discontinued superintendence of stone work it bix Man
rectors look to the people of the entire State,
all others. Its product in pig, bloom, such skirmishes.
m consequence of outside
every man and woman of whom have an ininterference, and no has been presented with a very \ double go I
If there is a paper in the State which is terest in the establishment of this institution.
forged and rolled iron, together with iron
more pensions or bounties have been
granted. watch and bain bv the men under hi- dm .'
It is proposed to raise the sum required i>v
devoted
to
the
defence
of
the
bolts, nuts, washers, rivets, nails, spikes, thoroughly
It strikes us that the more enlarged is the onmeans of a great State Fair to which all can
Robert Fitters.m shipped to I>ix Islan :
pipe, and eastings is set down at the sum administration, its measures and oifieials, have the opportunity of contributing according Iv just view to take of the subject, and that our Saturday, per sehr. XV. <•. Kiddie, ten ox-n.
to
their
means.
We
to
our
subscribers,
in
whose
united weight was
when
il
appeal
can
should
do
delegation
what it can to
of $128,701,907. in addition to which
Congress
pomi t*. o,possibly do so, that paper is who are to be found in
1 0»n)
every town in the State,
\
make that view effectual. It will be seen that hea. iest yoke w -i *hin
p >un Is.
the
Macbias
lint
it
and
boilers
to
the
ol
can’t
value
and
to
all
the
machinery
sons and daughters of Maine wlm
Republican,
vertiser.
there i> no need of any further legislation so
read
the
in
State
in
the
l
nion.
every
Transcript
$29,258,153 are manufactured, besides stomach Barnabas, and notices him in the to do what
School boys in this .-ity war uniform
it
they can to help oil thi- benevoh n: tar as these ciaims are eoneernod. Jlstick.
with initial letters upon them ir.mt !>•- gn.itiug
nearly $7,000,000 worth of steel. Con- following terms:
enterprise, for the credit of the State and firof
the
It
i*
needed
general
community.
good
Barnabas M. Roberts, the Collector at Belnecticut’s leading manufacture is that of
; the respective --liools to which they belong
fast. is the son of a very respectable and quite as an asylum for the sick and sutlcring, where
After the Storm.
Thus: **B. T. S.” means Belfast Interim I. if
woolen goods, amounting lo $17,365,148, distinguished
obtain the best <•! treatment under
they
may
Doctor,
always
a
resident
Quaker
the most
School.
Flouting iiuir all tangled and torn,
hygienic conditions, p i
Sawed lumber is the principal manu- of Brooks in the County of Waldo. The only needed forfavorable
those of small means, without perfault the oid gentleman ever committed, besides
Hcuiiliful head laid low on the sand*.
A gentleman of this city who use* for his h .r
factured product ol Michigan, Mississippi, prescribing calomel and jalap, was to be the manent homes, who are vet willing and able to
Pride all out of the arching lips,
beds some discarded w indow- from tie* Ortho
pay a moderate price for its manifold 1>. ncilts.
father
of
a man who has not the sense to mainthe
Florida and Washington territory,
File all out of the tnarhle hands—
dox church, thinks h«- gets radish- about tilt- it
tain the dignity which an important office re- It is needed for those, who are now obliged to
for that surgical aid wl ich
o terrible, restless,
fignres for the first named state being set quires ot him as due to the people of his dis- go out of thetoState
trembling sea.
days earlier in consequence ot their -<11 peri
he able to obtain at home.
Hithey
ought
trict,
and
to
the
service
of
the
United
States.
How could you leave her alone with death'
at $31,940,390, tlie other two states and
heating power.
We refer to a controversy between Mr. Roberts needed to complete and crown our .-ysiem of
public institutions, established by the people ! Mnspimr her close in a eoid einhra< e,
Washington territory returning less than and the editor of the Republican Journal, in for
Wo are indebted to William Manstie! I
the
of the people.
benefit
The
enrichly
And
the
which
Collector
tin*
the
last
low
stealing away
breath.
disgraces
service, and dowed
(
h-m < • a/elte
$3,000,000 each. But Maine’s product of his
Wintcrport. foi a copy of tin
hospitals of Europe owe their foundarespectable ancestry.
tions to royal bounty or the offerings of the Glimmering
sawed lumber nearly equals in value its
Jd, 170s—1 \a rn-rable slie.-t. nngy with
east up by the storm,
•January
pearl
When papers like the Republican de- noble and wealthy. Here we must look to the
age. but full of matters of niterv-f n luting to
Shining anew in the Father's crown,
cotton goods, amounting to $11,391,747
clare that the collector is a disgrace to the general contributions of all classes, and the Where are
the friends that longed to s;iVe?
days lang syne.
tail to act as wisely and In novoannually. In Louisiana the molasses and service, what need have we to seek people 'cannot
lently for themselves as the nobles of Europe What hand clasped thine when the ship went
Woodcock lias become tir-d .f seeing
have acted for the lower order-;. The
sugar form the staple manufacture, the turther for a verdict ?
down ?
Occasionally that of such an institution is demand' d of support
many able-bodied m**n who
\*-r !m
a paper
the into
$10,311,858.
production amounting
official may feel a shaft, when we incline telligence and prosperity of the State, and every How fardid'si thou ride on the rushing wave? leaning over bis counter reading them.
Milled quartz to the value of $12,119,719
citizen has a personal interest m if, for no one What kindly breaker tossed thee here,
1 save the waste of time, he ito “use him for our mirth, yea for our
.ng to k q
knows how soon he may require the benefits it Lashing the foam for
heads the list of manufactured products in I
thy
snowy -hroud.
account, and puv them by fb hour.
to
has
bestow.
! laughter"---but a set reply to such stuff as
And
touching thy brow with an ivy tear?
net the whole state, therefore, unite to make
Nevada, and Maryland’s leading manu- he
'Flu* adjourned meeting of'the Bay .V Run
puts out, would be preposterous, espec- the coming Fair the grandest exhibition not
Tin
i-birds whirl with their moaning cry.
facture is that of refined sugar, amountRailroad Co. in till- cifv--n Monday a -.I
only of the bene'olen.-e and generosity *»l‘ .unially after the case has been decided.
tended only by b n- tor- \J. < ,!> r>, il
people, hut of their meehnnieal skill, their Hut where is the voice so clear and sweet?
ing to $7,007,857 yearly. West Virginia
manufacturing industry, their manual dex- Tie* wav es hound up to clasp the shore,
atld Bbn k. and v do Hot n aril that any busiturns out forged and rolled iron, nails,
The Salary Steal.
terity, their artistic ta>t**, their invenlive in- Hut where is the
of the arching feet ?
ness Was transacted. Tin-day Wa- v.-rvamniv
spring
their
general
and spikes to the value of $8,690,820
genuity,
intelligence and wellUnde Sum had :i roost for his liens,
doing. None are so poor that they cannot There's a jewel shines on the slender hand.
Sheri tf W*rPm, 1-, will 1> seen by the man
Where
roosted
These
are
the
manuthousands
and
tens;
they
by
leading
every year.
make some contribution to its-collection*, and
Hut where i- the gem beyond compare—
monial notices, ha- entered into a partnersli ;•
The motion to rob It was Ben’s
no
sum i* too insignificant to help on the good
The lip that should sparkle within the eyes,
facturing industries ot the several states,
V large party -f hi- friends wer invited to
work.
There are many reason* why this
“Hired men of my uncle, T feel,”
though other branches of manufacture
should be the grandest xhibition "f the wealth, And crimson the cheek so white and fair?
Said Ben. in a solemn appeal,
fresli themselves on the occasion at body
taste, and varied product* of our indu* ry v. r
"Bow wages do tempt us to steal.”
not here enumerated amount in some inand we were further favored with agencr-mheld in Maine, and every man, woman m l Ring out, wild waves, your endless wail.
stances to far greater sums in the aggreThe force of this moral idee
slice of the hi a i t! loaf.
child should he proud to have a hand in mak- 'IV a dirg-* for Heautv and Youth and Love,
Was so mighty and powerful, you see,
1
ing it a great and glorious success.
IV a Inner 1 hymn for the deathless soul,
The lotting of houses is the hrisk. -l trad*- m
gate than the single ones wo have speciXot to do it they couldn’t agree.
The following rules for the government : Winging its way to the throne above.
P- nements do not remain va ant l<m.
town.
fied.
So the hearties, they gave Ben a
boost,
Heautv and mystery all her fame.
ol the Fair have been adopted bv tin* exeAnd his lingers they suddenly noosed
enough to get cold. Families come in at 1 •,
Left to the mercy of stranger hands;
Two pullets per man from the roost.
cutive Committee—
the front door before tie* last occupant can
Tenderly, sadly we leave her there
out at the rear.
All of which sigmtics th
1st—Tables shall be numbered, an l assigned
Uncle Sum is now watching the spot.
STOCKTON, ME.
In an unknown grave by the
To discover a man who will not
by lot.
shifting '•and-.
Be hast is a desirable location.
Dealers in seoar. Mohe
-dial!
on
sold
-d—Nothing
commission.
ho home with x foul in his pot.
H.-if.-t, April 14. IV::.
The city government ha- ch*. tel the following
LASSES. Cl.olIIS. »V
Every article brought into the Hall lor sai-- l>.
IMEORTKM Gooos
comes thereby entirely
the property <»,» 11*.
highway* -urwy os—('apt. Harrison Mahoney
—Bangor has a new case of small pox. Fair, and it must not be given away. >i disGen ee \ll\
•James I*, Wighf. Wa 1 1. 11 II. I' 1 oI. R. |‘ IK
Generalities,
A New York dispatch of last week posed of in any manner not approved by the
As one of the linn is
Wales K
M del
Kdwin Brier, H--nry II
Executive Committee.
Collector at IMfasl, alid(
“<’b' -\en buds” is what the Dctroib r calls Hayes < ico. Sides, William L>a\i-. William H
od—The price." of ail articles will be lived by
says
the other acquainted with'
for
when
the
he
wants
Executive
Committee.
In
eggs.
the holes in the rexemic
regard to seizure of $00,000 worth of goods
T' e in Frink I*. Kaiii'-, ArM.o-- !.
I.inj !,
4th—All articles are to be marked md -<>|<| at
skimmer, prr-at iru-ilitir- m:t> in1 h td to ustum- on the Algeria on Saturday, it has leaked o t
<
Lift> freight ears from lie* Mime Central
1‘. Carter.
that special service officers took their hint from reasonable price*
ers and In themselves.
is
the
word.
railroad
are
Sharp
building at Hath.
f»th—All responsible parties—whether indithe crockery crates washed ashore from the
R. Sibley A '-itii are loading tii<.* britr Dm,,
t lit* icr has left the river at Y\ aldoboro, and
wreck of the Atlantic, in which quantities of viduals. Parishes, or other organization*
less with lumber tor Mat an/a-. < ul. i. bnngiu.
Mr. O’Kelley. :t correspondent sent to smuggled >iIks were found concealed. They throughout the State, de*iring space at the Fair, it is now open for navigation.
if over th.* road from the mills of hi. T< tmaii
searched
may have tables assigned them on application
Cuba by the NTew Vork Herald, to investi- the aboveall .-imiiar crates on the Algeria, with to
N. K.
iwver, form- rlv editor of the Fils
the Executive Committee at tln ir Headresult.
'if Kendall’s Mill-.
Idn* -o|teriority >i
worth
American,
has
purchased a residence at
1‘JO Middle street.
gate the state ot affairs there, has been
That was an unfortunate venture for quarters,
our locution
and harbor must .ommaud th•Lieksonviih
ttth—There shall be a general table to be
seized as a spy by the Spanish officials, the
attention •»! shippers, md the tin)** i- not l.
tin* “Portland Table,*’ for the reception
Sea
smugglers But it the crockery im- called
su> that then* is not a good lightand disposal of all articles received by the Ex- house captains
distant when we will nave a large Cuban trade
who propose to try him, and execute him
<m the entire coast of Nova Scotia west
porters had been custom house inspectors, ecutive Committee, and of all other articles
not
of Halifax.
it' found guilty.
There is no doubt that as is the case in this district, such a dis- designed for other tables.
One day last week we -aw three men -,»j.
A painter after putting
7th—There
will
also
be
a
state
table
for
the
and fall upon the same identical -p
this gentleman went there solely for ;he closure could never have
ot
up his stagiug let go
The
happened.
disposition of all -articles contributed without the rope to spit on his bauds, and broke his leg that was tre
tcherously hidden by three inch*
object stated ; he made it known to the crockery crates that come here never tell assignment to any table from outside of Port- oil I lie sidewalk below
of mud, within th-* spue
of fifteen minuteland.
OilA^. E. dost:. Sect)’.
authorities at the time of landing, and
.General Sheridan contemplates giving hiany tales.
view- *>f the Franco-Prussian war, and the The breezes wafted hi our ears what we mi:
received their implied sanction ; his imSomething Ahead. Despatches from military systems of th >-<• two nations to the pose to be prayers, is s.-ripture names were iWe learn (hat our fellow citizen,
prisonment adds another to the long list Hon. A. G
New
Orleans state that great naval pre- world n a book.
thiekly interspersed a- the foolishim-s m <>r.,
has
taken
Jewett,
strong
of Spanish outrages which must he atoned
The Hangar Citv Council has decided to a-k of Rainey’s literary produ< tion-.
ground in relation to the recent salary parations are being made :U that port, the directors of th L ingo, and
The Messrs, Frederiel, huv.irg.- an.-',
Piscataquis
for, and which this country has too long
swindle, and denounces the act, as a scan- evidently looking 1*) an expedition again*! railroad to lease that ro id to tin* Furopeaii md and fifteen fathoms of. ham wh h w ei !»">•».•
i
submitted to.
North
American
railvv
iv.
dalous violation of official honor and some foreign power. Monitor*, gunboat*
Up bv one of their ves-e|s ml t||(. liatteiy, u
T'nc N. H. Patriot thinks it by no meanof
rand
rams
the
most
formidable
eonsti
noNew York.
The Portland Transcript
Some Veal- ago they had u
lain that the Republicans have chosen Pike, in
says, in refer- decency. He puts the blame upon the
shoulders of all who aided the bill or con- tion are in readiness to move, ami various llie Second Disirict. It the alleged errors are anchor wlin h was brought up trout the bolt ...
ence to railroad schemes, that
com cted. Mr, Hell must he declared elected.
of Portsmouth harbor, bv
hoom-i ll.-m-y. md
As the question of building the Levis and sented to it, and holds the President are the conjectures as to the intentions of
<
Kennebec, railroad from Quebec to Solon, asAn b'\va girl latciv whipped out a
I ,- I,,
the
It
is
concedeontlagra- wbieh ’apt. Lewis livan ...
government.
generally
in having apespecially
blameworthy
sumes importance and
Hon in h-T father’-' hou-e with her
probability, there begins
l>
K
\i
stockings, been io-t by him from '.di.»ontin*
that
Ibree
ed,
will
move
to lie made some flurry among the railroad men
however,
hut.
i
a
bill
that
thcontained
generally
the
a gift ot a
ca-e,
hose busted” and identified it bv
proved
mark
of this Slate in regard to the connections to be
..nd
-he
hato
the
authorities
for
either
applied
a
new
to
Cuba
or
most
likclv tin*
Mexico,
It
made with it. It Is suggested llmt the Maine hundred thousand dollars to himself.
section.
A resident ot this county w h sometimes m
The Spanish home government
Central may use the roving charier of the Bel- is quite probable that Mr. Jewett will soon former.
iln
Ho.-ton Five <’« nt Savings Hank is one dulges in horse dicker :i- a pastime, was r,
fast ,V Moosebead Lake road for the
of
purpose
to the public his views upon this is but little better than anarchy, and it iI tin* most -it, 'c-*nii institutions of the hind ! cently
expatiating .*u the piaiitics ut an animal
tapping it. This may involve a contest with give
understood that the troops in Cuba con- in the whole United States. It. has upon it- that lit* proposed to sell. The ln*rse was u
the Somerset road.
subject.
|
hooks the names ot over -ixty-three thousand
a revolt, with the
dieted vs .til sprung kllee-, which the pm. has.
design «>l sep- depositors.
--The storm of Saturday and Sunday template
A. \V. Paine writes to the
observed. “What link-' your horse stand
Bangor Whig was
from Spain.
In
that
and
event,
arating
d
i
>anforth
is
11dg*•
holding court at Kllsvvortli. with his
very severe at the westward. In Bosthat it the eastern railroad comes to Biteksforelegs ?” he asked. “W-l!. I dunn.
without it, a large naval lon e The whole number of civ il ca-c- on the docket
ton it was called the worst of the season. probably
was the cautious reply “’less “lie’s seen some
i- 4d7.
At the call of the docket .si* were eouthe
Penobscot
anil
River Road
port,
be needed on that coast to protect the timi' d. dd entered
Bay
neither party, 1 non suit, b
Several inches of mingled snow and raiu will
other gortd horse -t md that wav
will he built to Prospect; then application
interests ol the United States government refcned,*Jd defaulted and Pd marked for frial.
and
the
wind
a
blew
fell,
tierce gale.
At.oxii rm: Wn\i:\t->
vh. II..p. on has
will he made to bridge the Penobscot
The New York Commercial says the sooner
and its eitzens.
loaded with Lav and plash
lm Norfolk. V
—Tin remains ot Helen L. Gilson,
the unnecessary restrictions and discriminariver at that point, which will probably
tions of the pilotage laws, as applied to the Pitcher A Gurlium furnished the hay m :
whose
services
as
a nurse, endeared
Hell
Gate
Laws
Pilot
Governor
her
succeed.
Thus lights begins to break, up
coasting trade in Hell (Late, an* removed the •Joseph haler the plaster. Wo.. U. Mathew
so
greatly to the Army of the Potomac, l*i.x sent, a message to the N. V. Senate betti il will be for New Fuglaiui and the com- linker have loaded sell. '*11111111 l-’isti w ith hav
river.
They see that the precedent of a
merce of thi- city.
Pe without a memorial stone, in Wood- Thursday
for Chariest.-n, >. «
Win Pitcher A: "on hue
transmitting a communication
bridge at Belfast, may be used to hamper
Tin* Bodwell Granite Company of Rockland
lawn
The
members
of
the
from
the
shipped two eargoe- ot h is sell. Georgia toi
Governor
ot
Maine
with
resoCemetery.
a
the commerce of Bangor and all the river.
made the lowest bid for supplying the New
N. (
and sell. J. ".Gilmoi. f.»«
We said at the time that our up-river Grand Army ot the Republic, and those lution of the Legislature of this State re- Vurk Bridge Company with 0*70 cubic yards of Wilmington,
s. c.
granite, and it i> probable the contract will be
Daniel Lain- loaded two
Georgetown,
who have experienced her kind
j
the
ol
exaction ol half
the pilot- awarded to
friends were too fast, and that the knife
nursing, garding
them.
vessels with cedar post- ti>r Boston—selnare raising a fund for a suitable monufrom
vessels
of
a
hundred
tons
burden
for
us might be
age
they sharpened
The Cuyahoga Falls Reporter says that Ned
Fleetwood and Snow s-piuM.
applied to
ment. Contributions
Cord telegraphed to that town that lie would
their own throats.
may be sent to Clias. and upwards, passing through Hell Gate,
Nl W AhVKIM 1SKMK.M s. We all purlieu
lecture
for
the
Ladies'
<
Dime Society of tlie onA. Campbell, ot Boston.
We have no when no pilot service is rendered. Gov.
gregational Church, lie gave his subject as larattention to the following luisine— aiinoun.-e
Newspaper Premiums.
The Trav- doubt that this will meet the eye of
"A Paste of Naples and Rome,” and tin* telemeiits—For the latest style- in wall paper call m
many Dix says:—
made it read,
ellers Record, published at Hartford, is a who will he
A Paste of Apples and
-!. < Thompson, he makes this a specialty—Km
Under existing laws licensed or coast- graph
glad to contribute.
Rum.”
little sheet, but full of lun. Fred. Atboots, shoes, trunks &c., see \V. T. Golhurtr-—A fellow on the line of the Bangor ing vessels entering the harbor of Mew
Cor breakfast, cocoa has become a general
York by the way of Sandy Hook are not
card—A valuable farm tor -ah* by Byron I
wood, up at Winterport, insures His and St. John
favorite wherever it has been introduced. Medrailroad has a fancy for
required to pay pilotage unless they take ical, men recommend it as preferable to tea or Dow—To have an old hat made as good as u vv
chickens in the Travellers. He calls our
On the other hand, coasting celVee for nervous or delicate constitutions. send them to S. a. Black’s Bl.adniv, I a-,
a pilot.
shooting bullets into the train at night.
attention to the lact that this paper has
vessels of a hundred tons burden and up- Walter Baker A Co., Boston, have achieved the side—Berry’s
—A coffin which an
undertaker
Vegetable Bilious Bitters »i.
Augusta
entered on the premium business, with
wards navigating the channel of Hell higho-t reputation for their preparations of
had at his door was stolen recently. The
Chocolate and Cocoa, which are sold every- highly recommended Mae. a fluid havGate are required to pay half pilotage where.
the following magnificent offers—
the Railroad store. Main street, where m e
perpetrator of the grave offence is shroud- when they take no pilot." This requirePREMIUM LIST EXTRAORDINARY.
manufacture confectioner\ of :i!i k: 11 II
A Fairfield mother learned of her daughter's
ment is objected to as unjust and oppresed in mystery.
and on the night ap- C’onden has a word to -av t" f true r-.
sive by tile Legislature ol Maine, and contemplated elopement,
NO APRIL POOL ABOUT Tills.
pointed forthe flight she put some laudanum
—The Qridgton News, which was bad- there
We have an association of b<-|| ringers m tbiseems to me no ground for the disin the girl's tea. The latter fell .sleep and did
1. For Ten Dollars in Cash and stamps for
scorched
in
the
recent
tinction
not
wake un until the next morning, and in the
between vessels entering N'cw
ly
tire, comes to
city, that have favored the | .ph- with m »
return postage, we will send any live dollar
meantime Romeo got tired of waiting and went much of their attentions.
chromo in the market. Will send by mail, or us shorn of its proportions, but full of York harbor through different channels.
They ire voting m« u
The exaction ot pilotage on vessels en- home disgusted. He goes with another girl who think it a nice i*-ke to
female, as directed. If can’t suit on a chromo, pluck. Major Shorey will soon
ring the tioor bullnow.
it
bring
|
will send half the money hack. JQf* No other
gaged in commercial transactions between
of houses, and get people up at midnight. Last
in
full
wiih
out
new
size,
and
will
do
this.
R.
B.
Dunn
of
in
of
journal
Walerville,
behalf
Boston
type
press. Slew York and other States, when no pilot
2. To any person sending us a chromo worth
parties, has made the Ticonie Water Power Wednesday night. Church street was the field
1'he Augusta Journal
appears to me to he Company of Walerville in offer for their priv- ol their operations.
ten dollars, (charges prepaid) we will semi two
having accused service is rendered,
Among those visited wuunneighborly and unreasonable, and I ik -e and
copies of the Travelers Record for one year, a lady of that city of being
adjoining. The offer is $00,- Geo. Wells,whose wife
“beastly respectfully recommend that the act ot oiio and toproperty
being ill. was much m.
assume the deht of the compunv,
postage prepaid. If you lnivn’t got a chromo’,
drunk,” l)r. Briekett explains in a card
send the cash. Jgjf Talk about liberality.
which is al>oat $50,000. A guarantee will be noyed. On their return, one of the mitnbei
ot
be
so
the
laws
of
263,
1871,
chapter
again came to that door, but to hi- surprise,
3. To a club of twenty, sending us one dollar that she had taken loo much
medicine amended as to exempt all coasting vessels I given that not less than $500,000 shall be ex- just as lie touched the bell-pull, the dooi swung
apiece, we will send a portrait of the Spurgeon,
pended within a year.
from
the
referred
to.
The
of
open and Mr. Wells’ ti-t was planted in hichloroform and morphine.
requirements
Wesley, Beecher, or any other man that we can composed
face, laving him flat on fii- c c Be'; ringing
record of the Port Warden’s office show
R\rn, April 12.
A. Turner and dames
get a photo, of. ,]UB- This offer is entirely nnThe friends of Nixon, the convicted murderer
isn’t so fashionable as it vvasectarian.
will dance in a Bowery hall on Monday night, that the whole amount of pilotage collect- Frank while at work painting the Catholic
4.
To a club of fifty, sending us ten dollars
Church in this city this afternoon, were
Thk Supkkmf drctcivi loem, Judge
for the benefit of Ills family. [Tel. despatches. ed on vessels navigating Hell Gate from
preapiece, we will send a magnificent organ (hand)
cipitated to the ground, a distance of thirty Dickerson
presiding, commenced it- Vi>rii -***
Is there any other place in the wide April. 1871, to March 12, 1X73, was $xy,- h et, 1>\ the breaking ot a
with full set of music by handle. If can’t get
suspension ladder.
107.50, as follows: Foreign vessels pilot- Turner's legs were both broken
on Tuesday last.
The follow
the organ, will send the monkey; or a washing world where the friends
below the sion in this ity
of a condemned
ed, 1469, paying $24,028.66; American knot1 and Frank was severely injured internally ing is a list of the traverse jurors in attendance
machine, if preferred. Jgi“ Match this.
b. To any person sending us a one thousand man would get up a dance for his benefit, vessels subject to pilotage, 1056,
and
in the hack,
though no hones were broken.
ikst Jinn
paying
dollar Dill (a good one, in a letter) we will send
before he dances on nothing?
$43,203.68; American vessels not subject
A. 1*. Cargill, Foreman, Liberty.
live shares Credit Mobilier stock—if we have just
Free
Press
that
on
last
says
I'll*.*
Monday
to pilotage, 1X37, paying$12,ox 1.11 ; hallGeorg* S. Aines,
Northpoit.
Austin 1.. Pease ot Rockland,
Dividends on the Contribution Plan. Not
any.
aged «TS years
S. ♦». Bartlett,
M ontville.
—Brigham Young is resigning his secu- pilotage collected from lxls, $9,771.15.
transferable. t£S~ Now then.
mounted a horse and rode a short way, when
Josiali Bickmore,
Searaport.
He
N. B.—A copy of the Record will he sent with lar trusts.
lie retraced the distance,
says he is getting old, and
F. II. Boody,
Jackson.
making some inquiry
either of llie above premiums, when requested. can attend only to the affairs of the
Thomas Clark,
a saddle, of a
Prospect.
person at t he point where
To-day is the occasion of the annual almut
church.
Samuel
B.
P. S.—A friend looking over the above list,
lie started, and while
Coleman,
Lineolnvllle.
speaking fell dead.
Kit ward Davis,
savs he don’t see where the liberality comes in.
Burnham.
Brigham is 72, and smart, notwithstand- fast, as appointed bv Gov. lVrhani. Let Mr. Pease was a very stout, athletic man, and
Nathaniel F. Dantorth,
Freedom.
We can see it, in a minute—second paragraph,
it is thought he was'injured by bolding out a
those
who
humble
themselves
his
and
much
married condition.
mortify
ing
George Dyer,
Searsniont.
last line. It’s plain as day.
heavy iron bar, which lie did that morning,
Francis Fletcher,
Belmont.
—Dr. Jordan has written a temperance the appetites ol the flesh by sitting down merely to test his strength.
Daniel A. Hatch,
Isksbo ro.
—Barnabas confesses that his writings
to roast veal and horseradish, reflect how
SECOND .11 KY.
poem having the title of The Great Goliah,
Our correspondent, at Kenduskeag writes that
koulstone, Foreman Searaport.
are “balderdash.”
Worcester says the which he will read in
much better it is to observe the rcipiire- a shocking accident occurred thereon Saturday.
Sanderson L. Hall,
Bangor to-night.
Stockton.
Mr. W. II. Heath, a blacksmith, was turning
word is ol Icelandic origin, from bulldur,
Sumner Hunt,
I'horndikc,
The bearing of the title lies in the appli- ments of tlie day than to go to a rattle or melted Babbitt metal and lead into a hole in an
Uustavus Hunt,
Unity.
which signifies “the prating of fools.” cation of it. Goliah was
iron machine for making holts, when the melted
Joel Lane.
Frankfort,
slewed with a a turkey shoot.
Isaac K. Moore,
metal coining in contact with some water in the
Swanviile,
Nothing could be more appropriate.
Rufus B. Neal ley,
Monroe.
sling.
—Mr. Staples has sold his old Waverly bottom of the hole, (lew out with great force,
Alonzo
Brooks.
in
the
laec.
llis
Roberts,
him
lace
was terribly
striking
Knox.
—Having a bill against a man in a
Thomas A. Sawyer,
—Pope Pius the Ninth is reported to be Hall, on Winthrop street. Augusta, at a burned, and both of his eyes injured so that he
Morrill.
It.
Thomas,
Joseph
Kennebec town, we sent a letter of in.
will never recover his eyesight, one of them
Richard H. Ward,
very ill, so much so that his life is deTroy.
good price. Talk was made of convert- having
all run cut of the socket and the other
John Whitcomb,
Waido.
quiry to a newspaper man of the locality. spaired ot.
The Cardinals have been ing it into a shoe factory, and the dons being tilled with large drops of the metal.
8 UFKRN V M KR A RIES.
The reply is—“He is dead, but he
Thurston,
who
was
Riley
Mr.
assisting
Belfast.
pays convoked to elect a successor immediately who live in the neighborhood, and had
Wm. O. l’oor,
Heath, had his face badly burned, but fortunateB elf aft
Samuel Wijrht,
just as well as ho ever did” !
on the event of the decease.
smelt burning leather, bought it atjtbooo
ly bis eyes escaped injury. [Whig.
Jason Wood,
Palermo.
return of any of the states.
In Illinois the
flouring and gristmill products are set at
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Massacre hv the Modoc

Indians.

Fall of

a

Building

and

15 Men

Buried.

The Destruction of San Salvador

New Haven, Conn.. April 1'. A ter}
April 11.
via Vkf.ka, April 12. s
rible accident occurred it Middletown
\ esterday
il< "ixii'ii live Indians and
this afternoon at 5:15 o’clock.
At that
inn
into our camp, and I time tin- nearly completed building known
squaws
"ere presented with clothing and
provis- I us the Shepard Block, fell in. burying
o's
!>v the l’eaoo Commissioners.
Business
A : tinder the ruins some 15 men.
e-sige iva- -iiit mit hv the ('oiuinissiou.-u>peii led and the people immediasK'iig tor a t is. this morning, at a ate'* gathered at the spot and commenced
.■.lint a'lout a mile trom our
picket line. the work of taking out the dead. The
it.
ii."
veni'i : Bogus Charlie atne following is the list as tar as ascertained.
a
•! '• id tie iceker tliat lie could take C\ bodies having been recovered : Klisha
hat hi
rliel did not intend Harrison, das. Tyler. .John Kelly. Owen
n f
-*’
The p; i,et brought Sulli* ail,.I itlitts i’lielps and Joel Shepard,
at!y ii;i■’.
in
in and took him to the b ut of (Ion.
the latter a brother of the builder.
>
ti.!.\
Two ladies were passing in front of it
where Charlie '"ft hi- gun and rowhen the accident occurred, but escaped
ot Frank Riddle dnrtl
without injury as did also one of the in1 Ins morning Boston
_d!
■' 'old the Commission
ti
mates, among them the owner and his
ani.i in
Capi dael, on! live other Indians builder, who says lie wished he had been
i
>!
Commission outside our buried with the others in the ruins.
A
:
Ii, -ion Charlie ami Bogus Charlie large crowd gathered immediately and
••
'hot: in. ■.!
•I a horse and started for the commenced moving the timbers, Ac.
Beiva
heil.
About an hour after their de- fore six o’clock the following dead bodies
Gen. «' inhv. i >i. Thomas, A. B. were recovered:
Klisha H. Harrison,
M' icham and M
liver, with Frank Rid- *1 no. Kelley. Jno. Tynaffi and Owen Snllie and iiis
The following were injured : Jno.
squaw tor interpreters, started * an.
placi app linti d The party ar- Reagan, leg broken; Joseph Eveland,
rived at the place designated and were skull 1 raetured: Ruttherford and Tuell
e'oseh watched b\ the -igiv.i officer, received slight injuries; Allen and Downs
cut
Adams. Iroin the signal station on escaped uninjured.
l.di overlook!ng our eauip
At <i.>0 about two hundred men wile
About
in In.nr attei the
parly had an ived a on hand at work rescuing those who were
v tr..in tin- -ign.il station was heard.
still in tht> wreck, and it is espeeted that
o
'ti,- Indian- had att.-leke.! the two or three more bodies will be Sound.
I
•
“'I
I'he tire department did "ood service.
"ihii --i
a. and that
an etigage’b had
"i
’inn;,
I between the Indians All business was suspended and a large
* Co]
Mi- n.
crowd gathered in the vicinity.
|i.
The
moment tire troops
m.'b-r aim and ill ployed as -kirm- .Middletown National Batik building was
-' • -1
in der tin command of Col. Green.
slightly injured by the accident, a portion
ad.'- vvvi" given ! go forward at
ot the block having fallen on it.
d.'ubi. -qiiiek time.
Pile Shepard Block was located on the
-ito of the old North Congregational
Till
M ISSAORtt.
Church, between the Post Office and the
\
alter. M
I >yer returned
Middleton Bank. When completed the
«
d
ha; tin- Indians iiad .attacked
building would have cost about ST'i.Oilo,
bit
night he was the oiiiv and it is
probable that Sgn.oOd has already
n
'v ti.. l.ai' i-.
aped, but in a few nin- been
expended upon it. The building
v''"i Kidd:.- uni his
were
■

■

1

■

■

■

"

in

squaw
tlie picket line.
From him
tl- iniiovviiig account of how

site was sold at auction

Iasi summer

City by

Earthquake.

IjAv v Runs Camt.

A

S

private letter from
Salvador to

a

gentleman in

friend in Philadelphia
I gives an account ot the beginning of the
i earthquake.
Deprived of its personal re! lerenees. it contains the following facts:
For a few days previous to March 1, slight
shocks of earthquake occurred, hut no
serious apprehensions were entertained.
On the afternoon of the day named, about
half-past l o’clock, within thirty seconds
a
great part of the city was reduced to
little more than ruin. Suddenly the ground
; heaved as ihe deck of a ship in a gale.
I terrific thumb-rings burst troru under toot,
tottered and were rent in many
| walls with
wide crevices; roofs sank, and
places
in

a

tiles,
preeipiialed
lamps, pitchers, basins, glass,
etc., were

toiho

ground:

etc., were

and broken.
Three violent
shocks followed in succession. The most
singular effect was upon the dumb animals.
Wild birds tlew to the houses, the
horses grew frantic in the stables, and the
dogs howled and slunk away tor protecEvery few minutes shakings ot less
; lion.
violence occurred. The scene the writer
describes in the following words: “Ruined houses, panic-stricken people—men,
women and children—
fleeing to the fields
with valuables hastily collected.
Then
the
ringing of the' alarm bells and
beating of drums, calling all the soldiers
under arms—for here murder and pillage
accompany the contusion of great earthquakes. and as the frightened citizens
leave the town, dusky Indians from the
forests prowl for prey into it. only cheeked hv the bayonets of the Government
troops. These were posted in squads at
short distances over San Salvador and a
guard posted in the front and rear of the
legation.1' The writer determined to seek
overturned

!

reluge with

bis children at Santa Tsela,
or New San Salvador, about ten miles
from the capital. It is 800 feet high, and
was thought to be more exempt from
“temblores.” He reached there at mid-

by

the North church and purchased by Allyn
night and the night passed salely with
M. Col grove for S-d.iioo. Mr. Colgrove occasional
■ii
'd ; Mi Meaeham
earthquakes and the arrival of
leased
the
siteChester
to
subsequently
other fugitives from the city, lly mornbeii
a
-I
-jo-i.-h to the Indians, fol- Shepard, Jr., tor
and
Mr.
twenty years,
■" "d
vi"!
ing the majority of the population had
anhy. and then by l>r.
commenced work on the ruined tied from San Salvador. The letter closes
FI n ( 'apt. .1 act made a speech Shepard
late in the tall. The cellar was with the
Hot 1 reek and Cottonwood, building
following paragraph:
g
the winter.
Probably the
San Salvador, March 10.
I open the
v..
Fail child uid Dorris as dug during
up "d
disaster was caused by this fact. When letter to add that
the temblurc.i
Meaeham told Jack that it
although
the frost began to melt the clay soil gave
continue, not much additional damage
to give him what lie
|".s-;:.
way and one week ago it was observed has occurred.
We are all here at Monte
It* ."■*'!iiii told Meaeham to
say that the
building had slightly settled on Cristo, as it is
safe yet for the childtie tMeaeham) had said
the south end. The walls were of brick ren to return. hardly
1 eaine in to-day to close
eet, and wl i!e Xehon- | and
twelve
thick.
inches
Elisha
only
Supt.
"
my correspondence for the steamer, and,
hg * Apt. •!ark got up and
K. Harrison, one of the killed, was a son mid I alien
roofs and the debris ol broken
t
the ottunieiI liaek. ; ot
Svlvanus Harrison, of Northford.
lie walls and
chattels, write this in the lega\
n.
1. "Vi! r.-ady
He then was
2~, years of age and leaves widow. tion office,
'l'lie British consulate is a
and snapped a cap at Gen.
He resided in Middleton.
literal ruin, and many other houses. At
lb
-ke ! Ids pistol again and
10.45 P. M. The sixth body has iust 8 this
"■!
I'aiii'v tell dead, shot under
morning there was another heavy
been taken out and proves to be Joel
1
N
No lossot lives in the whole
lli' ii shot Mr. Meaearthquake.
Shepard, a brother of the builders.
ol them.
The children continue enjoying
th' -lionidi-i and head, hut he is
the tincst health and spirits at the
iv.
Boston Charlie and another
hospitThe Senators and Their Back Pay.
able mountain retreat where they have
b -i
and killed Dr. Thomas. Hooker
"
el, I-, d Dyer for some distance, but
The back pay subject has been skillfully | found reluge.
tnrni 1 ij m him with a pistol in his avoided by many Senators by the simple
ibd .I'll'
Victory Upon Victory !
m.
Aii Indian knocked process of drawing nothing of the amount ;
sq i.-tw ft' her horse and took it, to their credit on the books of the secreThe unbroken series of victories which
ipt. dael made him return it, and tary of the Senate later than March
have been achieved by the Democratic
uiotl" v Indian chased Kiddie and The accounts were made out to that date,
Republicans of the country this spring,
at him.
on
the
Some allowance mav be
existing appropriations, while a demonstrate the enduring vitality of
brtlie tilth uf this last statement.
new account was stated for the increase, j
Democratic principles, and the exhausted
I in
Many Senators took advantage ot this. patience ot the people with the
or'UnniEO i ouw ai;i>
managers
and, ilrawing none of the salary for the of the
Yi:kk x. < :ti.
republican party. Every corner in
\|>ril 12. 10 P. M. The new Congress, the hooks appear as though our
own state attests the general feelm ws
ol the horrible massaer® of Gen.
none ot the hack
pay was drawn. Every ing in New York. Thu destruction ot
Can by ami Commissioner I'homas has
Senator whose term expired March 1, lias ^ Administration
in New Hampaused a gloom \vr the entire eommunireceived the back pay except Mr. Harlan. shire shows that prestige
and great excitement.
there, also, the confidence
The feeling \
iee-President A\ ilson, it is stated, de- of the
xists that the M. loe> should receive the
people is destroyed. In Connectiliberated a long time about taking his cut the
: nnishnient th. x
disgust has deepened and widened,
richly deserve, and that share before he turned it over to tic
until an unprecedented
»t one should be left, for this terrible
victory is the re-,
One
Senator,
whose
name
is
suit.
And the great cities of the West
m i-saoiv.
The troops are now about a treasury.
not given, hesitated several weeks be- return answer
that the Republican party
aide in the lav a beds, lying on their arms,
fore receiving his quota, and then cursed has been
in the balance ot search■-'ol will probably advance to-night under
weighed
his misfortune and poverty which “comand found utterly wantthe cover of darkness.
ing
investigation,
There are at the
him to do so. This Senator is
ing in the moral character and respect lor
'ava beds about him troops which can be pelled”
well known to be in extremely reduced
popular right which is necessary. St.
brought into active service. 11. (\ Tick- circumstances, and
during much ot his Louis and Milwaukee, the other
whi brought the official despatches,
day, and
Senntorial term has required such eon- I now
Cincinnati. Toledo, Dubuque, and
left the headquarters at i> P. M. yesterday,
stant medical attention that hi- resources
Raton Rouge, declare that faithful adhelb -aai that orders had just been issued
have been greatly drawn niton from that 1 sion to
Democratic principles in the sole
lor an advance along the line at j A. M.
source.
Senator Corbett drew Ids share,
t
The plan was to advance slowly. i
hope of the Republic. And Albany stands
day
but found it so small that in disgust he erect
again, under the same inspiring
'.iking -verything as they went, having wrote the letter
turning it over to the banner.
water and provisions
along with them. ft. ! Washington monument
fund.
No orders \
\\ ith the revelation of Radical rottenthis e a * it max he two days before the j
have yet been given for stone-work on the ! ness comes the
return of the people to the
trouble is ended.
1
strength of Mr. Corbett’s subscription ot cardinal ideas which have been the sheet
I III
MollOC ft.AN.
$HS. Nye of Nevada drew his, and -aid anchor ol the
governing power of the na\ ■ 'in n
leit here at o o’clock to-night he intended to give it to the orphans. I tion
during the greater part of its exist*
loi
fen
diem's t,. ad. jiiarlers w ith de- One Senator refused to receive his pay. 1 ence.
Let Democratic Republicans, and
spatches 11 "in ti.-n Schotield. By many but directed it paid in such a manner as I nil who hope lor reform and the revival
will enure to him the benefit ot his eon- i ol the conservative
x| that the Modoc- are
pet -"tis it is be
influences which arc
Another one received
just essential to
desperate and will tight til! their stituents.
healthy prosperity and pro'o
last man tails. :md that
oil'
a
on
his
will
not
leave
enough
pay
mortgage
they
The prestige of the
gress, take courage.
the oaves in the lav
beds
11y others it homestead, the only property he owns in Administration is lost, now that it lias
hi-licxcd that they have already made the world, and which was mortgaged to been shown to lie
unworthy the confidence
fhe'ii i-cape, and will begin a relentless raise the money for his expenses in Con- of the
people.
w arfare
upon all the weak parties of the gress.
We are not unmindful that there is a
whites thex encounter.
It is supposed
wide ditl'ereuce between the undermining
The
of
Bjnk
Case.
England
Forgery
that Sear 1;iced Charlie and Gurlv Head
; ol confidence in Republican management,
H. dor were with the Indians who attackJ .on DON-, April 10.
The developments and the securing of absolute confidence to
j
ed G.d Mason'- position. ami that this at- made in the
great Bank of England for- the Democracy. Rut we are sure that it
tack was a blind to attract the attention
which
was
before
lord
the
will justify every trust
gery ease,
reposed in it, and
of Gen. Gillen from a conference between
Mayor again to-day, conclusively estab- remain true to its faith and its traditions.
.lack
and
hi*
men
and
the
Peace
(.’apt.
lished the fact that the lorgeries were [Albany
Argus.
Commissioners.
committed by Austin Bidwell. now under
arrest at Havana, and whose surrender
I-ui'lher details concerning the mysteriBrigham Young.
has been ordered by the Spanish govern- ous murder which is
supposed to have
ment.
George McDonnell is held for been committed in Hamden, Conn., throw
Ni w Y’ouk, April 11.
New
extradition
in
York.
Bidno
additional light upon the affair. The
George
Brigham Young telegraphed to a paper
well, whose arrest in Edinburgh is al- oarelulest investigation by the authorities
lu re that Ins resignation as a secular
and
the
otli o does in it affect Ins position
alleged tails to reveal the name of the murdered
Noyes,
Pres- ready announced,
cient ol the Mormon church, in which clerk of the parties, who was the lirst man, where he came from, or who was
taken
into
are
here. the murderer. The first that was known of
eusLoday,
capacity he shall -till exercise control, person
veil to tin* details oi business.
He says George Bidwell and Noyes, after exami- the affair came from two boys who were
itt lor a ramble
the Mercantile Institution last year paid nation to day, were remanded to Newthrough the woods on
Fast Day. The hoys first saw in a dea
dividend of ten per cent ; that their gate.
trank i- sound, and that the (Jtah Central
pression of tin* rock tin- boots ot the murNewfoundland Accepts the Treaty.
dered mail projecting from some low
Kailroad earned Sglo.oim net last year.
He -av- that they intend establishing setNew York, April 11. A letter from shrubbery. Oil further examination it aptlements in Arizona; in the
Apache Newfoundland to the Evening Post, dated peared that the body must have been
Country.and open up that country to white April 1, says the House of Assembly has placed in the position where it lay, and
settlers
The Mormon cities, towns and agreed by an overwhelming majority to whoever hid it there had cut boughs from
villages arc already extending hundreds accept the provisions of the treaty ol some cedar bushes and so arranged them
nl miles in that direction,
lie denies that Washington, which have reference to as to form a screen, almost hiding the
lie has any money in the hankol Kngland. , Newfoundland.
Only four out of a house ghastly sight from the ordinary observa■ill Ids im ans o. ing invested in Utah. | of thirty voted against the ratification of i tion of any person who might chance that
H> sax thill the time will come when the tiie treaty, and tiiev did so on teehnieai I way. The deceased was much disfigured
world will hi tter understand his mission grounds, arguing that the question should j in teat tire. The face and hands had been
have been first submitted to the eonstitu- j eaten by mice, or some small animals,
than it does now.
and there was no opportunity7 lor estabSai.i Lake City, April 11.
eneies.
It is known that Brigham Young will
lishing identity. From the quality ot the
A heartrending affair occurred near clothing worn by the man.it is conjectured
lesigu the presidency of the Utah Central
that he must have been in good circum- 1
and Southern railroads and accompany a Montvale
Springs, N. Y., during a storm
missionary company to Arizona. The which recently passed oyer that section. stances, and as no papers were found in
mipany w ill he large, as it is intended to Four children, daughters of Mr. Thomas the pockets it is the belief that robbery
must have followed the murder.
he employed in building the Southern anil Herron, left a school-house to
An in- I
go home,
held upon the body on Monday rePacific railroad. Kmigratiou will he pro- j list as the storm came
up. Becoming quest
vealed nothing new beyond the fact that
united in order to increase the mission,
frightened at the fierceness of the wind,
and the political control of Arizona is
tiiey turned around to run back to the the manhithad apparently met his death by
looked for.
upon the head with a heavy
sehoolhouse, when two trees falling to- being
gether struck them to the ground in sight club. The New Haven police have no
The Man Whom Grant Pardoned.
of tiie teacher and the rest of the children. knowledge in addition to what has been
given, but much interest is felt in the afAs soon as the teacher could get to them
1 witnessed a singular spectacle on
lie did so, and found the eldest, a girl ol Hi, fair, and a great desire for a solution of
Pennsylvania avenue the other day—that so fearfully mangled that she only lived the awlul mystery is manifested by the
of a gentleman gayly dressed and driving
about an hour; another had her skull citizens.
h
fast team, and evidently in excellent
fractured : the third had her right leg and
spirits. Yet this gentleman is just out of
Fire at Chicopee, Mass.
broken, and the fourth her right
the Albany penitentiary, and he, only a thigh
arm shattered, while all of them were inOne of the most destructive fires that
short time ago, stole hundreds of thouNo hopes are intersands of dollars from the Treasury.
has occurred in Western Massachusetts
It ternally injured.
tained of the recovery of two of the
was Major Hodges, the thief, who by the
for a number of years, broke out at five
and the case of the fourth one is
minutes past ten o’clock, Monday, in mill
interference of the President, was not pun- children,
considered very critical. The lather of
ished lor taking a vast amount of the peoNo. 2, of the Dwight Manufacturing Comthe children is a farmer living five miles
of Chicopee, and before the flames
ple’s money. He is warmly welcomed by southwest of Montvale
in Happy pany.
Springs,
were extinguished had
many of his old friends, which shows
destroyed both
Valley.
that die American
that and the adjoining mill, No. i, belongpeople do not care
much for theft in itself, so that it is done
ing to the same corporation. The fire
The St. John Globe states that, last fall,
in a respectable and
caught in the wheel room by the accigigantic fashion.
There ran lie no iiuestion as to the facts the brigantine Ottawa, ICO tons, hailing dental oversetting of a lamp and nearly
in this case.
Major Hodges robbed the from Miramichi, but owned by Read A consumed the buildings.
The mills were devoted to the manufacTreasury of tens of thousands of dollars, Co. of Boston and Rockland, N. B., was
and he is not punished, simply because loaded with grindstones at an Albert ture of cotton sheeting, and cotton flannel,
She was frozen and contained 4,500 bales of cotton, which
It he had county port, lor Boston.
his social standing was high.
■stolen a watch or a diamond pin lie would 1 in the ice, but was afterwards forced out were destroyed as was also one stock
still be in the penitentiary, but to steal a ! into the bay. There she floated about for house and three lumber sheds. Tiie total
hundred thousand dollars is a sale and | some time, without a soul on board. At loss will not fall short of $750,000; fully
respectable crime, and that is the lesson length some persons boarded her, and covered by insurance.
alter some time brought her to St. John.
his life teaches to the hoys of America.
The owners came here to settle with the
Letter
to
Past, Present and Future of Maine.
Repub[Washington
Springlield
salvors, but no satisfactory arrangement Charles P. Kimball,
lican
Esq., of this city,
could be made, the salvors demanding delivered his
able, interesting and instrucThe Brunswick Telegraph says: The $2000, while the owners were not willing tive lecture entitled as above, at the India
timber cut on a piece of ground in Tops- to give more than SlftOO. The salvors Street Church, Thursday evening.
Alham, on tiie old Bowdoinham road, not then gave the vessel into the possession though Mr. Kimball has given this lecture
far north ol the Purington tannery, has of the commissioners of wrecks, and she in several portions of our State, yet he has
On not
been sawed at the mill of Mr. W. F. Pu- lias been in charge lor some weeks.
presented it in this city before. In
rington. A few days since while a log Wednesday morning, there was some as- commencing the speaker gave a retroit
was
discovered
that
when
tonishment
was passing, the
saw encountered
an
spective view ol the progress of the great
obstacle
The mill was stopped ; an in- the Ottawa was not in the slip. She had interests of Maine from the colonial
days
in
the
that
evenIt
to the
appears
spection discovered a six-pound cannon disappeared.
present, the fisheries, lumber manof
a
men,
ball imbedded in the heart of the pine log, ing she was boarded by
party
ufactures, ship building, agriculture and
about 1C inches in diameter. The wood acting lor the owners, it is presumed, Hie commerce.
11 is views on the tariff and
out
to
the
around the ball was decayed, but several lines east off, and the vessel towed
currency, were presented without any
into
partisan interest. He highly complimentlengths of boards had been cut before the sea by a steamer. She will be taken
cil Hon. John Lynch for his able efforts
ball was reached, and no hole was dis- Eastport, it is said.
in Congress to aid the revival of American
covered in them, showing that alter tin'
A Dduiu.k Escape.
ball had entered the tree, the wound had
Filteun seamen, commerce, lie made a strong argument
healed, and the growth upon the exterior who were lately sentenced to twelve in favor ol the “wooden walls” of Columwent on as betore.
When the Topshain weeks’ imprisonment in England for re- bia. A vast amount of valuable informaArtillery Company was in its prime, its fusing to go to sen on hoard the ship tion and business statistics were given
captain occasionally practiced with the Peru, were liberated upon the statement relative to our material interest. Several
guns at target-tiring, and the ball is sup- in Parliament by Mr. Hambro, M. 1\, of monopolies were alluded to, and the
posed to have been one discharged by the tact that two days after the vesse I effect of the repeal of the reciprocity treaty
Jett Portland harbor she founded at sea. touched upon
him, at least forty years ago.
[Press.
1
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War

The Captain ot the Northwestern makes
the following statement:
We arrived at Colfax on Sunday evening at about s o’clock and found the
white people with the Sheriff at their head,
i suppose they had captured the town
after having had a conflict with the negroes

reported

was

about 100
negroes had been killed and many wounded.
WTe saw Irom our boat about 15 or
20 lying around on the. banks dead.
One
white man was reported killed whose
name f did not lerrn and two
very seriously wounded Messrs. Hodnot and Harris.
Mr. Hodnot was shot through the bowels
and is supposed
wounded.
We
to

that

me

mortally

brought

Harris and Hodnot down from
Col tax to Alexandria.
Three or Tour
white men were slightly wounded. About
Ido negroes escaped, but it was
reported
that the whites were s• i 11 pursuing them.
All tin* leaders of the riot eseaped.
The
negroes ambuscaded themselves in the
Court House and the whites finding there
was no other mode of attack left and set
tire to the building. The whites numbered in the neighborhood ol 151) men.
The tight lasted from 12 o'clock until
nearly 5 o'clock. The whites arc now in
possession ol Colfax and when 1 left late
last Sunday night everything was

quiet.

If you are courting a girl, stick to it;
matter how large her father’s feet arc.
Pfobate
Asa riinii.iiitiii
The

following

no

business

Register.

transacted

was

Dike’s Toothache Drops

in 1 minute.

cure

at

j

always

get mad when we walk along
B o’clock at night, and passing

a

about
a
shaded porch where a young man is bidding
hi" beloved a good night, hear the girl exclaim
in a loud whisper:
O, stop, George, you
haven’t shaved.

01

Sell Real Estate

Estate.*-

on

-Samuel

Doe, late of Winterport; Minor heirs oi
Finery Heal, Iateot I.incolnville.
Inventories Filed on Estate^ oi—Isaac
Bryant, late of I.incolnville; Samuel Doe, late ot
Winterport; John Rowe, late of Thorndike; Mary
Harper, late oi Belfast: Woodbury D. Thompson,
minor, ot Winterport.
Aivoents

Allowed

Estates

on

Minor

ok

heirs of

Mary F. Lufkin, late of Winterport; Minor
heirs ot Joel Mixer, late of Knox Minor heir of A.
W. Roberts, late ot Unit), Minor h.-ii
.>t
\. .1.
Knowles, late of 'Thorndike; Caroline Kin*\vle~, ot
a
Thorndike, non compos; Beniamin W. smiF, ate

Geo.

W.

Gilmore,
Will

Fish,

minor; Minor heirs

a

Amos B

ot

late ol Searsmout.
Probated

Charles

oi--

Gordon, late ot

Warrant

Insolv

<>i

OE—Charles A.
Allowance

Made

Fmatt

ed on

Widows

to

oe—.John

Rowe, late ot
Locke, late of Swanviile.

Pills,

Ism

end

Locke, late of Swanviile.
on

painting!

HOUSE

WORDS

FOR THE

PAIN-KILLER!
Toronto Baptist.
it

is

the most effectual remedy we know ol lor
Pains, flesh wounds, iU*. [St.Johns News,

Aches,
P, 0.

W e advise that every family should have so effectual and speedy a Pain-Killer,
[Amherst N. S,

i-

Our own
the best

ton

experi.
Physician
Spectator.

net

that a bottle of Pain-Killer
traveller can have,
Hamil-

i>

a

For both internal and external
application have
found it ot great value. Chris. Era.
A medicine no family should be w ithout.
Mone
al Transcript.

A lady's foot lias been likened i.. a locomotive merely because ii moves in advance of a
train.
Ladies win* consult their welfare will investigate the merits of Dnponeo’> ((olden Pills.
UFA.

.IAMKS

HALL

V.

SAYS

1 have used Berry’s \ egetabh* Bilious Bitters,
and experienced great relict thereby. From
youth l have suffered from Headache, caused
by inactivity of the liver, and never obtained
anything like permanent relict until 1 used the
above Medicine, under the direction of I>r. Call.
I have no hesitancy in saving that, in my
opinion thuv is no preparation in the market
equal to this for the cure of Headache or any
other Bilious difficulty.
Ivvll
Damariscotta. April, 1ST2.
An Indianapolis buggage-fondler has had the
stuffing blown out of the Toe. shirt-he wore last
Thursday morning, while abusing trunks at
the Union depot. The trunk belonged t » a
Kentuckian on his way to Cincinnati, and contained his raiment, two bottles of powder and
a hunch of matches.

P. P. P. P.”
The above are the initials of Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Purgative Pellets, or Sugar-Coated.
Concentrated, Root and Herbal Juice, AntiBilious Granules—the
Little Giant" C ithartie, or multum in parvo physic.
They are
than
mustard
seed, yet reprelarger
scarcely
sent as much cathartic power as large repulsive
pills, being a most searching and thorough yet
gently and kindly operating cathartic. Pleasant to take, powerlul to cure. 2o cents per
(ITo
vial, by Druggists.
Centaur
'There is

no

and

no

Liniment.

pain which theCcntau Liniment

will not relieve,

no

swelling it will

parts

not

subdue,

lameness which it will not cun'.

is strong-language, but it is true.
are

its effects

not gone,

It has produced more

cures

are

ot

This

Where the
marvelous

rheumatism

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings
eaked-breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rbeum, earache, Am*., upon the human frame, and of strains,

spavin, galls, «fcc., upon animals in one year
than have all other pretended remedies since
the world began.

It is

a

counter-irritant,

an

all-healing pain reliever. Cripples throw away
their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
are

rendered harmless and the wounded

healed without

It is

a scar.

no

humbug.

recipe is published around eacli bottle.
selling

as no

article

ever

The
It is

before sold, and it sells

sutler from rheniatism, pain or
swelling deserve to sutler if they will not use
now

Centaur Liniment.

More than 1000 certificates

of remarkable euros, including frozen limbs,

chronic-rheumatism.gout, running tumors, &c.,
have

been

received.

We will send

a

circular

containing certificates, the recipe. «fcc., gratis, to
anyone requesting it.

One

bottle ot the yellow

wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth
dred dollars for spavined
and mules,

or

or

one

hun-

svveenied horses

for screw-worm in sheep. Stock-

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.

Co., New York.

Castoria is more than a substitute for CasOil. It is the only
safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
It contains neither minerals, morphine
sloop.
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
'need not cry and mothers may rest.
tor

12 Samples i>v mail,50 cts, retail quick Tor $10
11. L WOLCOTT, 1S1 Chatham Sq., N. Y.
1 v r‘26.

h#*

v.

•MHIT or

!IELI l**T

Due ot the
North State.

most

reliable

specifics

ot

the age.

Old

An,indispensable

article in

JN. Y. Examiner.
It

will

recommend

itself

to

all

who

:«..

i.Georgia Enterprise.
Is extensively used and
sought after
useful medicine. | Journal, St. .John, N,

Tin-most valuable

medicine

in

use.

[ Telia.

valuable medicine, and used
Boston Traveler.

by many

now

It is really
physicians.

a

of the
pretend to be.

lew

articles that

are

just what they

(Brunswick Telegraph.

In my mountain travels no medicine is of so univer".il application as Pain-Killer. (Rev. M. H. Bix!>y, Burmah.

PERKY I)A\1S
mask’s

and

son,

v(tor’s

HIGH

ST., PROVIDENCE,
Ill SYCAMORE Si., CINCINNATI, O.
:: SI. PALI. ST., MONTREAL, CANADA.
1 r SOi: THAMPTON, ROW
LONDON, ENG.
•} vv-’ibsp
R. 1.

omsmrmnm be cubed.

A

CONFECTIONERY,

FOREIGN
FRUITS,
TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS

SES,

CORN
CAKES, CORN
CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.

Beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice.
ALL ORDERS BY .MAIL
PROMPTLY A l l ENDED fo.
T. I
MAC!
till
A. A. HURD.

■*»•■**

A

F.

.mil IK tiiil

<

PRICE

A.

FOLLETT'S.
80. Main St..Belfast. Me.

No

SI I > S <' I 1 BI .i; w
t: i.
tt> fii.-i
nit In*
i
business in • l! -f, :!*-r- ui- utire -took lor
1st it
si
\Vm
•,
to
> Bi-iing tools.
Shop .n•;
lilt* :lt>* c is well h)
•. ■!
tl
pro-eht.- a £00*1 op
portuuity lor :tny one wi-h: ig to c;irr\ on he t»*. <•
biisiu.
in I'nHiivf,
\. |t
FKFXt’li.
Bob isl. April 10, 1>: ..
tHo
l*'!-->ns inti* l»:«.! to th** -ub- 1 .In r at
requestc*l
to
.11 in 1 •■■■ii:« imn.ftli itel
A. I». KIlKM'll

rpiIK

«

••

oltlaliCl- !

BERRY,
Proprietor.

A. J HARRJMAN
Kill.I’

CONS IAN n.Y
UN
VSS'Mt I MKN

Farm for Sale
Idle subscriber otters lot s ite bifarm situated m Northport on imsliore road, seven miles n.d
halt 1:0111 B.dlist Ion:
to l.incolnvilli* Beach.
Consisting ot torlv-tC.ucri
more or loss.
Hood buildings, well w«’>...1*.I
and watered, with >oung orchard. For particularinquire on the j.remises.
•Bv41*
BYllihN J. LOW.

I

l'.Ki.! ast,

Clour,
Meal,
Kye Meal,
Kyo,
Corn,

Wi'tlnegiliiy, April lt»,

&c.

&e

j

IT

j

it kllH.IA IM

No.

(in

IIKT.4II

K i M:un i-H tu-el.
Belfast, Feb. lo, ls7
duos
i

..

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

NEW STOCK

ALSO

For

Sale on FIKKKA1.
FA.
IKK MS.
.Machine Siiichin^ id ail

an. I
1

Kinds,such

NICE

as

II KMM

INF.
KKLI.l.Ni,.

j

CONFECTIONERY

KFFFFINli,

j

1'AUiUl 1 IMI,
F'FlKi'l Ml and
i: 1)1 IK. sn IVM !N»,.
iM'Nl. AT StloUT NO IK K by a nun o|n r.itur i-a
tin* Florence Sewing Machines, at most rea-ouabh

Wholesale and Retail, Vrry Low for Cash.
I'

A

O A

l\ NFS

K U

F. A. FOLLETT^S

Ot all kinds Cl' t AND MAPI* l'O OKOKII.
Far
ticular attention paid to tin* making ot Hi NTS'
.Sill IMS AND KAPlF.s’ INDKK HA K M i i.N 1 s.
S1AMF1NH lor DliAlDlNH and FMRKOIPF.in
Done.
Agency lor DFTTKUK'h > i’Al’KK FA 1 1 FUNS
OF (iAKMKNlS.
A large a.-sor. meat ot Spring
Stv les just received.
i AKl’KK'S I’FUFF.Cll D HKMMKUs.
Ho
Dest Dre.-s Hoods and Flannel llemmei in the mar
ket.
L UV IT. l’UICK $le'0.
Attention is called to KIT I I.F.’s
NKKDI.l
Sll AUl’KN KU, I’OKIMI Kiv ami CAsK comlma 1.
tor sharpening and polishing ad kind-cl iind.es.
and to tin CK'KSKNT UK I T'»N IK>KK ( l | | t U,
cutting any si/e button-hole. Kx.unine tin in
Hie ln*st ipiality ot »'ottoti, silk,< h
Nn dies and
attachments lor all kind- ot Sewing Machine- kept
constantly on hand.
I)

It
>1

nle X Mori-.
Deltas!. Me.

t >v « i* (

U K

REST AU RANT.
A. K. (' \ KTK li rcspi vt mil v iiii.»nu» im nuiiu i\>in
tricn.N and t*usit*n:«*r^ t*i .: In i- «-(il! it the <dd
<' 1 I ’i SA l.Ou.N, win!'
'! a lui
b
»•
will a.\va\->
read', t-> \v. loonic all.

Mlreel.

a

a

lardv*

n

FISH GUANO OR

Store,

..g

"1 even

hand
lit)

PORGIE-CHUM,

"ffl

wishing

MR. G.

i

Will plea.-e lea\
Bo ik-S <>liK.

tin

order-

at

DR

ADDITON
Mi,. W«*oim'0«
:tvv

ID

KOi.i

>

i__...

BOOTS & SHOES

Traveling Bags!
-A i-

CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST.

W

b;
ildl

!
(

by

givtai up
In

not

'll- I

o

I UK

the best

a

it

most

a

d

f*.4l|ii(;iO«Mi

1

I

tin- (,,[ [
tlo-m have he. n

.1

n

thill

I

I

Hound
$*».50al4.00j
soaoo (dear

Dried

Apples,

GaS Washed Wool

Cooking Apples,
Butter,
Cheese,

Kglfs,

Unwashed Wool,

ao.ioo

33a35 Pulled Wool,
18a20 Hides,
18a 00 (’alt Skins,
l2a14 Sheep Skins,
8a 10 Hard Wood,
G5a75 Soft Wood,
7as Dry Pollock,
7a8 Straw

j

Lard,
Beet,

Baldwin

Apples,

Veal,
Dry Cod,

45a00
3;»aOu

45af»0
,sao

LARGE and well selected .-took ot the above
1 m_ articles constantly on hand and tor salt it tinVERY LOWEST PRICES.
Aru Leather shoe
Ilin-ll
W. 1. COLHl'RN.
Findings.

Hal and Bonnet

I;

(

v

a

>d

3C

1 3>P

Pi

Cj
Jwj

fcj

:":"

>
:-

;:
r">

S
£ [/]
w
»5
1

i«

r

2

—

MARRIED.
At the Unlversalist Church, in this city, ou the
9th inst., by ltev. F. Stanley Bacon,Samuel Norton,
Us'i., Sheriff ol Waldo County, and Mrs. Cynthia
Blake of Wlntcrport.
In this city, April 10th, by ltev. Wooster Parker,
Mr. Horace W, Banks and Miss Mary It. W. Carter,
both of Belfast.
In Hampden, April 10th, Mr. George Damon of
Brooks, and Mrs. Mary F. Porter of Hampden.
In Union, March 30, Mr. .Joseph E. Clark of Camden, and Miss Ada A. Heal of Union. April 3, Mr.
Marble Grey of Washington, and Miss Melvina E.
Cartland, ot Vinalhaven.
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announces
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<
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ili'u: l' |. rttn at in
that hi ha opened
nu>«
lion witll hi* wholesale. u her" lie n il' keep an
ie
( ouieetioiii
assortment ot French .uni 1 hum
h. -t el (uami
trout
!.•
in inntact ured at !ii- ; ! u
lated >np.ir. Al
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Wednesday, April 0, 1873.
At market this week—3714 Cattle ; 4882
Shcepand
Lambs; 18580 Swine; Western Cattle 3400; Northern Cattle and
Working Oxen and Milch Cows
250; Eastern Cattle, 30.
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs.live weight
Extra quality, $750a$7?5; First quality, $7 00a7 25;
Second quality, $0 50a$7 00; Third quality,$4 50a550
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &o, $3 50a4 25.
By the pound, dressed weight, from 5allc per lb.
Hides—Hides 0 l*2c; Tallow GaO l-2c per lb;
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 0c per lb;
Calf Skins lGa2oc per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75a
2 50.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 ft
G in $210; 1
pr, 7 U 4 in $225; 1 pr 7 ft $215;
1 pr G It 8 in $100; 1
pr 7 It $200; 1 pr G ft G in $155;
1 pr ft ft s in $170; 1 pr 7 ft $210; 1 pr G ft lu in $185;
1 pr ft ft G in $135; 1 pr 7 ft $215,
Milch Cows
Extra $50a05; ordinary $2 a50;
Store Cows $lGa50 per head.
Store Cattle—Nothing doing in the Store Cattle
trade, except for Working Oxen and Milch Cow.-.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep and L imbs
cost, delivered at Brighton, lrom 7 l-2a8c per 1 >.
Swine—Store Pigs—Wholesale G 1 2a7c; retail 7a
8c per lb.
Fill Hogs, 18,400 at market; prices G l-2c
per lb.
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BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
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$i.oo.rJ.Oo
$7.00aS.00
$4.00a0.00

Monday, April M, 1872.
IUJT l'EH-Wi* quote tiue fall New York and Vermont butter at 42a45c p**r lb; prime lots of old at
33a40e; (,'hoice old at 30a42c ; bakers’ at 12al5c.
i’llKlvSK--\Ve quote Vermont and New York
at. Kial'i l-2c per lb: medium factory ut 14al5c; fine
dariesat 15alGc; common cheese at 10al2c.
EGGS—The market to-day is hardly so lirni,and
sales have been made at 22a22 l-2c, and Southern and
Western sell readily at 2la2l l-2c.
BEANS—We quote choice mediums $2 G0a2 75;
choice pea beaus at $3 26a3 37 ; and good do at $2.7;>
a'4.00; vcllow eyes at 3.25 per bush.
DRIED APPLES—We quote at? l-2a8 l*2c per
lb lor Eastern sliced; G l-2a 7c 1-2 tor Eastern quarters; 7a8 l-2c for New York sliced, and G l-‘ja7c for
quarters; (ancy Southern sliced sell at 7 l-2a8 l-2c,
ami common Southern apple at5aG-12c per lb.
VEGETABLES—Early Rose potato 's at 85a00c;
Jackson Whites 80a85c per bush.
GRASS SEEDS—$3 5Ua3 80 per bush for Herds
Grass; $3 50a3 75 per sack for Red Top; S 3-4 aO 1-lc
lor Western Clover Seed, and 0 l-2al()c
per lb for
Northern Clover.
APPLES—The market is dull at $2 50a$2 75 for
Northern and $3 25 per bbl for Western fruit.
HAY—We quote prime hay at $18a20 per ton;
Straw $25a2G 50 per ton.
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BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
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Bleactoy!

It you want your old si\h> ll\TS^,n
or BONNETS made a; good a- new,
\
please pass them right along to the
sign of the STRAW WORKS, I'.a.-t Id. of
the River.
It.
Hats left at the Milliner’s Stores in
this city, taken from and returned w it bout extra
.’{mil
S. A. BLACK.
charge.
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fion oi
S-orni ittion of eii«ileii rt ltlinuiuiti*o9
ih-liilio
M .Her iilnnit ll»«* Heart. Hulking of ilu>
Spirit**. Paiie. in III** «»i*I** or t li**st. |li/.
/in«**•<».vIng“i<*It < imilatimi of' I2»«* IIIimhI
mill W omenta rt <Mo|i|iag«* of 111** *<tion
of the IS eart.
t i it hm will t ur n is li vou v. it li
Car agent, on
our circular, giving full dr-eript ion ot t lie di-e.o
and a No
number ot testimonial ot cures. unlit
nront t'l om tin1 parties \\ I,,
y ou would tike tnrt'ii
have given the testimonials, write Hu-m and
what they -ay
W. futve soiii many t housand hot t !e
t In || !' \n
IvK'.i I. v rid:, tu.I the demand is -till inert using. W
are confident we are
doing t he public a henetii, aim
not trying to impose on rli >m a v\a.rtlile-s
j>r parst ion.
Ihe price of t in 111: v u r U kg
ai.m: ohm. n.d
M: per Dottle, and can he obtained id our
m nt
lv?
s. \. HOWES
CO. Druggi -t
lit 11 t
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Case of Heart Disease,
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elared ineur H I*'

Gold, Satin, \Y bite and Brown, selling \erv low
at .1. C. I HOMPSON’S furniture, (.’rockery Ware
and Room Paper Stole, Cor. Main and High Mre, tBeltast, Me.
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the beat fertilizer of the age, which will b. *o!d iu
lots to suit the purchaser at the rate ol f’ per ton.
Bellast, April t;, is:;{.—;;w4l* J.C. (uNDON.

^_

OYSTERS

I
w

ISF,

St., Belfast.

GARTER’S

*«•«• •*«.
>0

Stairs

fsio. 80 Main

I

\

.art
Hop,
Salt Pork,
$l>,r_*')
l.toal.lol Mutton per It).,
sao
OOaU'O Paint) per 11).,
o.u)
80au0 Turkey per It).,
2fta30
55af» t Uhicken per lb,,
I7a20
Barley,
2.5Oa3.O0 Duck per 11).,
Beans,
isav.'<>
Marrowfat 1‘eas,
OOal.uo' Cleese per lb.,
lfmOo
5oa 551 1 lay per ton,
Data,
$ Ida In
f>5a?o Pinie,
Potatoes,
$1,40)10.00

Corn

NUTS

RAISINS, CIGARS AND

lUIAIDIMi,
TITKIM,,

|

FIGS. DATES,

f( > K l> 1N (i,

iug symptoms, though

Ks? :.

KC'I.I

v

Hardware,
Cutlery,
Paints, Oils. Varnishes, Natls,
Carraigo Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements.

(’.CON DON announce* to farmer* ml Gar
deners of t!ii
•
vicinity that In has on hand
about 10 tons ot

M4 \.

.lourmil,

CO.

v:

HAM.
Ol

Iron and Steel,

••

We do

CURRENT.

Corrected I feekly for lh<■
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BELFAST

SON.
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DAMAFilSbOTTA, ME.

(■AX

I1IE
SCIENCE UF LIFE, DR SELF PRESERN AT!ON,":i Medical Treatise on the Cause and
< ure of Exhausted \
itality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physic il Debility. Hypochondria,
1 mpotency, Sperniatorrlue.i or Seminal Weakness,
and all other diseases arising from the errors of
youth oi the indiscretions or excesses of mature
This is indeed a book lor every man.
years.
Thousands have been taught by this work the true wav
to health and happiness.
It L the cheapest anil
best medic il work < er published, and the
only one
on thD class of ills worth
reading. 100th edition,
ia vis d, n ueh
hound
in
illustrated,
beautienlarged,
ful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent bv mail,
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PE ABU DA
MEDICAL l NS Tin. l’E, No. 1 Bultinch street,
Boston, Mass., or Dk. W. H. PA RKER, Assistant
Physician, N. B. The author may be consulted on
the above as wall as all diseases
re«|uiiing skill and
experience.
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IMPORTANT to FARMERS

PIANO
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n. Is:

MOLASSES!

11.11111 tli
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For Sal© !

J. W. PERKINS & CO., i
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.| !>

l

rllAS. 15 A 1 i'll ELOR rrop., A. ).
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PURE CIDER!

by any other Med-

GEORGE S

Manufacturers ot and Wholesale Dealers in Plainand Fancy

—

Druggists.
lyl‘.»si>

April

WHOLESALE AGENTS

MACE & HURD

DYE.

Idas side::,id H ail Dve is thQ bv*t in the in.rlit.
lin on 1\ True} and Perfect Dye.
Harmless, Reliable
and 1 a-tant.menus ; no disappointuieut; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill elteet. of bud dyes aud wash*
Produces 1 mm k d
ai'ily a superb Blac k ok N.vn kal Ukonvn, and
leaves the hair clkan*, soi l' and bkac m
l.
Hie genuine signed W. \. Batch, lor. Sold bv all

C1ENFUEG0S

111'!
.((
anil tor mile !■■■

prices,

and death is tin inevitable result.
Sehe-nek’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
dot' no: contain ny opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
.schenek’s Seaweed tonic dissolves t he lood,mixes
with tin- gastric juice of me .'torn ich, digests easily,
nourishes tin- 'V>tem, and creates a healthy circulation ot the blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow and the patient is d a bilious habit,
Schenek’s Mandrake Pills are iv.juired.
The.'e medicines are prepared by Dr. .1. 11.
SDH ENCIv & SUN, Northeast Conor of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GOOD WIN
DEO.
CO., ;.s Hanover street, I
Boston, and .Juli.N F. IIE.NBA S College place, I
N> 'v York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists
generally. ly.Ssp

BATCHELOFTSHAIR

Soil.

364 Hhd». 30 Tcs. 10 Bbls.

Sold by ail Dealers in Medicine

Sch .1 W Fish, from Beltast, arrived at Charleston
'.'tli inst., witli sails split and other damage, having
experiene. d rough weather
1 .<is oviaiHtiAiai. Sell Tr mibig/.anda, Ozler,ot
Gloucester. which arrived Friday lrom the Grand
Banks, reports the loss ot two ot her crew—Levereit
Leland. and Charles O Dale, who lelt the vessel on
the j7tli ult, to visit tlieii trawls, and a thick tog
sitting in, they were unable to regain the vessel,
and were probably lost.
Leland was about ‘.’l years
ot age, and belonged in Ellsworth, Me.
Dale was
about gs year* ol age, and a Russian by birth, but
has resided in Gloucester of lateyiars. They were
both unmarried.
Cap Ann Advertiser.
l lie new steam tug “Gilbert Ho.vell," which ha*
been building at Philadelphia the past winter under
the supervision ol C.ipt ii W Snow, lor Messrs.
Ross & Howell ol Bangor, has been launched, and
will soon be in the Penobscot.
Newtout, Rl., April u, 1-'
Fishing sehr d I D Strickland, ( apt Rogers, ol
New London, bound for Georges B nks on a fishing
cruise was run Into this morning, :V Brenton’s Reel,
by *clir W 8 Flint, ot Islesboro, Me. and sunk. The
Flint was deeply laden, probably with coal, and is
lying at Dutch Island Harbor, with her headgear
badly damaged. Capt Rogers, ot the d T D Strickland, and his iuui min ii ii iu iu> bcuii and ui lived
safely at Beaver Tail, whence they we: e brought to
this port this afternoon. The Strickland is about 10
tons burthen, and a good v< ssel, worth about $1,0. ■>.
During Saturday night’s gaie schr Geo Osborn, ol
l’rovincetown, bound to Ca*tiue, which had put into
Rrockland harbor dragged ii'liureou Lowell'.- Point,
sprung head and stern-po-; ami is partially full ot
water.

We always keep it where we can put our hands on
it in the dark, it need be. Rev. G. II Ibbard. Burmah.
On-

uot excelled

BY

MOLASSES t
CHOICE

Impurities

FOR SALt

Pitches1 A

hi.

icine.

Mend, Patterson, Boston; Wild Rover,
Prince, Camden,
14. George B Ferguson, Ferguson, Wilmington.
l.r>. Abby Gale, West Ellsworth; Fannie & Edith,
Ryder, do.

B.
No medicine has acquired such a reputation ; It has
real merit. [Newport Daily News.
One of the most useful medicines; have used it an 1
dispensed it tor the past twenty years.
Rev. Wm.
Ward, Assam,

Organ.

are

Baltimore.
1
Gen

really

;.s a

and for all

KINDS.

tt::.

zlness,Headache, Indigestion,Faintness and Sinkiug at the Stomach.
Eruptions on the Face and Neck

SAILED.

it.

use

CALL!

it i: n i: i» \

AprilSeh* M ala! ir, Met arty, Baltimore. B 11
Corliss, Rich, Provincetow n ; IdclluSmall, Robbins,

the medicine chest.

W

Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver Com
plaint, Loss of Appetite, Foulness
of the Stomach, Costiveness, Di.:

April 11. Sell* Wild Rover, Prince, Portland; I.
A Elliot, ''prowl, Boston.
I -’.
S J Gilmore, Dutch. Buekspori Samuel Kish
Teal, Boston; Hero, Foss, do.
14.
Empire, Ferguson, Boston.

Its power is wonderful and unequaled in relieving
the most severe pain. [Burlington Sentinel.

OF ALL

o'.

FOli

ARRIVED.

Ed Voice
hardly keep house without it
>houl>! he kept in every house, in readiness for
sudden attacks ot sickness. [Chris. Press.
No article ever obtained such unbounded popuSalem Observer.
larity.

No family should be without < ’entaur Liniment.
,1. B. Rosk

X KWS.

Gould

are

becaues it does just what it pretends to do.
Those who

SHIP

cipe

MOSES

u n i: at

ilea.

confidently recommend the Pain-Killer.

can

the K»

Irom

THE

years and 7 mouths.
In Northport, April Mth. Mrs. Catharine A'adlin.
aged
years.
In Liberty, April tfth. Atbie M. Kliuwllou,
aged
k'S years.
In Surry, March -’Mil, Ueorgio B., sou ot Bainbridge and Lois M. A. Freeiby, a.ed 3 yvars, li
mouths and 13 days.
in Steuben, .March ImIi, Mr. Henry Stevens,
aged
61 years.
March Jbth, Eliza West, wile ot
Richard l’inkliani, aged sj years.
In Rockland. April :d, Mrs. Hepsibah, wife of
Henry Howard aged *1 vrs.. :: mos., :>• davs. April
.tli, Austin L. Pease, agid 3,s years,
mo?.. 6 days.
In St. George, April l?i. ('apt. John Linekin,
aged
t years, 3 nu». and
days. April 6th, Mr. Warren
Bkike aged 64 years, 6 months, > days.
In Cushing, April 7th, .Mrs. Sarah Stone, aged
about 70 years.
In T homaston. April 4th, Daniel Murphy, aged s ',
years.
April Lii, Abraham Martin, ueed about
years.

rooms made a specialty.
Orders left on my
slate at Albert <’. Burgess* Store or at mv House
promptly attended to.
Jm-iosp

We

DR.

pan d

years.

Sittiug

GOOD

obituary notices .beyond the 1>ntt. Xaim an.7 !.,c
must be paid for .jIn this city, April 13ih, Betsey Mors*', aged ho

In this city, April KUh, Mr. Charles C.
Kimball,
aged 67 years.
In Knox. April 11th, Ellen M.. wife of Humus E,
Sanborn, aged 36. 6 month
In Monroe, Feb. ‘JO, Mr. d
C. Sargent, aged ov

Paperhangiug, Graining and Glazing done in the
best manner by
M. A. CULLNAN.
Paiutfng and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and

A

Potions and Pungencies.

to

Wm. B. Swan So Co.

I’l

Inmate-

Charle-

Thorndike;

ri-ccivt.i M cirgn f <
11
iv»* ort.ii r- ;«>r
or Stove Si/.e.

l'!c.ia< -i

■.

I >1 Ki ).
f
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Searsport.

lmv,

VEGETABLE

j

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ot

Searsport; Benjamin Shute, lit. of Stockton;
John Rowe, late of Thorndike; l.< vi Bartlett, I-te
of Montville; Charles Patterson, h.teol Thorndike;

OO
W.

**

SCHKNCIv’fii PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCHKNCK S SEAWEED TON 1C,
SCil KN Civ’S M A N L R A K K PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
otten occasion the death ot the patient.
It locks up
the liver, .'tops the circulation ot the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in tact, clogging the action ot
the very organs that caused the cough.
cutor.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes ot
Gi ardians Ati’din-ted— A. J. Hurd, over Edtwo-thirds ot the cases ot consumption.
Many are
win K. Roberts, minor heir ot A.W. Roberts, late! now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive aud sometimes too loose,
ot Unity, Orzilla
Hadley, over Ida May Gilchrist, tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
minor heir ot George Gilchrist, late of Jackson;
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy ;
Henry O. Snow, over minor heirs ot Jesse .Nicker- the lood that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
with acidity and belching ot wind.
accompanied
son, late of Winterport; Crosby Hinds, over minor These
symptoms usually originate troiu a disordered
heirs of Jesse 1*. Farrington, late of Burnham; ! condition ot t he stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
atl'-cted, it they take one or two heavy colds, and
Joseph C. Jackson, over minor heirs of Sophia >n
il the cough 111 these eases be suddenly stopped, the
Jackson late of Montville; Stephen h,
Dodge, over lungs, liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
Ambrose .J. Dodge, of Winterport, a non
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situcompos
ation, the lungs aie a mass ot sores, aud ulcerated,
mentis.
to

BERRY’S

and Mis. Helen Olive; both of 1>.
In Ellsworth, April orb, Mr. .1. Fuller Goodwin ol
I
j Stetson, and Miss !• unie M Jordon of K.
In Gouldsboro, Man
-ah, Mr. Geo. W. Nutter
and Miss Alice J. lb
brook, b >th of
In Franklin. April dt!i, Mr. Geo. O. Hooper end
; Miss Avis L. Hooper, both ot F.
In Surry, April 3d, Mr. Geo. 1 >. Wood of Surrv,
j and Miss dannie K. Bridges of Penobscot.

the

April Term ol said Court.
Administration Granted on Estates hkWarren C. Hadley, late ot Jackson. Or/illa Hadley,
Administratrix; William Furbush, late ol Montville, Mary E. Furbush, Administratrix; Mary liar
per, late of Belfast, Margaret 31. Meek, Administratrix* Martha A. Dougin-iateot Monroe, Timothy
Mayo, Administrator; .Vine. Harriman, Lite ot
Montville, Samuel A. Douglass, Executor; Charles
Gordon, late of Searsport, Charles F. Gordon, Exe-

License

In Camden, March 30th, Hiram F. Monroe ol I.ini| coluville, and Mary G. Thomas ol c.
In North Haven, March 30, Mr. Frank It. Garrett
! and Miss Minerva K.
II.
Robbins, both ol
!|
In Hamnriseott::. .March *jr»th, W::i. li. Hutchings

-■
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Court.

Judge—!>, l’, Fired

Druggists.

j

Gazette.
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A Seasonable Warning.
Don’t sutler
cnM to accumulate on cold until your throat
and lungs arc in a state of chronic intlammation.
Attack th*• first symptoms of pulmouars
irritation with Hale’s Honey of Horchound anil
Tar and achieve an easy victory. Sold by all

Louisiana.

in

New Orleans, April lb.
Steamboat
Southwestern arrived this afternoon bringing stirring news from Oram Parish. The
whites have retaken Colfax ami there is
not a negro to he found tor miles ar-utud
Passengers say the negroes had strongly
intrenched themselves in the Court House
and built breastworks 3 or -1 feet high.
There were, it is said, about 100 men
armed and equipped thoroughlv.
On
Sunday about 1*2 o'clock some 1>0 men
gathered trom the surrounding Parishes
and made an attack on the breastworks,
and a brisk tight was kept up until •mincwhere near 3 o'clock. 'The breastworks
were then stormed
and captured, the
negroes taking refuge in the Court House,
the doors ot which were barricaded. Viter
some further
lighting the negroes flung
out a flag ot truce, and seyeral detachments of men advanced on it when
they
were tired on by
the beseiged party,
wounding several, one of whom was
C apt. Hodnot. who was shot in tin4 bowels
and is feared tatallv wounded.
They retreated outside of tin4 breastworks as the only means ot dislodging
the negroes.
Tin* Court House was set
on lire and
they were shot as they came
from the burning building. It is
reported
that 8b or 100 negroes were killed and
none afterwards were to bo found for
miles around.

■

■

Negro

>

Oranges,

Would respectfully announce to tin* ladies ot
Belfast and vicinity, that they have ju-t
received a line assortment of

Apples,
Nuts, Pigs,

SPRING HATS

Raisins,

Fancy

AND

KID

BONNETS,
GLOVES,

Pieklos and
Canned Fruit

ol all kinds.

TWO BUTTON

Japan

SACK
a

variety

TRIMMINGS,

ot other

goods.

MISS DAGGETT, the popular Milliner, will continue in charge ot this department.
In the Dress Making Department Miss .1 ACKS< >N
is ready with new Spring Styles tor Dresses, Sacks,
and Capes.

■-«*!
ture
of

We take this opportunity to thank our friends,
who by their generous patronage assured our success
during the past year, and promise that no effort
shall be spared to secure their continued approval.
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A QUIET DOMESTIC !

pic-
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A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

mueilv

DOMESTIC

A

RIDER’S GERMAN SNUFF
ssill

Patterns Cut to Order.

a»>

aiul foul ilixcaxc look

soon cons

merits

fact

ot

Ooloug Teas,
Tobacco,
Cigars, &c.
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JOUVIN KIDS,
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DOMESTIC NECESSITY'

THE "LIGHT RUNNING" f

silo ilixoriler. in

ssill lioeuroil. anil ttien. anil

LUXURY!

not

“DOMESTIC!

till then, ssill you look like I lie following

latSUlSi

MRS. E. R. JOHNSON & CO,
No. 3 Hayford Block.
Church St.
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PROBATE NOTICES.

W
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w

rTIHEsubscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X
concerned, that she lias been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust, ot Administratrix
ol the estate of William Furhush, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon,to exhibit the same tor settlement
41
toiler.
MARYF.FURBl.su.
rriHF subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and
taken upon hiiuseli the trust of Administrator ot the
Fstate of Martini A. Douglass, late of Monroe, in the
County ol Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as t he
law directs; Ine therefore requests all persons who
are indebted io said deceased's estate to make ini*
m.diate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
41
TIMOTHY MAYO.
rilHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned, that she has been dulv appointed
and taken upon herself the trust, of Administratrix
of the estate ot Warren C. Hadley, late of Jackson,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demaiids thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement to her.
OftZILLA HADLEY.

HH
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FIFTY l>ER CENT. NAFF/)'
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Nn power is
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be saved by u-iug the

tilty per cent, ot
Sowing-Machine may

“LIGHT RUNNING”
Hon li'ri ial <ln* a Iii»i»}f4*: lion improv«*«|
your aaaiiil oa'iraaH liavo l»«*roiiM‘.
■loaiirnalaor tliat ;»w a I'rovoaatntiio
you naiiftt alwavn liuao

a

IBov

Ilo

oot

by its use Pl{ 10V KNT discus*’ ami
dollars.

save

toko any ofltor |an‘|nia>iilioii,liu!
olaluin Ui«> ailiovo.
l*riro

lac aura* to
r«>ait«.

For

Male

Im

UK IIAIIII

UOOHY. Porncr Hain A
IBolfaot.

Hij(li

“DOMESTIC.”
IT

marks

IjOCI5L

o<

RvEDER’S GERMAN SNUFF
which will
hundreds aat

I

II

With the least and most simple machinery ot any
SIIU I TLK Sewing-Machine. 11, t herefore,\V KA KS
LKSS than any any other, and eomhines, with Its
remarkable simplicity and case of running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for tin* improved Singer
Machine. Wi sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

POTE &

of root*

2inosd'j

nn*:

STITCII

Belfast

Dee. 13.—tl
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QUIMBY,

The

Cradle.

BY CELIA TIIAXTER.

The barn was low and dim and old.
Broad on the floor the sunshine slept.
And through the windows and the doors
Swift in and out the swallows swept.
And breezes from the summer sea
Drew through, and stirred the fragrant hay
Down-dropping from the loft, wherein
A gray old idle flsh net lay

Heaped in a corner, and one loop
Hung loose the dry sweet grass among.
And hammock-wise to all the winds
It floated to and Iro, and swung.

And there one day the children brought
The pet of all the ho .se to play;
A baby boy of three years old,
And sweeter than the dawn of day.

They laid him in the dropping loop,
And softly >wung him, till at last
Over his beauty balmy sleep
Its delicate enchantment east.

And then they ran to call us all:
“Come, see where little Rob is! Guess!"
And brought us where the darling lay.
A heap of rosy loveliness.
Curled in the net: the dim old place
He brightened, like a star he shoue
Cradled in air: we stood as once
The shepherds of Judea had done.
And while adoring him we gazed.
With eyes that gathered tender dew,
Wrathful upon the gentle scene
His Celtic nurse indignant flew.
“Is this a lit place for the child!”
And out ot his delicious sit 'p
She clutched him. muttering, as she went,
Her scorn and wonder, low and deep.
His father smiled and drew aside,
A grave, sweet look was in his lace ;
“For One who in a manger lay
It was not found too poor a place 1”

My

Creed.

by phf.br oaky

I hold that Christian grace abounds
Where charity is seen; that when
We climb to heaven, 'lis on the rounds
Of love to men.
hold all else, named piety,
A selfish scheme, a vain pretense.
Where centre Is not, can there be
Circumference?
I

This I moreover hold, and dare
Affirm where'er my rhyme may go;
Whatever things he sweet or fair,
Love makes them so.

fair which has for three years defied all

investigation, notwithstanding
the reward ot $4o,000. But this case is
deficient in a very important point of inter-

attempts

Jtcto ^bucrtiscmcnts.

at

est, since there is no trace of woman in
it.
Mysteries re-appear in a great city

j

j

The

the country will receive a
BAND MUSIC free, by sending
stamp to EDWARD A. SAMUELS,

splendid
a

IN

BEO. W. BURKETT & CO.

piece of
two-cent

Publisher,

Boston, Mass.

<£E ♦
COO
4>iJ IU 4)4U

Farms !

Cheap

with a periodicity which may almost be
calculated. It was tell that the time had
conic for another demonstrtion of this
character, and the calculation was verified in the De Graw street tragedy, in
Brooklyn. This lias happened at the period
when a mystery was fairly due.
On Friday morning, just at the time
when Foster was expiating his crime at
the gallows, Goodrich was shot by a woman in the basement of one ot his own
houses. 1 give the time agreeably to the
best calculation, and that it was a woman’s
work is apparent from the surroundings.
Like Mrs. Cunningham, she must have
possessed unusual nerve. She fired three
bullets into his head, with such deteimi;
nation of death that one was planted under each ear, while another entered the
forehead. Just as the unusual number ot
stabs iti the Burdell ease suggested the
hand ot a woman, so the excessive shooting in the Goodrich case bears the same
testimony. Goodrich, like Burdell, was
He carried
the victim of his own vices.
on an intrigue until it became burdensome, and then tried to shuffle off the woman whose affections he had won.
As a
matter of course lie roused all the passions ot the victim of his lust, and as
Shakespeare says (in Antony and Cleopatra) “henceforth the white hand of a lady
The conclusion which such
lever thee.”
a woman would reach would be that if
she, who had the best right to call him
husband, was cast oil', no other woman
should do so. The result is a corpse with
three bullets in his brain left thus in death,
while his face is washed—the last token of
returning affection and useless regret before she. took eternal farewell of her victim.

cheapest Laud in market for sale by the

per day! Agents wanted I All
classes of working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in tlieir spare moments, or all the
than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

time,

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

Guarantee to sell goods tor three
weeks only at the prices
quoted in this column.
The articles mentioned were
bought in
Job Lots, hence
when they are sold
we
will not be responsible for prices on the
same
goods at a later date,

In the Great Platte

Valley.
Central Nebraska
Now for sale in tracts ot forty acres and upwards on

3.000. 000 Acres in

AGENTS ! A RARE CHANCE U

FIVE and TEN YEARS’ CREDIT AT ft l’EU CENT.
No ADVANCE INTEREST REQUIRED.
Mild and healthful climate, fertile soil,
AN All UN DANCE OF GOOD WATER.

We will pay all Agents $t0 per week in cash who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.

The
BEST MARKET IN THE WEST!
great mining regions ot Wyoming, Colorado, Utah
and Nevada being supplied by the farmers in the
Platte Valley.
THE

Soldiers Entitled to

FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of acres of
choice Government Lands open for entry under the
Homestead Law, near this Great Railroad, with
good markets and all the conveniences ot an old
settled country.
Free passes to purchasers ot Railroad Land.
Secitonal Maps, showing the Land, also new edition of Descriptive Pamphlet with new Maps Mailed
Free everywhere.
Address
O. F. DAVIS,
Land Commissioner U. P. It. 11.,
Omaha, Nkr.

WANTED!

FARMERS!

10,000

improve 1,700,000 acres R. R. Lands, free from
mortgage and located in the middle region of WesTo

tern Iowa—the best corn, wheat and cattle producing
belt in the West, 15 hours distant from Chicago.
Climate and soil unsurpassed.
Meadow and plow
land with pure running water evenly distributed.
No fever aud ague. Average credit price, $0 per acre.
Send for a guide.
It costs nothing, and gives descriptions, prices, terms, maps ana how to reach
the lands.
Address JOHN B. CALHOUN, Laud
Commissioner Iowa Rail Road Land Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Chicago Office, 65 S. Canal St.

FRUIT FARMS
$10 to $25 per acre. Fine Fruit and Garden Soil.
Mild, healthy climate. Oysters and Fish abundant.
H. P. CHAMBERS, FederalsCatalogues free.
Md.

$500 IN PRIZES!
EXTRA EARLY VERMONT.
Ten
Days Earlier than Early Rose. ENORMOUSLY PRODUCTIVE and ol EXCELLENT FLAVOR.
$1 per lb.; ■*
pounds by mail, postpaid, lor $3.50.

COMPTON’S SURPRISE. 820 BUSHELS
than

THIS IS

By sending 35 cts., with age, height, color of eyes
and hair, vou will receive a correct picture of your
future husband or wife, with name and date of marriage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 24, Fultonville, N. Y.

THE ACRE. A little later
Early Rose. Equal in quality, $3

40 PIECES
WINCHESTER’S IIYPOPHOSPHITF. isachemically pure preparation ol PHOSPHORUS, one of
the most important elements of the Human Body,
and the only means by which this LIFE GIVING
and LIFE-SUSTAINING element can be supplied to
the system.
We guarantee it to be a eertuiu cure
for CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, and all
Pulmonary Affections, and a Specific Remedy for
Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Nervous and Physi-

Debility,
surpassed as
cal

and all Nervous A flections.

8. K. BLISS & SONS.

Place,

New York.

DOLLAR]

Me will send FRER by mail, on receipt of One
Dollar, 25 packets ol choice Flower Seeds and our
Catalogue, eontainingupwards ot 1,000 varieties,with
lull directions tor culture, to any address in the
United States. Catalogues free on application.
WEE A DOl LK. NpeiEmen A Florist*,
5? OT ro in one Street. Boston.

ONLY

10

un-

Is the nearest approach to a specific ever discovered
for Dyspepsia, Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Gout,Gravel,
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It
restores muscular power to the Paralytic. It cures
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Constipation, Asthma. Catarrh and Bronchitis, Diseases
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervons ProstratioD lrom Mental and Physical Excesses.
It is the
Greatest Antidote ever discovered tor Excessive
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, promotes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost
immediately. No houshold should be without it.
For sale by all Druggists.
4®-For a history of the Springs, for medical reports of the power of the water over disease, for
marvellous cures, and for testimonials from distinguished men, send for pamphlets. WHITNEY
BROS., General Agents, 227 South Front Street,
Pniladelphia, Pa.
Gettysburg Spring Co.
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Bleeding, Itching

cerated
Hing'.s
tails to

ill
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case

■

Piles
pile

cure.

b

[Harper’s Weekly.
“In selling a sample

copy for 10 cents, air. Baird
order for 25 bound in cloth will

must feel certain an
follow’.” [Frank Leslie.
“We know the town and country
paints therein
recommended, andean vouch for their value and the
excellence of the “Harrison” brand of white lead.”

[Phila. Ledger.

ONLY

10

CENTS

SEWING MACHINE
OPERATORS.
fr'eedles lor any

m.ielii

m-sent,

postpaid,

tor sixty cei
Needles warran

dozen.

ts
d

per
and

exehange(FT^no^^^^t7s^^etor7,.
machine!-

Address

sasgaEggj

National

Nkkui.k

Mass.

Agts wanted everywhere.

[ Established 1830.1
& GRIFFITHS,
Manufacturers of Saws.

«

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
EVERY * IW

Vf ARHAHTED.

BELTING & MACHINERY.
49-lireral DiscouNTs.-er

FILES,

Price Lists and Circulars free.

WELCH

GRIFFITHS,

&

Relieiotiw, ^treiigtlieuiikif, Blood*
('leanming Beverage.
MADE

Chignous

RESIDENCE

:

Corner of Miller & Contit
gress Sts.

Your*

No. 10 Main St.

IN A SHORT TIME HV ESlNO THE

Fluid

1

price 17c.

good

H.

and

we

intend to make

Hosiery

Sewing Ivlacliine

MARTIN’*

IMPROVED

Brick
Machine
Is simple in its mechanism,built strong ami durable
andean be operated by ordinary help. The capacity
is 4,000 bricks an hour with steam tower, or 2,500
with horse-power. Manufactured and sold by the
MARTIN BRICK MACHINE CO.,
CHICOPEE, MA**.
USE the

YOUR

WINDOWS!

spring to break, no cutting of sash; cheat), duravery easily applied; holds sash at any place desired, and a self-fastener when the sash is down.
Circular and six copperSend stamp for circular.
bronzed locks sent to any address in the U. S., postpaid, on receipt of 50 cts. Liberal inducements to
Address REISINGER
the trade. Agents wanted.
Sash Lock Co., No.418 Market St., Harrisburg, Pa.
No

ble,

can find no more fresh and attractive volume for
Spring sales than “The New Housekeeper’s Manuel,”
by Miss C. E. Bkechkk and Mrs. II. B. Stowk; a
Cyclopedia of Domestic Economy and a Complete
Cookery Book in one volume. Send for circular to
J. B. FORD A CO., New York. Boston, Chicago or
San Francisco.

Write for

a

Price List to J. H.

JOHNSTON,

GREAT WESTERN

GREAT F1REIN

tor

Smithfield St.. Pittsburgh,
Breech-Loading Shot Guns, *40 to $.'100. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150.
Single Guns, $:i to $20.
•titles, $8 to $75. Revolvers, $5 to $25. Pistols, $ 1
to $8.
Gun material, Fishing Tackle, Sec,
Large
discounts to dealers or clubs.
Army Guns, RevolGoods sent by exvers, etc., bought or traded ior.
press C. O, D. to be examined beiore paid for,
779

——

amine our prices as we
shall have sample pairs on
exhibition with prices attached.

& REMEDY, j

so

|

|

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements ir has no equal; one bottle will convince the

I

40 Doz Linen Towels at 12 l-2c
“
“
“
25c
20
“

“

“

“

“

“

33c
30c

“

“

0000

APPLE

G YKABS OI.D, of grafted fruit.
Farmers why will you buy Western
jlruit trees, ot which you know
'nothing, when you can lor hilt
the price purchase trees raised in your own State,
which necessarily must bo adapted’to the soil and
climate, and naturally must, it properly transplanted, thrive and bring fortli fruit.

case.

I*il«>*
one bottle lias cured the most difficult
when all other remedies failed.

Difficult!***, Neuralgia, Headache,
immediately.
Dll«*umali.*m, Swelled .Joints, and all Serotular A 111 et ions removed or greatly relieved by thifnvaluabie medicine.

PRICE,

25 CENTS EACH.
information apply to the umh r.-igned,
at Winterport Village.
C. B. MFKB1! L.

Ilrouclaii i*. Catarrh, Convulsion.-, and
terms eure-l or much relieved.

H ys-

For further

37c

Feb. 20th

1873.—3mos34

BOSTON!

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing Clothing,
ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number of good vest makers’will be
wanted after the first of January.
They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
Mouroe.
FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of January.
We nave a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we offer at low prices.
Belfast, Dec. 13—tf24
BOTE & QUIMBY.

are now

1ST

E

Selling

at 50e, former

price

S.T-1860-X,

Itilimi*. Kemittant and 1 nt« rmittant Fevers, so
in many parts of our country
completely
by the use of the Quaker Bitters.

prevalent

75c.

Vo Due can n main long unwell (unless alllicted
with an incurable disease,) alter taking a tew bottles
ot the Quaker Bitters.

Sold

li)

all

W,

F.

PIIILLIIS

business.
Having purchased the wood working machinery
belonging to .Messrs. Field A Mathews, we are pre
pared to do u!l kinds of I »T«»g-ulitr .tl ouhiiu^,
Kcroll anil Straight Mawing, Turning.
«&c., heretolore done by them.
tf34
m'ALL AND SEE lift !.£*

HOWARD MANF. CO.
In the District Court of the United )
States for the District ot Maine.

\

In the matterol JAMFIS AND

Bankrupts.

T

..

bankruptcy.

*n

WILLIAM TREAT

is hereby given that pursuant to an
-131 order of said Court, a second general meeting
of the Creditors of James and William
Treat, Bankrupts, will be held at the Custom House in Belfast,
in said District, on the nineteenth day of June A.D.
1873, at ten o’clock, A. M. b. fore Mr. Register Hamlin, for the purposes named in section twentyseventh ot the Act of Congress, approved March
~, 1807.
W M. G. CROSBY
| Trustees of James and
WM. MoGILVERV, i William
Treat, Bankrupts,
Dated March 27, 1873.
IwIO

’VJ'OTICE

Street,

Medical
Providence, It. I.

Advertising

a

Salve which

Size at 67c, former

*s»2

—

have

opened

a

depart-

|^f-We

on

wtiilifr

to
a

swim up stream as
people from buying of

hand

an

un-

usually large

man

keep

liberal advertiser. This is the

experience
for this

of every man who

The best medium

a

at the former LOW

PRICES!
--

G. W. BURKETT & CO..

vicinity is the REPUBHayford Block,

LICAN JOURNAL.
a

HAMBT7R.CS
Selling

a

a

Church St.,

n

BELFAST.
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edition oi Hr.
('Heliratrd Kwmod
fciemSeminal Posses. Impo-

11
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IN

J H CHADWICK &
4>(ti<o

22, 24 A 24* Olit

InJ'.L

CO., Agts
er

Nlreei.

IIOMT4PL

a new

MANl I A(

ITKKKS <»r

Boston Pure While Lead'

him: A HP.
1

s

T

y r

4

li

1

A

A
of well-known
and FRUITS, combined with other
properties, which iu their nature are Cathartic,
Nutritious, Diuretic, Alterative and Antious.
Tho whole is preserved iu a sufficient
quantity of spirit from tbo SUGAR I A.VE to
keep them ih any climate, ithicli makes tho

Xrieut,

PLANTATION
Bitters

one of the most desirable Tonics ami
t it s in tbe world.
They aro intended

C'nthar-

strictly

us a

Domestic Tome,

only to bo used

an a medicine, and
always according
to directions.
They aro tho sheet-anchor of tho feeblo and debilitated. They ai t upon a diseased
liver, and
stimulate t.. such a degree, teat u
healthy action la
at once brought about. As a reniedv to
which
Women are especially subject,
itissurperseding
every other stimulant. Asa Spring unil sum.
mi r Tonic,
they have no equal. They are a
mild and gentle Purgativoaa well as Tonic.
They
Purify tile Blood. They arc a splendid Appetizer.
They make tho weak strong. They
and in-

vigorate.

Depot;

Awarded First Premium
EMILE

63 Park Place; New York.

at

nearly all varieties : as
ALTOS, BARITONES, BASSE'
CONTRA BASSES, OIU HE* IRA * oRNETS

CORNETS,

Maliie.

Maine Stale Pair, l\/ll

BARRIER, Proprietor.

This well known establishment, with its
admirable
facilities, is conducted by a first-class FRENCH
DA EH. Hying and demising done in a manner to
give PERFECT SATISFAC‘1 loN.
Ladies’ Dresses, Sncques, Velvet, Ribbons, Ac.
Hyeil, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or
takhig ol! trimmings. Pace Curtains Cleansed and
done equal to new.
Carpets Cleansed and Color

ot

Brass

Herman Silver. Vhdiou or
Valves
l' l.rTK>,i t*hVo|.03. J l.KI.
Fl.AAiKOt.KTKS, l'LAiill'M.r\ I I I NA M mU[
(iKKMA.N A A 'A'A HAI* KAiN'M, \ h 1.1 N S and Hit
vus, Vioi.o.Ni !■:i.i.iis.In»( hi
Hasshn,
( )N. K K r I N A s, FI 1 UNAS, 11 A KM ON
m as, Ban.ia*s, Mrsu
Boxk.s,
Viol.IN A (it’ll UCSTKI.NlS,
ami all Musical Merchandise, is (he well
known store
id
1. C. llAYNES &
CO.,
Corin' Sr. Ba»ston.

OKI A1S,

or

Rotary

CVMHALS,

(Opposite Court House.)

Restored.

DYKH OH OLEANKKD!
(!arments. Coats, Pants and Vests Cleansed
Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
pressed ready for wear, (tent’s (varments Re-

Belfast

Cent’s
or

Dyed, Brown. Black,

and

pairing

done at short notice.
Kid (iloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,every
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and linished in
the best manner, at VERY POM' PRICK.s.
MONDAY.
(ioods sent
Agency at
every
IB. W. WEflili’ Millinirv and Fancy (ioods
Store. No. 17 Main Street. Belfast Me.—lj*12*

day.

WHEN YOU PAINT,
use

tlie

perfectly pure

WHITE LEAD!
manufactured

purity

They cure Dyspepsia, Constipation, and
Headache. They act as a specific iu all
species of
disorders which undermine the
bodily strength and
break down tho animal spirits.

....

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
ol

M

DYE HOUSE!
PURELY
VEGETABLE PREPARATION,
IS
composed simply
ROOTS.
HERBS,

<

BOSTON LEAD CO.

m

Bowery, New York. Post-OUiee Box4,5m1,

A ugiiHta,

his wife

dead

How Restored!

on the radical cun* without
iciue, oi Sr bum atokkikka, or

( flAH

ment of Jewelry in Jet Goods,
Plated and French Gilt consisting
of Ear-Rings, Pins,Opera Chains,
Bracelets, etc.

have

I N.

tency. Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impcdi
to Marriage, etc.; also Constmttion, E»*i■ try un«l 4»r«»iiu«| in Oil.
and Fits, induced by self-indulgence or sex
ual extravagance.
DRY
AND
tiROUNl) /INC, LITHARtJF, RE I
in
a
sealed
4Ptj-Price,
envelope, only 0 cents.
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
1 lie celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
TIN-LINED
PIPE,
a
PIPE, IRON PIPE
clearly demonstrates,from thirty years successful
& FITTINHS, PCM PS. \c,. &c.
practice, that the alarming const quencis ot sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground ii
use of internal medicine or the application ot the
knife; pointing out a mode ol cure at once simple, we wurrunt to be •(ric-tI* |»u r-e, tml *.i .\i:,\ni
certain and eilectu.il. by means ot which every ; that for fineneh>. body and durability, it i> not
passed by anv Lead i. the market, •ifh. foreign
sullen r, ii" matter what his condition may be,
American.
may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
we have
<P*“This Pi cture should be in the hands of every j 4W*In order to prefect ourselv*
adopt*
as
our trade-mark an eight point*-*! r. d
star, with ..u.
youth and every man in the hind.
This is on every puck
corporate s*-;-l in the centre
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any adot
our
Ifeur«*
Ueail. Non*-genuine without n
dress, postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two ag*Iy3;t
postage stamps.
Also DIC. ClJLVBKWKl.h’S
Marriage tJuide,”
price f»0 cents.
the place to purchase
A 1 dress the publ i-hers

large assortment,

H^-We

\ | A

meats
i.ki’sv

Ilgf-Now is the time to secure
Linen Goods, in Towels, Napkins,
and Table Damasks as you can
make excellent selections from a
very

6m37

Weakness, Involuntary

inal

price $1.00.

stock of Dry Goods
and call the attention of the trade
Advertising to the rare
bargains we are offeris like the celebrated
magnetic ing at this season,
stone; it draws everybody and

a

l»ortlan«l

Depot P.»f» .Sc hi? Broad

Just published,

<

jf[t ^ 4u I

draws customers.

right up to the point.
You might as well try to make

CO..

Maiiliooil: How Lost

■-

is

*V

their (lrc.it

7*

Very Large

Vf O

"I regard Mr Eddy a.- one ot t he most
capable an
successful practitioners with whom I have hud
eiui intercourse.
CHARLES MASON, Cointm
sionerol Patents."
"I have no hc.'itation iu assuring inventors H
they cannot employ a man mor* competent
trustworthy, and more capable ot putting their .*j
plications in a term to secure from them an ear
and favorable consideration at the Patent office.
EDMUND Bl RK1
Late Commissioner of Patent-.
“Mr. K. II. Eddy has made lor me over 111 l id
applications for Patents, having been successful
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of gr*.
talent and ability on his part. I* ads me to n comm.
all inventors to apply to him to procure their |
tents, as they may be sure of having the most fan
lul attention bestowed on then cases, and at \i.
reasonable charges
JOHN T At.CA RT.
Boston,Jan. I. t,s?J— lyj.;

II. S. FLINT cN* CO.,

1 >K.

'W'

WE

Dealers in Medicines.

Pit El* A K Kl) BY
---

01 111 wards o! th
to secure Patents in C

practice

continues

SOLD AT WHOLKSAI.E BY

At

wish to inform the public that we have
put
in one of HARRISON’S CELEBRATED
CORN MILLS for Grinding and Cracking
Corn,
Grinding Rye, Oats Ac.
This Mill is on Washington
St., just above J. S.
Davis’ Blacksmith Shop.
We respectfully solicit a portion of the
Milling

Hriufgisls and

Hesigns,

or

>

|

'File tgeil lind ill the Quaker Bitters just the
articie they -land in need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and choer< the mind, and
paves the passage -town the plane inclined.

-.

extensive

Diflieuli Itr**u tiling Pain m the Lungs, >idr ! here saved inventors.
and Chest almost in\ .niablv cured by taking a !e\s
bottles t the Quaker Bitters',
TEVn
Female Diftieu I tie*
-•>
prevalent among
American ladies, yield readily to this invaluable
medicine, the Quaker Bitter-.

PATENTS

United States; also in (ireut Britain, France, m. *
other foreign countries,
Caveats, Speciticatloi
Assignments, and nil papers for Patents, execute
on reasonable terms, with despatch.
Research
made to determine the validity ami utility ot Paten
ot 1 nventions, and legal and other advice reudm
in all matters touching the same. Copies ot m
claims ofuuy patent furnished by remitting one iP
lar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the United States
possesses super;,
facility tor obtaining Patents or ascertaining th.
patent ability of invention.-'.
All necessity of
journey to Washington to p>
euro a Patent, and t lie usual g rcat
delay there,.,;

&c., eased

TREES.

OF

No.76StateSt.,oppositeKilbySt.,Bo«fon

\FTEUau
ty years,

sceptical.
Worm*, expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the

■

TOWELS I

EDDY,

H.

For Inventions, Trade Marks,

most

most obstinate

■

SOLICITOR

Krmpiiou* Pimples, Blotch- and all impurities
the blood, bursting through the-kin or otherwise,
cured readily by tollowing the directions on the
ot

j

!

1 he New Line bid we-u Danv i Ih and Lumber!.<
will then be open giving p
ng« r- foi l’ortlui
Io go eiliter vv iy without
b inge ol
Nov. y, is? L
1
I., LINCOLN, Suj

opportunity.

R.

case

Tor Salt*?

Trains will be due in Belfast from Boston,

AM Kill CAN AND 1 OUE1GN 1‘ATEN I

at once.

bottle.

1
NOYEMB1R 13th,
will have Bell.o-t for Portia

land, and ail Station? interim diaU at 7 a 1*
Mixed d rain from Burnham connecting with ti
lroin Bangor at 11 7. A. M
J

—

cured

AFTER

AND

Burn, l.lver Complaint, and
by taking a tew bottles.
Lai.Hitude, Low Spirit-', and Sinking Sensation

called,

I

I and all places intermediate on this load at
A. A
I Mixed Train at 3 P. M., connecting at Burntuun w
| Mixed Train tor Waterville. and Passeng* r I rain
Bangor and all St at ion a 1 M.

Di *|»**j»»ia. Heart
Loss ot Appetite cured

sale the

fruit!

20
20
20

DISCOVERY

7 4-7

•*

ONsenger Trains

*

■

f' Kx tract of Knots uiul Herbs which most iuv ariacure the following complaints

in Jackson. Said farm contains 12«> acres of e\ce,ant land, sisuatod at Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
wood lands.
It is 4 miles from Brooks station, and
100 rods from P. O., and the same from a good
meeting every Sunday, and the same from Town
House.
It it abundantly supplied with water from
2 wells and numerous springs; the house is a
story
and half with ell, finished throughout,
together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by 03
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheen house, a large orchard mostly grafted
Apply to the subscriber on the place.
FI) WARD W. BOB KIM'S.
Jackson, Dec. 3d, 1872. —tf23

PL

A R RANGEMENT
1

MEDICAL

ably

$500,000 Wortii if Mint Destroys.

has tried it.
^

WINTER

_

tp The subscriber otiers
-——well known Cook farm,

PL

O

—-—-

Farm for Sale.

--

BOOK CANVASSERS

TVT

eradicated

Reisinger Sash Lock and Support to

FASTEN

A GREAT

near

___

for the next 3
weeks. Please ex-

First-Glass Tailoring Establishment.

Is the BEST IN THE WORLDA^enti Wanteil. Send for Circular. Addre-s
“DOMESTIC” SEWING MAGAINK CO., N. Y.

<

The best location in the city.
Situated on corner of Church and
North Church, opposite Ptnenix
house,good well water, 2 cisterns all in good order.
Further particulars enquire at store in basement,
or.
B. F. .STKPHFNSON
Belfast, Jan. 20.—3m2'.»

High Sts.,

a

FURNISHING GOODS

The undersigned gives notice that I
BONN! \
>is mulling the seh P. M
between Belfast aud Larver’s Hart"
It,
carrying freight and passengers.
sctiooner.wheu in port, may be found
UaradtiP* whart.
Laid. Burgess will 1- at the "tore of W’Ool''
MATHKWs s. BAKER. *» her*tio—'• tinv;ng m*
kind of Cnr.N ik\ 1'iai:
m.
lind turn reads ;
take it at fair price■THOMAS BL’KliEss.
tt 14
Beltast, oet. 4, P 7.

Commercial Wharf,
BOSTON. .MASS.

The subscriber offers lor sal<’ his
Prospect, one mile and a half
west from the village
Consisting ot one hundred
and sixty acres of laud, with buildings, well wooded and watered, witli good orchard of grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on tin* premise-.
ISAAC T. SMI l ii
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1873.— :i.tl

a

j grades, usually

of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10cents a box
or 3 boxes tor 25 cents, in all sizes and all the othe
better grades ot Collars.
t!41
11. L. LORD.

New Market tor Produce.

UPTON,

P.

House for Sale.

LX2TE2T

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class won k men at as
low prices us the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by myself. 1 have also a tine assortment of

IVRI S siridUYAM Oeu Agent.
I’YRl’S PATTERSON Agent lor Belfast
is;
Portland, April

in

JOHN, BOSTON.

assortment of WOOLEN|GOODS of
found in a

LINIMENT

positive curt lor Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
It has cured cases given up by
Back, sprains, &e.
physicians as hopeless and is the only certain
ft ill
rot: S'lATK A.
Try it, it will cure you.
Mways procure large bottles tor severe cases. Large
bottles $1.50, small bottles 75 cts.
.Sold by all
V. \V. RYDER & SON. Proprietors
druggists.
Send stamp for “Household
Boston, Mass.
Cash Book.”
Iyr30eow
a

Farm for Sale.

From 25c to 75c per pair.
These goods are remark-

k I I.KV,

leave Railroad Whar, Portland, every Motni.iv
Wednesday and Fridav evening at lo o’clock, .com
mencing Wednesday Ap'ii'.1. lor Bangor,touehiii.
at Rockland,< aindeii,Lincoln' iIL\Belfast. Searspoi
Sandy Point, Buck-por', Wuiterport and ll trnpd.
Returning will Lav< Bangor ev cry Monday, vN
o\I•<. k, touchii
nesday and Friday m> niings a:
at the above named I ladings, arriving m Portland
at .'» o’clock, P. AI.
f or turthe, particulars imjuh
jt Bos** N Sturdivant. 17* » *mu tidal Street, or

Several Schooner-, Centre-Board and
iKeel Vessels. Apply to

50 DOZEN

HOSIER?

WEEK

ec.-'c-»r*

No. 1

I will pay the highest market pi ice lor all kinds ot
FARM PRODUCE, Potatoes, Pressed Hay, Apples,
Beans, &e., &e., delivered at Lane’s Wharf, in
this city.
E. A. CaLDERWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. 1872.—tf lb

an

CO,, Uropr’s, Boston

Vessels for Sale.

3m28

SCRAP IRON.

as

THREE TRIPS PER

BISHOP SOULE'S

K.

The residence of .J. B. WAD LIN,
Cedar Street,
Enquire at OK
Main Street.
ti3o

| ASSORTED

L 1 X 1

-T O-

Iy 1

(> <i !'■ O O C

SAMUEL WARD Sc

specialty

Call and See

W

1J.

PLAIN, selling
17c,
former price 25c.

ably cheap,

Produce Wanted !

I X SI 1) E

Sts., Belfast.

FOR SALK IN BKLFAsV BY

M

at

Iron Co.’s Shovels.

cor. of
f,m3s

IlAllt.

Will

H O SIER? I

DEALERS IN

ST.,

Beir.t*tl, Me.

on

AGENTS FUR

75 NORTH

ml RElTTVof tlie

a

CITY OF RICHMOND!

40 DOZEN

UKACTUltEKS O K

Colony

Vigor

hvrn Thirty Vi ars a no Lyon's Kathairon for
the Hat:-, was first placed in the market by Professor
L. Thomas l.voi., a graduate of Princeton College.
The name is derived from the Greek ••Kathro,"
FigUlt'N .ng to deanse. purifi.y, rejuvenate, or restore.
The fav'.'i- it has received, audtho popularity it has
obtained, is unprecedented and Incredible* It incre.isi-s the Growth and Beauty of the Hair.
It is
a delightful dressing.
It eradicates dandruff. It
I»r> veins the llair from turning gray. It keeps the
bead cool, and gives tho hair a neb, soft, glossy appear&nce. It is the same in Quantity and Quality
as it was over a Quarter of a Century Aoo, and is
sold by all Druggists and Country Stores atonly 50
t tnia per Hot f le.

Is

Robinson Iron Co.'s Cut Nails.

Old

J

P'or Sale I

Dyspepsia Kidney Complaints, Impure
Blood, Obstructions of the Liver, Nervousness, Skin Diseases, &c., &c.

JIA N

li promote* the GROWTH, PUESER
VEt l!u- < 4)1 OR, ulid increase* the

(apt. (

PLAIN and RIBBED, selling at 12 l-2c, former

DANDELION!

i’ll K PAR ED BY

Will leave Railroad Whart.every rhursduy Evening
10 o'clock, commencing Thursday March JOth
For Rockland, t'astine, lieer 1
Sedge wick .s
West Harbor, Ml. Desert, Millbridge, Jonespo:
and Mai 'iasnort, as the ice will permit.
Returning will leave Maohiasport every Mmla.
morning at 5 o clock, touching at the above nan.landings.
For further particulars inquire ot Ross & st«.
vant, iro Commercial Street, or
CYRl’S S ITT?D! VANT, General Ag»
tt v..
Portland, March sth, 1 st;j.

at

THE FAVORITE STEAMER

Extract

BREWER, *prinKtt«ld, IK tfcMM.
Sold by Druggists and Grocers generally. 2in3‘>

l l»e favorite steamer

H OSIER? I

OF

IK. A J.

High

ARRANGEMENT.

LEW ISTON

50 Cents per Bottle.

Only

the VERY BEST, sold Lv

Cor. Main &

SPRING

ATHAIRON

FRENCH,

and Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, &c., &c. .Job
Work, Repairing, &c., &c.

40 DOZEN

ONKTHIP PER WEEK

Truly,

Oapt. ('has. Deukinu,

G. W. BURGESS, Proprietor.
WOrdera promptly attended to.^fliSr
y3?

fim35

MT. DESERT’& MACHlAs

LYON'S

(Up Stairs,) Belfast, Mr.

!

\,

| FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON!

B. F. WELLS.

NO! NO! NO! GRIST MILL! 10 k DqudIs Lius Towels

You cannot airord to use poor machinery, neither
can you manufacture profitably without having the
Think of it
latest improved contrivances known.
candidly ! Can you ? Delay no longer ! Wake up I
Write A. S. uKAR, 56 to 62 Sudbury StBoston,
lor catalouge and circulars regarding all Wood and
Iron-working Machinery, and order right off the
machine you need so much.

&c., &c., &c.

Cl.AKK-.-i MACHINE COTTON 5 cent*.
Also
5o dozen LINEN BOSOMS from 17 cents up. A
great Bustle about our Paniers, 10 different stylus in
stock from
to 75 cents.
All the above goods are marked in plain figured,
and I defy competition on any article I keep. My
cu-'turners and friends are eordily invited to d ’p iu
and see quality and prices of the same,

Maine.

:

|

Knitting Cotton,

no i

Will make but one trip per week, leaving Belfast 1«
1*. M.
Boston every 1 T'EsDAY at
Returning—Will leave Bostou every FRIDAY at
4 P. M.
GEO. G. WELLS, Agent
Belfast, Dec. 1<

Hoop Skirts,

and

w, it

(

Culls,

Braids,

Dealer In

It has a direct action on the Liver,
invigorating its
powers ot secretion, aiding the digestive organs and
acting as an alterative and tonic. United with Dandelion in this compound are Yellow Dock. .Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry Bark, Butternut, Hops and other
valuable remedies whose properties are held in high
esteem in cases of

Boston, Mass.. A Detroit. Midi.

GO

ELMER SMALL, M. D.,

J. G. THOMPSON

-----

Home Made Beer

CoTuT^einoiT^7reet77toiitoi7,

WELCH

^

|

pared expressly to cure j
Piles, and nothing else. Sold by all Druggists, |
Price, $1.00,

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.

GO

|

17, Steamer

K A T A II D I N

Veil Goods,

tH

a

the

HEX BY CAHC1 BAlllD.
Box 1DU. Post-Office, Philadelphia.

}

New Fringos,
Linen Collars,

Corsets,

YARD WIDE, selling by the piece at
11 l-2c.

Over

Dec.

Edges,
yard.

and

St,,(Setc0°ruh?.or) Belfast,

Mo. iO CJliurc'ti St..

Blind,

or Ulthat
Dk
Remedy
It is pre-

Wareham Nail Co.'s Cut Nails.

-7

COTTONS

reward.
For

A plain treatise, containing sample card with 42
different actually painted shades and tints, with instructions lor exterior and interior House Decoration.
•15 copies, bound in cloth, for |5. Sample
copies,
paper cover, mailed, post paid, to any address, on
receipt of lO cent*, oy the Publisher.

See the following valuable extracts from press
notices
“A very valuable book, and no one
intending to
paint should fail to read it. [N. V. Tribune.
M'e did not know so much could be said on tinsubject of painting a house until we read this excellent book of Mr. Baird’s.” IN. V. Herald.
“A want long ielt at last supplied.”
Scientific
Am.
“Not only a necessity to the painter, but valuable
to every oceupaut of a dwelling. [ N. Y. M'oild.
“Buy 25 copies of this book and distribute them
If they will heed the advice
among your friends.
therein, you could make no more valuable present.”
[Chicago Trib.
“In publishing this book Mr. Baird has done a
real service to the community. [Toledo Blade.
“M'e hop.* the publisher w'ill sell 100,000
copies of
this book during ’73. [ Boston Advertiser.
“We ha\ e just painted our house as advised
by the
author, and oougratulate ourselves that no dwelling
in our neighborhood excels ours in
appearance.

No. 10 Main

COOK & GAMBOOSE STOVES!
PARLOR,
Furnaces, Ranges, Tin, Brittannia, .Japanned

Water !

Tuesday,

Cotton
from 2 cts. to $1.75 per

at Law!

Attorney

OFFICE

BROWN

Ou and alter

and

JOHNSON,

E.

G.

XD.

GETTYSBURG

_

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS!

Linen, Saxony,

Over C\ldwells' Book
Store, Main St.

SPRING SHADES
selling at 33c, former
price 45e.

St.

Xv^Eain

II AM 111 KG EDGES ot every price and pattern
from > cents to $1 _’5. They are cheaper than can
Also an
be bought elsewhere iu Now England.
endkss variety of

an

Splendid

CENTS Leeds, Robinson &
Co.,

EVERY MAN H,S OWN PAiNTER;
Or, Paints—How to Select and Use Them.

Men and Ladies to make and sell
article that will pay them from Ten to
Dollars
Twenty
weekly. Send 25cts.,and stamp
for circular, &c. Address G. ALEXANDER. Box
0w38*
Mass.
501, Ilyde Park,

WAITED.

Line

FOR

ELLS, Boston & Lowell!

W

F.

»

17

Address
JT. ITIK HEiTER A GO.,
.'tO John Sit., Mow York,

University. Compound

FOR ONE

B

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

IS

A nillTAHl CALLEUE.
Established 1834.
Preparatory Depart*
■nent.
Thoroughly Classical, Scientific and Military Instruction. Good Discipline.
Address Prol.
CHARLES DOLE, Northtield Vt, Summer 1 erm
of eleven weeks begins April 14th.

JUST RECEIVED FROM NEW
YORK BY

Job Printing Office

a Tonic and Invigurator and generator
heal'hy Blood. For further information,
Testimonials, Reports ot Physicians, See., send lor
our Treatise.
Price, $1 per bottle. Sold by all

Druggists.

NEW GOODS Independent

ADVERTISER

of pure and

A

lorwich
|

It is

S^KT FOR ID’S

As the house cleaning season is at hand, the subscriber gives notce that lie lias reduced the price ot
Warranted to be first
soap to $2.50 per barrel.
quality. Orders addressed through the Post-office
will receive immediate attention.
.1. L. WOOD.
South Bellast, April 2, 1873.—Sw3v*

Belfast,

v

$500 will be awarded, as Pric.m iums
to those who produce the Largest Ouan*
tity from one pound. Descriptive Circulars ol the above, with lists of 300 varieties of Potatoes, tree to all.
Illustrated Seed Catalogue, 20o
pages, with Colored Chromo,25 cents.
A New Tomato, the “ARLINGTON .”
Early, solid and productive. Price, 25c.
per packet ; 5 packets, $1,

CLEANING.!

HOUSE

Physician^Snrgeon

TO

per pound, by mail, postpaid,

23 Park

HUMBUG.

NO

Katalysine

MARYLAND

burg,

Made Rapidly with Stencil & Key
.'i. O il L I Check Outfits. Catalogues and full
particulars FREE. S. M. Spencer, 117 Hanover
St., Boston.

Homestead of 160 Acres!

a

THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES.

A murder trial has just been concluded
in Brooklyn, in which John Van Syokle
has been tried for causing the death of his
wile bv poisoning her. The medical testimony brought out at the trial went to

show that the woman had died from the
effects of poison administered to her by
somebody, but the question as to who had
been guilty ot the crime seems to have
Whether it be tile lullabies
That charm to rest the nursling bird,
given rise to conflicting notions. The.
Ur that sweet confidence of sighs
cook employed in the house stated that on
And blushes, made without a word.
the day previous to the death ol her mistress she saw the defendant with some
Whether the dazzling and the flush
Of softly sumptuous garden bowers,
powder and a spoon in his hand, and that
Ur. by some cabin door, a bush
l during his wife's absence he put soraeOf ragged flowers.
I
thing into her tea that gave it a bitter
'Tis not the wide phylactery.
taste, of which she complained. ImmeNor stubborn fast, nor stated prayers,
diately after drinking it she was taken
That make 11s saints; we judge the tree
with violent spasms and foaming at the
By what it bears.
mouth, and died from the effects thereof
And when a man can live apart
on the following day.
It was further
From work', on theologic trust,
stated that the prisoner maltreated his
I know the blood about his heart
Is dry as dust.
wife, and that he had on several occasions
threatened to take her life. Other witnesses corroborated this testimony, and
Mystery and Crime in New York.
additional facts were elicited tending to
The New York correspondent of the show that the
parties lived unhappily toConcord Statesman, in a recent letter, al- gether. The defence was a general deludes to some of the unsolved mysteries nial, both as to the alleged poisoning and
ill-treatment, the husband himself stating
of crime in that city, as follows—
that he loved his wife and that lie had
I notice that John Anderson, the once never threatened to take her life.
The
noted tobacconist, has given the island of case was
given to the jury on Wednesday
Penikese to the cause of science. Andermorning, and a verdict ot not guilty was
son is a very rich man, and has attained
returned after a brief deliberation.
The
an advanced age. He was tor many years
question as to who poisoned the woman,
in
this
he
made his therefore, is a greater
prominent
city where
mystery th.n ever.
money in the tobacco trade. A tew years
he
retired, lint notwithstanding his
ago
The deep mystery in which the susgreat wealth he has been of an unhappy
murder of Frederick (}. Merrill, of
pected
turn of ntind, and has seen much trouble.
N. II., is involved, is not yet
Goffstown,
He was in no small degree notorious from
unravelled. As already stated, his body
his connection with the Mary Rogers
was found floating in the Merrimack river
tragedy, whose mystery has never been on Tuesday, the whereabouts of the man
solved. In 1839, when I was clerk in not
having been known to his friends
Broadway, John Anderson kept a large since last November. The body was found
retail cigar store in the same street. It
to be horribly mutilated, and in such a
was patronized by the fast
young men of manner as to leave no doubt that he had
the city, many ot whom were attracted bv
been the victim of violence.
The throat
a fine-looking girl who served behind the
was cut
to the hone and there were
counter.
This girl was Mary Cecilia
several large wounds upon the scalp.
Rogers. She lived with her mother, and The skull was
badly fractured, and a lock*
appeared to lie of a very exemplary j of hair was found driven
through the
character. About a year afterward the i
to
wound
the brain. It is believed that
girl was missing, and she never returned the
body id’the murdered man was thrown
to her customary employment.
A few ; into the
Piscataquog river near his residays subsequently, some men who were dence, and that the thick ice which formed
boating on the waters of the Hudson, near ! soon afterword frustrated all the
attempts
Hoboken, saw a corpse in the water. On to find it. A
large number of the former
bringing it to land il proved to be. the re- i acquaintances and triends of the deceased
mains of a young woman who had eviwere summoned
to testify before the
dently died from an attempt to escape dis- coroner’s jury which was convened at
violence
to
nature.
This
grace by
corpse Manchester yesterday, but no further light
was identified as the remains of
Mary was thrown upon the tragedy. The murCecilia Rogers, the pretty cigar girl. The,
derer. whoever lie was,
took
commenced
an
police
investigation, which great pains to prevent evidentally
the body being
tor
continued
a month, but threw no light
identified, it having been stripped of clothThe perpetrators of
upon the tragedy.
and tlie hair and whiskers closely
ing
the outrage had left no trace which could
shaven. Previous to his disappearance
be followed. The journals of the city
last tall, it is said that Merrill expressed
and indeed, of the whole Union, discussfears of being murdered when in a state
ed the matter, which subsequently became
of intoxication. No arrests have yet been
one ot the great landmarks in the
history made, though suspicion is directed toward
of crime. It has frequently been rehearsed
several parties, who are detained as witand last year the narrative was republishnesses
ed in the Tribune for the benefit of the
The
most
present generation.
thorough
There’ll be no More Kitchen There.
examination of the tragedy was made by
idea of heaven,” said a worn out
A.
whose
Poe,
was
Edgar
genius
peculiar- “My to us the other
day, “is a place
ly adapted to the analysis of mysterious lady
His tale of Marie Tinr/rt is where there is no housekeeping or boardquestions.
based on this affair, and those of our read- ing-houses.”
It may not he a theological, but it is a
ers who may have read that
fascinating
This businarrative will remember how the author’s sensible view of the weary.
ness of providing tor our daily wants
theory was that the murder was committed by an unknown sailor. I have no wears out the souls and bodies of our
wives and children, and bids fair to bespare to review ihe matter as I would like
to do, but may say that I passed that cigar come tlie skeleton in every man's household. Nor is it easy to provide a remedy;
store daily for a long time and remember
the intense excitement connected with the money will not buy help.
Pay what you
will, in some way or other you are the
tragedy. It is said that this affair bore servant
of your servants, and find that
heavily on Anderson’s mind, although
there is no proof that he had any thing to your home comfort depends on your
l’his question of how to iive, is
do with it. At any rate his increase ot kitchen,
wealth was not accompanied by an in- rapidly becoming the great social probcrease in
mental peace, and he subse- lem of our times, not only in the United
quently left this eitv for the vicinity ol States but in Europe. The idea of general
Boston. He had a fortune estimated at equality spreads like a pestilence, until
the whole organization of society topples
two or three millions, and he now
”eap- from
top to bottom. What the upshot
pears suddenly as the. patron of science,
which lie has endowed with the island re- will be it is impossible to foresee, but one
thing is certain, the solution is approachferred to.
In addition to the Mary Rogers affair ing pretty rapidly, and while waiting folthere have been several other mysterious ks appearance we may as well exclaim
with the litany, “Good Lord deliver us.”
tragedies here which have given the criminal record of this city an unusual fascina- [New Orleans Picayune.
tion.
Among these was the Lutener mysThe Grows.
Where noxious animals
tery which may tie briefly stated thus:
Dr. Lutener was a physician and a man of abound the most obvious remedy is a reThis
many intrigues. His office was in Broad- ward offered for their destruction.
A woman was observed to enter has been a custom in almost all countries
way.
from
But in some
this office and shortly afterward to depart,
very remote time.
but neither her name nor appearance was cases it has led to a novel and not very
noted. In a short time some one entered honorable branch of rural industry. A
and was appalled by the spectacle of I)r. minor example of this was afforded many
Lutener lying dead on the floor. He had years ago in an inland township ot New
been shot by this mysterious assassin, York. The crows had become so numerous as to prove materially detrimental to
whose name was never discovered.
Another mystery, and one which excit- the corn crop, and in town meetings, duly
ed the public mind to a much greater de- assembled, a reward of six cents for every
gree than the last mentioned, was the crow’s beak brought to the several pathBurdell affair. Dr. Burdell was a popular masters was offered.
Many were the
dentist but was a very dissolute man. He members of this ttibe corvinus slaughterhad formed ail illicit connection with a ed, and when the nests could be reached,
widow, named Cunningham, who was the eggs were sometimes, so it was said,
determined to get hold of his estate. She taken home and “set” under hens in order
was a woman of unusual
cunning and one that when hatched the young birds might
of her artifices was to obtain a marriage add to their quota of beaks to be paid for
For this purpose she wemt by the town.
certificate.
with a male accomplice, who assumed
Burdell’s name, to the house of a clergyArtemus Ward once lent money. He
man, one evening, where the pair was thus recounts the transaction : “A gentleunited and a wedding certificate given in man friend of mine came to me with tears
which Burdell was inscribed as the bride- in his eyes. I said,
‘Why these weeps!”
groom. The minister was informed that He said he had a mortgage on his farm,
would
the
marattend
to
and wanted to borrow $200. 1 lent him
advertising
they
riage, and having received a nice fee, he the money and he went away. Some
bade the parties good night. Shortly af- time alter he returned with more tears.
ter this Burdell was killed in his own He said he must leave me forever.
I
house under circumstances of great hor- ventured to remind him of the $200 he
He had evidently returned about borrowed. He was much cut
ror.
up; I thought
midnight to his room, where the gas had 1 would not be hard upon him—so I told
been burning all the evening, and had. as him I would throw oft’ $100.
He brighthe entered, been assaulted by some one ened—shook ray hand—and said:
‘Old
who lay in wait for him.
The assailant friend, I won’t allow you to outdo me in
had plunged a knife into his throat, and liberality—I’ll throw off the other hunthe blood had jetted against the wall at a dred !’
distance, of' several feet from the place
where he fell.
The first wound was fatal,
A Massachusetts woman has been marbut twenty stabs were inflicted to make
ried three times. Her first husband w as
work
of
the
death.
Burdell
sure
was
named Robb, her second Robbins, her
found lying in his blood the next mornthird Robbinson. The same door-plate
office
boy, who told Mrs. Cun- has answered for all three, with extening by the
ningham, whereupon she went into a sions, and the
lady is said to be searching
well-affected swoon. It is generally con- out a
fourth in the same orthographic line.
ceded that this womon did the bloody If
each of the dear departed has endowed
deed, but still there is no proof of it, and the
door-plate with a few thousands, an
hence the mystery remains. However her
extension of Robbinson will doubtless be
were denied, and the
as
a
widow
rights
found.
court set aside the false certificate of marno benefit from
she
derived
so
that
riage,
A St. Louis lady is opposed to female
the crime. This happened sixteen years clerks
because it destroys the romance of
so
far
from
it
but
being forgotten
ago,
shopping.
obtained
its
has likewise
enduring place
Black-and-tan infants have their ears
among the mysteries of crime.
The Nathan murder is a perplexing al- clipped in Georgia.
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12.000. 000

!

EVERY CORNET BAND

A

Penny Saved
l’S made
month, will bo

is a

Penny Earned."

before the 1st of any
placed upon interest every
1001 th,
(exci'pt May and November) and interest
computed upon the same in .Juno amt in-comber.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room,
from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2to J I*. M. Saturdays from
9 to 12 A. M.
JOHN H. QITIMBV, Trias. ASA KAUNCE, Brest.

DEPOSI

Belfast, July 13,

on or

1*70.

OTK E !

by

BURGESS, POBES
This

Savings Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

&

CO.,

l*ortU»n«t, Me.
lead is Warranted Puke, and is unsurpassed
in Body, Durability and Fineness.
3m3»

I hereby tfive notice to the citizens of Belfast
that I will be at the store of Oakes Angler Saturday
afteruoous, from 2 until f> P. M., for the purpose ot
receivinK taxes.
DANIEL 1. PITCHER,CuLLECToK.
Belfast, Sept. 26.—tU3

